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FOREWORD 

This report presents key results of a reconnaissance survey of 30 mafic-ultramafic 
intrusions in the Grenville province of Ontario. Part I summarizes aspects of the field 
geology, mineralogy and geochemistry of the intrusions, and includes the findings 
of a search for Platinum Group Elements (PGE) in sulphide- and oxide-rich rocks. 
Part II is a systematic survey of the intrusions. Information on modal mineralogy 
(compiled from 75 detailed rock descriptions), microstructures, sulphide assemblages 
and PGE assays is complemented by 20 figures, incorporating 50 photographs, and 
by an up-to-date (September-October 1993) Uterature survey. 

The report documents field and petrographic evidence for processes known to 
influence PGE deposit formation, such as igneous differentiation, magma mixing and 
sulphide separation, wallrock interaction and the effects of volatiles. The project, 
carried out in three stages between 1986 and 1993, began as a rapid examination of 
a virtually unexplored topic. Many of the features documented in PGE deposits occur 
in Grenville mafic rocks. Low PGE assays suggest that either (a) insufficient 
showings have been examined and assayed, (b) a key ingredient has been missed, 
such as a PGE-bearing ultramafic liquid, or an alkalic PGE association, or (c) 
mantle-average contents of precious metals were removed from the parental magmas 
prior to the emplacement of the mafic suite in the identified favourable sites for 
sulphide/PGE enrichment. 

John Wood 
Director 
Ontario Geological Survey 

This manuscript has not been edited. Publication approved by B. Dressier, Section 
Chief, Precambrian Geoscience Section, Ontario Geological Survey; January 27, 
1994. This report is published with the permission of John Wood, Director, Ontario 
Geological Survey. 
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ABSTRACT 

This report details the results of a survey of 30 mafic-ultramafic intrusions in S.E. Ontario, 
visited in 1986-87. All are within the 68,000 km^ (26,000 square miles) of the province 
underlain by the late Proterozoic Grenville shield. Occurrences range geographically from 
Caribou Lake (southwest of North Bay) in the west to the Chenaux gabbro on the Ottawa River 
near Pembroke, and the majority occur in the interval from the *alkaline line' through Bancroft 
south and east to the margin of the Paleozoic cover. In the course of the fieldwork 165 samples 
were collected, from which 67 thin sections were cut, representing 24 of the intrusives. In the 
past five years the author has conducted some additional research, also reported here. The 
selected intrusions vary widely in surface area (ranging from < 1 to approximately 250 km )̂. 
Within nominally mafic bodies, differentiated (commonly dioritic) lithologies may be more 
abundant than true gabbros. As a rough estimate, perhaps 5 percent of the exposed rocks are 
melagabbroic, and 1 percent ultramafic. 

Separation of a sulphide melt in areas of probable magma mixing (e.g., melagabbroic and 
anorthositic liquids) generated the richest concentrations of Fe-Ni-Cu sulphides. A minority of 
the gabbros examined are comparatively oxide-rich (generally with magnetite >ilmenite). Both 
sulphide- and oxide -rich samples were assayed. The assay data for 44 samples, associated with 
17 of the intrusives, are not encouraging for PGE exploration. The data include maximum values 
of 85 ppb Au, 130 ppb Pt and 130 ppb Pd. These tluee results were obtained from grab samples 
collected at two well-known sulphide prospects in the Raglan Hills, the Inwood (Landolac) 
showing (Au) and the Raglan (Hardwood Lake) occurrence (Pt,Pd). Background levels for mafic 
intrusives in the area are in the low ppb range. The metal ratios vary widely, and steep slopes 
on chondrite-normalised plots (minimal Os,Ir,Ru) are consistent with a magmatic sulphide 
association for the PGE. Precious metal concentrations in bulk sulphide are estimated to fall 
within the range 0.3 - 3.0 ppm, assuming that the sulphides host the PGE in a manner as yet 
undetermined, but quantitatively explicable by solid solution in one or more sulphide carriers. 
Reconnaissance analyses of six polished crystals of pyrite, pyrrhotite and magnetite, including 
pyrrhotite from the Saglan showing, by accelerator mass spectrometry (AMS) revealed only ppb 
levels of each precious metal. Further in-situ analysis by a range of techniques would be 
necessary to ftiUy characterize the mineral chemistry. By analogy with PGE mineralization 
elsewhere, it seems probable that the maximum observed PGE concentrations in bulk samples 
are associated with traces of pentlandite, or perhaps with minute (^ 1 /̂ m?) platinum group 
minerals (PGM), not observed to date, either here or elsewhere in the Grenville province. 

Part I comprises the detailed synthesis of this project. Part n is a comprehensive survey of 
the selected intrusions. The descriptions of lithologies within each intrusion may serve an 
additional purpose, in identifying attractive materials with potential as decorative stone. An 
extensive bibliography, comprising more than 280 references on the Grenville province, 
metabasites, PGE geology and related topics, covers the material in both parts. 
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LIST OF FIGURES 

Figure 1: 
Location of the Grenville province in Ontario: some of the areas described in the Ontario 
Geological Survey's PGE project, summarized in Macdonald and Cherry (1988). 

Figure 2: 
Location map of m^c intrusions in the Central Metasedimentary Belt in southeast Ontario. Note 
that all 17 indicated areas of mafic-ultramafic rock are of Grenville age, including the Chenaux 
gabbro, until recently thought to be associated with the development of the Paleozoic 
Ottawa-Bonnechere graben. Excludes a number of mafic intrusions in the map area, but includes 
most of the larger and better-known examples. See Figure 3 for a more complete coverage. 

Figure 3: 
Location map of the Grenville Province of southeastern Ontario, depicting the 30 intrusions 
described in this report. The margin of the study area is defined by the Paleozoic cover to the 
south and east, by the Ottawa River / Quebec border to the N.E., by the Grenville Front tectonic 
zone to the northwest, and by Georgian Bay to the west. The Sudbury Basin is also marked. 

Figure 4: 
A generalized nomenclature for mafic and ultramafic rocks composed of varying proportions of 
PLAGioclase feldspar, OUVine and 1-2 pyroxenes (OPX, CPX). From Wilson (1988a, p.21). 
See Streckeisen (1976) or Le Maitre et al. (1989) for a detailed treatment of the subject. 

Figure 5: 
Outcrop geology (I). Many of the best exposures of fresh rock are found in road cuts (a) or 
along lake shores (b, island in Caribou Lake). Well-developed igneous layering is only well-
preserved in a small number of outcrops, one of the best occurring on the east side of the large 
Lavant gabbro complex (c). Here primary igneous layering, exhibiting well- developed graded 
bedding, is preserved within a satellite body of the main mass. Located just east of the main 
body, west of Hopetown, in a sequence of carbonate metasediment host strata. 

Evidence for the multistage evolution of mafic magmas is provided by a number of phenomena, 
including anorthositic veining in the Caribou Lake body (d). While granitic pegmatites are 
abundant in the Grenville, coarse mafic pegmatoids, as in the Oconto gabbro (e) are uncommon. 
The knife blade indicates a coarse mass of granoblastic magnetite + ilmenite. This gabbro is cut 
by a mafic pegmatite dyke composed of cm-scale pyroxene crystals in a granular magnetite 
matrix (f). Gabbro, pegmatoid, and pyroxenite pegmatite dyke are all very rich in Fe-Ti oxides. 
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Figure 6: 
Magnetite veinlet cutting deformed metagabbro of the Faraday complex, near Bancroft. Fibrous 
secondary amphibole also occurs in these veinlets. The pen magnet will hang unsupported from 
oxide-rich hand specimens from this site. 

Figure 7: 
Outcrop geology (II). Although relatively few in number, the mineral occurrences provide much 
useful information (a). Here, fanner Fred Inwood talks to geologist Richard Cresswell at the 
'Inwood' (Landolac) showing in the Raglan Hills. The metagabbros frequentiy display signs of 
tectonism. A small-scale shear zone crossing coarse, rather massive gabbro (b) is visible in the 
exposure surrounding trench *3' on the nearby Raglan showing. This wispy structure represents 
localized ductile deformation in the metagabbro. 

Problematical lithological variation is displayed near the eastern margin of the Raglan intrusive 
(c). The dark, rusty rock under the lens cap occurs as a block in the lighter gabbro. It is 
associated with coarse carbonate segregations. The pegmatoidal development in the adjacent 
gabbro may Tepresent a concentration of volatiles against a stoped block near the margin or roof 
of the crystallizing gabbro. An exposure of plagioclase homfels and inclusions of felsic gneiss 
occur against and within the gabbro in the same area as this outcrop. The earlier gabbros are 
frequentiy cut by later intrusions (d). Here granitic veining, in sharp contact with heterogeneous 
gabbro, cuts across facies variations in the northwestern marginal section of the Mountain Grove 
intrusion. In the Papineau-Labelle Wildlife Reserve, southeast of Mont Laurier in Quebec, a 
lamprophyric melt has 'sampled' and transported rounded blocks of typical metagabbroic aspect 
(e,f), in addition to ultramafic lithologies, preserved in a narrow breccia dyke (Corriveau and 
Jourdain 1992; Corriveau et al. 1993). 

Figure 8: 
Index map of the 13 localities visited in the survey of the Raglan Hills, including sites in the 
Mallard, Boulter and Raglan intrusions. F is the Inwood showing, J the Raglan showing. 

Figure 9: 
Sketch map of old trenching examined on the Raglan showing in 1986-87. Trench '3', the most 
important locality, is easily located as the rusty outcrop adjacent to the logging road. Note: the 
site was not surveyed, and the relative locations and orientations of the various workings are 
approximate. Most importantiy, however, the other trenches can be found with reference to '3', 
and the relative trench sizes and sample locations are quite accurate. The site is located at grid 
reference UF061078, on topographic map 31F/3, between the 2 marked lakes. Only the two 
most important areas of strq>ped outcrop are marked diagramatically. The numbering of trenches 
differs from that of Carter et al. (1980, p.55). 
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Figure 10: 
Silicate textures and magmatic sulphides, metagabbros of the Raglan Hills, (a) Leucogabbro, 
metamorphosed in the amphibolite facies, composed largely of recrystallized polygonal 
plagioclase plus hornblende. A shear zone within this rock (b) displays foliation, grainsize 
reduction, and retrograde alteration represented by epidote and by sphene rims on oxide grains, 
(c) Polished hand specimen from Trench 2' of the Raglan showing. Note the sharp contact 
between gabbroic and anorthositic lithologies. Disseminated sulphides are essentially confined 
to the former. The gabbro (d) is almost entirely composed of strained, twinned plagioclase, 
actinolite and pyrrliotite. In another view (e) there is a chaotic texture in sulphide-flecked 
leucogabbro abutting anorthosite. (f) A Cu-rich pyroxenite, with an estimated 8 volume percent 
chalcopyrite, from the area of the Inwood (Landolac) showing on Loneys Hill. Abundant 
remobilized sulphide in actinolite. 

Figure 11: 
SiUcate mineralogy and textures. Photomicrographs of samples of the Raglan, Bonter, Faraday, 
UmfraviUe and Caribou Lake intrusions, (a) A pyroxenite from the Inwood showing, combining 
fine-grained, recrystallized amphibole with coarser grains, pseudomorphous after igneous 
pyroxene, (b) Pyroxenite float from the area of the Bonter occurrence in northern Marmora 
township. This sample is notable for the preservation of zoning in augitic cUnopyroxene grains, 
(c) Foliated amphibolite, a metabasite from the Faraday complex near Bancroft. Highly magnetic 
rock, colour index »94 percent, composed largely of hornblende, magnetite and ilmenite. (d) 
Equant fractured orthopyroxene and partially altered cUnopyroxene in pyroxenite (websterite) 
of the UmfraviUe intrusion, (e-f) Deformed orthopyroxene crystals in plagioclase-bearing 
websterite, forming a narrow band in norite of the Caribou Lake intrusion. 

Figure 12: 
Sulphide textures in the Raglan, Boulter, Lanark-Oso, Lavant and Duck Lake (Chandos) 
intrusions. The Raglan body displays magmatic sulphide-siUcate intergrowths. A Ni-rich sample 
from the Inwood showing (a) contains pentlandite 'necklaces' on grain boundaries in pyrrhotite. 
GrenviUe pyrrhotites are sometimes partiaUy altered to a very fine-grained (?) marcasite-pyrite 
mixture, as in example (b), in a melagabbro near Boulter, (c) is a similar case, in leucogabbro 
of the Lanark-Oso intrusion. In oxide-rich Lavant gabbro (d) magnetite is accompanied by 
pyrrhotite with altered rims. Chalcopyrite is the sulphide most susceptible to late remobilization, 
as in case (e) from the Raglan Hills. Late epigenetic sulphide veins may be largely coarse pyrite. 
An example from Chandos townshq) (f) displays a final, minor episode of fracturing in scapoUte-
chlorite- carbonate gangue, infiUed by traces of chalcopyrite and Fe-Ti oxide. 
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Figure 13: 
Secondary electron images of secondary pyrite shells adjacent to plagioclase in gabbro of the 
Mountain Grove intrusion. Such porous shells appear to be late (deuteric?) reaction rims, 
involving coarse sulphide and/or plagioclase. Sample collected near outcrop in Figure 7(d). 

Figure 14: 
Oxides in the Umfraville and Lanark-Oso gabbros, and lithologies in the Tudor and Raglan 
intrusions, (a) Coarse magnetite envelops silicates and traces of pyrite in oxide-rich Umfraville 
gabbro. Fine-grained oxide decorates cleavage planes in biotite and scapolite gangue. The coarse 
oxide may be invested by thin rims of chlorite and chalcopyrite. (b) Fe-Ti oxides in scapolitic 
metagabbro of the Lanark-Oso intrusion occur as both coherent and fractured grains. UraUtized 
metagabbro of the Tudor mass displays both (c) partial recrystallization of amphibole replacing 
clinopyroxene and (d) replacement of plagioclase (An ĵ) by chlorite and epidote along grain 
boundaries and fractures. A rarer style of alteration is seen in (e), where feldspar in a 
carbonatized Tudor gabbro encloses a pseudomorph of biotite and carbonate after pyroxene. 
Abundant volatiles are also present in a gabbroic pegmatite in the Raglan Hills (f), where pyrite 
associated with abundant epidote encloses sphene and hornblende. 

Figure 15: 
Mineralogy of the Oconto, Tudor, Lanark-Oso and Raglan intrusions, with emphasis on late 
deuteric-hydrothermal alteration styles. Some intrusions are late-tectonic, with little evidence of 
deformation or alteration. An example (a) is biotite-rich monzogabbro of the Oconto mass, 
containing clinopyroxene, biotite, magnetite and apatite in a matrix of antiperthitic plagioclase. 
In contrast, an unfoliated sample of Tudor metagabbro (b) displays extensive replacement of 
primary plagioclase and clinopyroxene by epidote and chlorite. A sample of sulphidic metabasite 
of the Lanark-Oso intrusion (c-e) is distinctively altered. The rock is cut by chrysotile serpentine 
veinlets (c-d) while plagioclase in the bulk of the rock is extensively replaced by scapolite (e). 
Sulphides in a recrystaUized metabasite from the Raglan HiUs (f) are encased in clinozoisite. 

Figure 16: 
Textures in metabasites indicating mineral reactions at higher grades of regional metamorphism. 
The examples are from the Central Gneiss Belt and the Chenaux gabbro. Hie Huntsville coronite 
(a-c) is composed mainly of garnet, plagioclase, clinopyroxene, hornblende and ilmenite. Garnet 
and pyroxene are prominent on weathered surfaces (a). Coarse pyroxenes (b) may be rimmed 
by hornblende ± an outer layer of plagioclase, while garnet (c, black in cross polarized view) 
often has a thin coat of plagioclase. 

The Chenaux intrusion includes an olivine leucogabbro (d) in which corona structures of up to 
three distinct layers mantle olivine in plagioclase. 
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Corona textures were most frequently encountered in the Central Gneiss Belt. In addition to the 
Huntsville example, relevant features include rims of (e) garnet around clinopyroxene in 
plagioclase (norite of Memesagamesing Lake) and (f) optically anomalous hydrogamet around 
magnetite and clinopyroxene in an anorthosite vein cutting gabbronorite of the Caribou lake 
complex (see also Fig. 5d). 

Figure 17: 
AFM and Jensen cation ternary plots for selected Grenville samples from this project. All seven 
samples have low su )̂hide contents (< 1.2 weight percent S). Samples 1-4 are 1102, 1099, 1101 
and 1098 from Caribou Lake, respectively websterite, norite, leuconorite and anorthosite. 
Sample 5 is Raglan pyroxenite 1110. Sample 6 is Mallard gabbro 1001. Sample 7 is oxide-rich 
pyroxenite pegmatite 1055 from the Oconto intrusion. 

Figure 18: 
Chondrite-normalised REE plots for Grenville samples. The upper plot involves the Caribou 
Lake suite featured in Figure 17. The lower plot displays the moderately elevated REE levels 
in Raglan pyroxenite relative to local gabbros, two of which are sulphide-rich. 

Figure 19: 
Chondrite- normalized PGE patterns for five Raglan sulphide-rich samples. The whole-rock 
analytical data are recalculated to anticipated PGE levels in 100 percent sulphide. 

Figure 20: 
In-situ PGE analyses of selected mineral grains, conducted by accelerator mass spectrometry, 
and presented as chondrite-normalized PGE patterns. In this case, the patterns seen in the six 
grains are largely a reflection of elements below or near detection limits. Thus, sensitivity to Ir 
and Pt is much higher than for Os, Ru and Pd. The only reliable pattern here may be the ppb 
levels of Au, an element to which the technique is exceedingly sensitive. The slightly elevated 
levels of Ir in Lavant magnetite and Pt in Raglan pyrrhotite may be real, but are only at levels 
of 8 and 4 ppb respectively! The implication of this handful of analyses of coarse grains is that 
other phases host the observed whole-rock PGE enrichments. For methodology, see Wilson et 
al. (1991). A wide range of illustrative PGE patterns, in which the low-level Grenville patterns 
can be compared to a range of PGE-rich grains of common ore minerals, are presented in 
Wilson et al. (1993). Analysed samples were Chandos pyrite 975 (two pieces), Raglan and 
Lanark-Oso pyrrhotites 863b and 1030, and Oconto and Lavant magnetites 1055 and 1163. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 

1.1 Rationale 

An integrated field and petrographic study of mafic and ultramafic intrusions in the Grenville 

province of Ontario was carried out during 1986-1987. The principal objective was to provide 

an assessment of the potential of these rocks for mineralization in Platinum Group Elements 

(PGE). This work was initiated in response to resurgent investor interest in platinum, and 

conducted as part of a province-wide survey of potential PGE host rocks (Fig. 1). The PGE 

comprise six rare chemical elements, namely osmium (Os), iridium (Ir), ruthenium (Ru), 

rhodium (Rh), platinum (Pt), and palladium (Pd). Within economic PGE-enriched mineral 

deposits, PGE may be found both as trace constituents of ore minerals such as sulphides, and 

as major components of a large number of rare Platinum Group Minerals (PGM). In the interest 

of brevity PGE geology is not reviewed in detail here: a key reference on Ni-Cu-PGE sulphide 

deposits is Naldrett (1989). Ontario Geological Survey publications on PGE include a review 

volume resulting from the 1980s province-wide project (Macdonald and Cherry 1988) and an 

earlier bibliography (Wilson 1985). 

This report charts field, mineralogical and geochemical observations, in relation to earlier, 

widely scattered work on related subjects. It is based on a number of earlier reports. Aspects 

of PGE geology were reviewed in 1986-87 (Wilson 1987a,b, 1988a,b,c,d). The initial Grenville 

fieldwork and laboratory analysis focused on four intrusions in 1986 (Wilson 1987b, 1988b). An 

extended survey of 30 intrusions in 1987 led to a detailed overview (Wilson 1988e). The major 

results of these earlier reports are presented here and in Macdonald and Cherry (1988). The 

assembled information should prove useful for planning future research and exploration projects. 

The volume describes the mineralogy of the mafic-ultramafic intrusions and serves also as a 

catalogue of occurrences. 

The initial focus on the Central Metasedimentary Belt (CMB) is reflected in the overall 

distribution of field work. References to Grenville localities in Quebec go some way to providing 

a broader review of Proterozoic mafic magmatism and associated mineralization, both by noting 

other studies of Grenville PGE, pursued more vigourously in Quebec, and by providing more 
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information on the upper amphibolite to granulite facies terranes which comprise much of the 

Grenville from the Central Gneiss Belt (CGB) in Ontario eastwards to Labrador. 

1.2 Previous Exploratioiis of Geology and Metallogeny 

This report is limited to the topics outlined by the title. For a regional overview of the 

Grenville the reader is referred to a conference volume (Moore et al. 1986), within which Moore 

(1986) sets out the complex nature of Grenville geology. The complex range of tectonic models 

proposed for the area was summarized by Farquhar and Fletcher (1980), but for an up-to-date 

appraisal of the Grenville province in Ontario, the key reference is the monumental synthesis 

by Easton (1992a), plus recent reviews of regional metallogeny (Easton and Fyon 1992; Sangster 

et al. 1992). A modem regional map of the project area, and a tectonostratigraphic explanation, 

is provided by new O.G.S. compilation mapping (Ontario Geological Survey, 1992a,b). 

General aspects of Grenville geology have been described in many publications, and are not 

recounted here. An additional selection of background references is provided for convenience, 

under three subject headings: 

1. Stratigraphy: Wynne-Edwards (1972), Emslie, in Stockwell et al. (1976), and Stockwell 

(1982). 

2. Regional Grenville geology, age dates: Poole (1976), Grant et al. (1986), McLelland 

(1986), and Scharer et al. (1986). Age dates in Ontario have been compiled by Easton 

(1986a,b). Mezger et al. (1993) examine U-Pb data from Ontario and New York. 

3. Grenville tectonics: Brown et al. (1975), Condie and Moore (1977), Patchett (1978) and 

Woussen (1985). Papers on the long cooling history of the area include Dunlop et al. 

(1980), Berger and York (1981), Lopez-Martinez and York (1983) and York (1984). 

Tectonic Setting 

The Grenville Front, traced for 1900 km across eastern North America, marks the boundary 

between the Grenville and the much older Superior province to the north and west. The Central 

Metasedimentary Belt south of the Front has elements of a carbonate platform deposited along 
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a cratonic margin. The Front may have formed in continent-continent collision, marked by a 

pronounced depression of the Moho (Mereu et al. 1986). The granulite to upper amphibolite 

facies ductile thrusting in the Centra Gneiss Belt may represent tectonic shortening of a 

continent-scale footwall under the thrust -emplaced Central Metasedimentary Belt, during closure 

of a postulated back-arc basin, an event age dated at «1190-1180 Ma, and involving a thickened 

(70 km) continental crust (Nadeau and Hanmer 1992). 

Detailed mapping within the Central Metasedimentary Belt in the past decade has led to a 

new view of Grenville stratigraphy and tectonics. The Grenville, much like the Superior 

province, has been viewed anew in terms of distinct terranes composed of regional lithological 

assemblages, joined along boundaries defined by regional shear zones, with a predominance of 

mylonitic and migmatitic lithologies. A combination of field work and geochronology provides 

constraints on the sequence of terrane accretion (Easton 1992b). The most likely modem 

analogues for the CMB are recognized as Indonesia and the Celebes Arc (Easton 1991; 

McLelland et al. 1993). Hoffman (1992) discusses some ideas on Grenville paleogeography. 

The geochemical characteristics of subalkaline metavolcanic rocks in the Central 

Metasedimentary Belt, between the Northbrook and Elzevir batholiths, have been determined by 

Hamois and Moore (1991). Their analysis of the Tudor Formation (dated at «1280 Ma) and 

the overlying Kashwakamak Formation involves arc evolved on either oceanic crust or thinned 

continental crust, with arc accretion to a continental margin between the time of extrusion of the 

two volcanic suites. Holm et al. (1986) linked the Tudor and Turriff metavolcanics and 

associated dykes to rifting of continental crust, perhaps in a back-arc environment. 

The two-fold structural division of the Grenville into belts on the one hand, and a patchwork 

of terranes on the other, has clear comparisons with progress in western Canadian geology. Both 

viewpoints have some validity, and Rivers et al. (1989) would subdivide the Grenville into three 

longitudinal belts, separated by major tectonic boundaries such as the Grenville Front, composed 

of southeast-dipping crustal-scale imbricate slices. 

As the concept of accreted terranes, first applied extensively in a Pacific-margin cordilleran 

setting (Nur 1983) has gained currency in the Grenville, so there has been a natural emphasis 
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on locating and characterizing terrane margins. An example of a major mafic intrusion localized 

within a regional structure may be interest in this context. The Niquelandia complex is a large 

(760 km )̂ mafic-ultramafic layered intrusion, in the Brazilian state of Goias. The region contains 

a discontinuous north-south chain of mafic complexes, 300 km long, which may mark a suture 

within the central Brazilian shield (Feininger et al. 1991). The complex, with an ultramafic zone 

and a gabbroic to anorthositic upper sequence, was apparently emplaced in continental rocks at 

the onset of a rifting episode, and subsequently modified by compression, which thrust remnants 

of the intrusives to the east. The forms of mafic intrusions may undergo extreme modification 

in deformation zones. Kleinschrodt et al. (1991) cite the Kandy intrusion in Sri Lanka, thought 

to have been flattened to l/20th of its original thickness, and stretched to »20 times its original 

length, most of the deformation occurred during granulite facies metamorphism. Metagabbroic 

anorthosites tens of m wide and tens of km long occur in the Fishog subdomain of the Central 

Gneiss Belt. An intrusive (sill) origin has been proposed for the Head River anorthosite (Van 

Kranendonk 1991). 

Hanmer and McEachem (1992) and McEachem and Van Breemen (1993) describe the 

boundary thrust zone of the Central Metasedimentary Belt as a stack of crystalline thrust sheets 

10 km thick and >2(X) km long, 'enclosed by an anastomosing network of ductile shear zones'. 

This zone has a general southwest to northeast trend, from Haliburton past Bancroft towards 

Killaloe, passing just north of the Raglan Hills metagabbros. The boundary thrust zone has 

accommodated northwest transport of the CMB. The earliest thrusting was 'well under way' by 

«1190-1180 Ma, with reactivation at «1080-1050 Ma. The early thrusting may record closure 

of a back-arc basin in the CMB, with emplacement of the ensialic marginal basin of the (hanging 

wall) Elzevir terrane on the mid-Proterozoic Laurentian margin. The younger event may 

represent continental collision southeast of the exposed Grenville. 

The CMB boundary zone (which incorporates the Bancroft extensional shear zone), as 

described by McEachem and Van Breemen (1993), includes a number of gabbroic bodies on its 

southeastern (Elzevir terrane) side, such as the Raglan, Mallard and Boulter gabbros. Hanmer 

and McEachem (1992) speculate that the line of relatively stiff metagabbros may have acted as 
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a barrier to upward migration of fluids responsible for syntectonic, metasomatic nephelinization 

at the top of the thrust zone. This origin for the famous alkaline rocks of the Bancroft district 

is contested by Miller and Lentz (1993), who prefer an igneous origin for at least some of these 

rocks, as first proposed by Adams and Barlow (1910). Igneous-textured alkaline rocks such as 

nepheline syenite occur on the northern edge of the Glamorgan (Trooper Lake) gabbro, and just 

east of the Mallard Lake gabbro (Miller and Lentz 1993). 

The Bancroft shear zone is a narrow, normal ductile fault zone, dipping moderately to the 

southeast (Van der Pluijm et al. 1991). Regional compression was active 1160-1025 Ma, with 

major imbrication at «1060 Ma. The peak of regional metamorphism (deduced from sphene and 

monazite data on marbles within and beyond the shear zone) occurred at «1045-1030 Ma. 

Fabrics in mylonitized gabbroic anorthosite and orthogneiss of the Parry Sound shear zone have 

been described in terms of plastic deformation in crustal-scale shear zones, at an estimated 

syntectonic temperature of 800°C (White and Flagler 1992; White and Mawer 1992). 

Metallogeny 

Within the project area, a wide range of deposits of precious metals (gold-silver), base metals 

and industrial minerals have been discovered and exploited. As related by Smith (1986), the 

initial interest sparked by early discovery of gold was progressively eclipsed by much larger 

finds of nickel in Sudbury, silver in Cobalt, and gold in the Abitibi greenstone belt to the north. 

The small sizes of most deposits and the intractable metallurgical nature of some of the ores 

contributed to a loss of interest in the region, and created an apathy that has perhaps lasted for 

too long. Compilations of data on showings and mines include the work of Carter (1981, 1984), 

Carter and Colvine (1979, 1985), Hewitt (1964), Jost (1975), Kingston et al. (1985), Lumbers 

(1982), Malczak et al. (1985), Sangster and Bourne (1982), Satterley (1943) and Springer 

(1976a,b,c,d). 

Carter et al. (1980) presented a compilation in which three classes of deposit can be spatially 

and/or genetically related to mafic intrusives. A fourth can be added, from the area of the 

Hastings Basin. These are summarized as follows: 
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1. Gabbro-hosted magmatic Ni-Cu sulphide deposits, such as the examples in the Raglan 

intrusive complex, in which there is evidence for sulphide liquid immiscibility. 

2. Gabbro-hosted Fe-Ti oxide deposits, of variable magnetite : ilmenite ratio, with accessory 

sphene and apatite, also related to magmatic processes. 

3. Zn deposits in metamorphosed carbonate screens in gabbro, e.g., the Long Lake Zn mine. 

Apparently fortuitous preservation of stratabound sulphides within the later gabbro. 

4. Au-Ag mineralization, of late (epigenetic) origin, hosted in shear zones in the margin of the 

Cordova gabbro. Like class (3), structural and tectonic control appears dominant, unlike the 

magmatic genesis of classes (l)-(2). 

The distribution of selected mafic intrusions in southeastern Ontario is depicted in Figure 2 

(Wilson 1988b). The Grenville in this part of Ontario is characterized, roughly speaking, by 

concentric zones of increasing metamorphic grade, ranging from greenschist in the Hastings 

Basin area south of Bancroft, through amphibolite (Raglan Hills and elsewhere) to granulite 

facies, as to the southeast of the Lavant complex, and to the north and northwest, toward the 

Grenville Front tectonic zone. Estimated surface areas for selected Grenville intrusions are given 

in Table I. For comparison, the exposed area of the Skaergaard intrusion in east Greenland is 

104 km ,̂ that of the Sudbury complex is 1342 km ,̂ while the Stillwater complex in Montana is 

exposed over an area of 194 km ,̂ although gravity data suggest that this layered intrusive 

extends far to the east of its outcrop, as a flat sheet under sedimentary cover, beneath an area 

as large as 4400 km^ (Bonini 1981). 

1.3 Mafic-Ultramafic Intrusions 

Although the style of regional maps such as the Highway Map of Southern Ontario (O.G.S. 

Map 2441, scale 1:800,(XX), revised 1979) is to show 'mafic' intrusions in one tone, this 

necessary simplification masks the fact that a major proportion of these bodies are actually quite 

differentiated. A wide range of lithologies were encountered: gabbro appears to be the 

predominant rock type, but with a number of dioritic and syenitic variants, plus localized 

(low-volume) components varying in composition from pyroxenite to monzonite and even 
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granite. The earlier intrusions, emplaced approximately 1250 Ma, have been designated a 'biotite 

diorite' suite by previous workers (Sangster 1970, pp.51-54; Lumbers 1982). They are very 

diverse compositionally, including types of granite, syenite, granodiorite, trondhjemite, tonalite, 

diorite and gabbro, as well as lesser volumes of ultramafic rocks. 

The present field survey suggests that in fact perhaps as little as 5 percent of their area, on 

average, is melagabbroic, and maybe 1 percent ultramafic. This appears to be consistent with 

the relatively rare occurrence of ultramafic volcanics in the Grenville, such rocks being 

described only rarely (e.g., Friedman 1953a; LeBaron et al. 1987). Some ultramafic rocks are 

thoroughly altered to talc, serpentine and other secondary minerals (e.g.. Bright 1986). 

Nevertheless, igneous masses with gabbroic components are abundant, and often exhibit features 

worthy of investigation: 

1. Sulphides are generally present in low ( < 2 vol.%) concentrations. Magmatic 

(net-textured) sulphides are often found in the more promising showings, generally in 

close spatial association with melagabbroic or ultramafic facies. Porphyroblastic pyrite 

may overgrow magmatic sulphide, and is thought to be barren, as is'usually the case for 

late recrystallized *metacrysts' (Craig and Vokes 1993). Late sulphides on brittle fractures 

are almost certainly PGE-poor, although some may be prospective for gold. 

2. Variable grainsize, and sometimes pegmatitic facies, occur in a number of intrusives. 

Close proximity of leucocratic and melanocratic material may indicate local mixing of two 

distinct magma types. 

3. Thin sheets (fine-grained, homfelsed or chilled?) of (?) intermediate material may indicate 

contamination at margins, broadly consistent with a sill-like form inferred by earlier 

workers for some of the intrusives. 

4. Oxide-rich (magnetite ± ilmenite, not chromite) facies of gabbro and pegmatite are 

present, but are less common than sulphidic rocks. Regrettably few of the gabbroic 

intrusives in the Grenville have been reliably dated, as the reviews of Easton (1986a,b) 

clearly demonstrate: there is a great need for precise Pb isotope work on zircons. 

However, work by Lumbers, Sangster and others has erected a rough timescale around 
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the episodes of intrusion, development of magmatic oxide and sulphide deposits, and 

regional deformation and metamorphism. The intrusions are divisible into 'earlier' (biotite 

diorite suite) and 'later' gabbros. The following two paragraphs are synthesized from their 

work and from the summary by Bright (1987). 

The earlier intrusions were broadly syntectonic with the earlier (Elzevirian) orogeny 

(1250-1180 Ma), including the trondhjemitic Elzevir and Weslemkoon batholiths. The smaller 

Deloro and Moira granites were also of this age. Gabbros with Ni-Cu showings and poor 

magnetic signatures were also intruded in this period: the preservation of contact aureoles in 

areas of relatively low-grade regional metamorphism indicate post-peak Elzevirian timing. This 

group include the mafic bodies of Lingham, Tudor, Thanet, Jocko Lake, Mallard, Raglan and 

Cordova. 

The later Grenville orogeny (1140-1000 Ma) was accompanied by intrusion of syenite, quartz 

monzonite, monzonite and gabbro (Sangster 1970, p.52). Examples of later gabbros are the 

Umfraville and Boulter masses, which appear to intrude rocks regionally metamorphosed to 

upper almandine amphibolite facies. The larger oxide deposits are mostly in the later gabbros, 

although some small oxide concentrations occur in the earlier gabbros, e.g., the Tudor, Lake 

and Cordova bodies. The oxides commonly result in large magnetic anomalies. The largest of 

these late deposits is the Matthews-Chaffey, in the Newboro gabbro near Westport, with reserves 

of 45 million tonnes grading 25 percent iron and 7 percent titanium (Sangster 1970, pp. 193-202). 

Disseminated Fe-Ti mineralization was even located by a winter drilling venture under Kingston 

harbour (ibid., p. 198). 

More recent findings indicate that some of the alkaline lithologies of the Haliburton- Bancroft 

nepheline syenite belt also predate the Grenville orogeny, e.g., nepheline -bearing gneiss dated 

at 1219+18/-12 Ma by Miller (1984). The limited amount of recent data available for the mafic 

intrusions suggests that the twin cycle of intrusion and metamorphism may have been of shorter 

duration, with a long history of post -tectonic cooling. For present purposes it is sufficient to 

note that the mafic intrusions present a wide range of metamorphic effects and structural states, 

and that some are more deformed, and/or recrystallized, and/or older than others. 
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30 intrusions in the Grenville of Ontario are catalogued in Part II of this report. The selection 

includes most of the larger intrusives, and encompasses the major known sulphide occurrences. 

More basic intrusions are present in the area (the total is over 40: McCrank et al. 1981;, G. Di 

Prisco, Ontario Geological Survey, pers.commun. 1987). Other small bodies may be traced via 

maps listed in this report. Unless otherwise stated, the numbered maps are those of the Ontario 

Geological Survey (O.G.S.) and its predecessor, the Ontario Department of Mines (O.D.M.). 

A related topic, not addressed directly here, is the building stone potential of many of the 

intrusions in eastern Ontario. This has been explored periodically for many years: a recent 

synthesis was prepared by LeBaron et al. (1990). Marmont (1992) examined various Grenville 

anorthosites (River Valley, Red Deer, Pickerel River, St. Charles, Mercer, Tilden Lake, Eau 

Claire) as possible sources of building stone. 

1.4 Base Metal Sulphides 

A tentative classification of sulphide occurrences within or adjacent to the gabbros is given 

below: the ten classes vary in scale from several millions of tonnes to microscopic features. On 

the basis of the present work, only classes (1) and (8) carry significant PGE values. 

(1) Disseminated magmatic sulphides, which in a few instances have been the subject of 

reserve calculations and even (in one case) mining. The sulphide may occur as (?) 

lensoid masses comprising the largest showings (Raglan), within igneous laminations 

(Caribou Lake), and as ill-defined 'cloudy zones* in lithologically complex outcrops 

(Boulter). 

(2) Minor sulphides within Fe-Ti oxide deposits, some of which have been mined, and 

which also seem to be magmatic concentrations (Lavant). 

(3) Sulphides in mafic pegmatoids within gabbros (Lavant). 

(4) Deuteric modifications of (l)-(3), including contiguous alteration rims, and small 

-scale remobilization of primary sulphide (Lavant). 

(5) Porphyroblastic sulphide, particularly pyrite, generated in regional metamorphism 

(Raglan) or in hydrothermal alteration (Cordova). 
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(6) 'Accidental' association of base metal deposits preserved in sedimentary screens 

within gabbro, of which the classic case is the Long Lake Zn deposit (Mountain 

Grove). 

(7) Sulphide in marginal skam developments (Duck Lake). 

(8) Late-tectonic remobilization of sulphide on ductile shear zones (Raglan). 

Mylonitization is accompanied by both chemical and textural changes, and the greatest 

alteration may generally be expected in rocks with primary olivine ± pyroxene, ± 

amphibole (Owen 1988). 

(9) 'Nodular* deformation zones, often sulphide- bearing, in which blocks of relatively 

unstrained gabbro are preserved in a strongly foliated matrix (Mountain Grove). 

(10) Epigenetic, brittle fractures cutting gabbro, often sulphidic, most often pyrite, but 

sometimes with pyrrhotite or chalcopyrite (Wolfe Lake, Duck Lake). 
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2. FIELD GEOLOGY 

2.1 General Aspects: Topography, Exposure, Access and Degree of Weathering 

The locations of the 30 intrusions sampled on the 1987 survey are displayed in Figure 3. The 

nomenclature for the various lithologies is summarized in Figure 4 (from Wilson 1988a). Many 

of the intrusions occur in the Central Metasedimentary Belt south and east of Bancroft, with 

another concentration in the Frontenac terrane between Perth and Kingston. The Chenaux gabbro 

in the Ottawa River valley and another five masses in the Central Gneiss Belt complete the 

inventory. 

Topographic expression of the gabbros is commonly rather limited. The worst (negative) 

effects, resulting in cover by bog on a large scale, and by local depressions (some of which may 

be related to zones of faulting or shearing), are displayed in the Lingham Lake intrusive. The 

Memesagamesing Lake norite is largely underwater, a redeeming feature being the good 

exposures on the shoreline. Other gabbros form local topographic highs: gabbro ridges in the 

Raglan Hills and the Quadeville area offer relatively good exposure. There are many good 

outcrops of the mafic suite, notwithstanding the low percentage exposure afforded by many of 

the intrusions. Road cuts and lake shores afford many good exposures (Figs. 5a,b). Some aspects 

of Grenville outcrop geology are presented in Figures 5-7. 

The geometric form of most of the mafic bodies is poorly constrained: there is good evidence 

that some of the smaller intrusions are sills, such as the Tallan Lake / Duck Lake sill (Section 

6.15). Others may be deeper-seated bodies, although few show evidence of strong differentiation 

suggestive of a classic layered intrusion. Friedman (1957) suggested a lopolithic form for the 

Caribou Lake mass. A few, such as the Cleland and Cordova gabbros, have subcircular outcrops 

suggestive of stock-like masses, but generally the lack of three-dimensional exposure and the 

degree of deformation in the host rocks have defied efforts to classify the intrusions according 

to form. Some intrusions probably have hybrid forms: Pauk (1984b, pp.44-49) noted that the 

east margin of the Lavant intrusive complex may represent a series of sills. A gravity survey of 

the Central Metasedimentary Belt southeast of Bancroft (Real and Thomas 1987) produced a 

model maximum depth for the gabbros of 2.6 km, given an estimated mean specific gravity of 
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2.94. 

Some intrusions are well-exposed in roadside outcrop, good examples being the Mountain 

Grove, Tichbome and Wolfe Lake intrusions in southeast Ontario. Most of the intrusions 

described in Section 6 outcrop along or very near to public roads. The Caribou Lake and 

Memesagamesing Lake intnisives require a boat for detailed inspections. Some of the sulphide 

showings are away, from main roads, but may be accessed by logging roads and other tracks. 

Prospective visitors should seek local permission before venturing onto private land. 

Where exposed, and especially along roadcuts, the gabbroic and dioritic rocks are often quite 

unweathered beneath a thin surface crust, as in the Lavant intrusive complex, the Mountain 

Grove intrusion, and elsewhere. Magmatic sulphide showings such as the Raglan and In wood 

occurrences (and epigenetic sulphide veins) are generally heavily ironstained, but reasonably 

fresh samples are usually obtainable by use of a sledgehammer (Fig. 7a). 

2.2 Lithological Variation and Structural State of Gabbroic Intnisives 

A wide range of lithologies was encountered in this survey. Rock types varied from 

ultramafic (pyroxenite, plus lesser websterite, wehrlite), through mafic (gabbro, norite) to 

intermediate (diorite and tonalite) to felsic (granodiorite, granite pegmatite). 

All the intrusions examined for this project lie within the 68,000 km^ (26,0(X) square miles) 

of the province underlain by the late Proterozoic Grenville shield. Within nominally mafic 

bodies, differentiated (commonly dioritic) lithologies may be more abundant than true gabbros. 

As suggested earlier, perhaps 5 percent of the exposed rocks are melagabbroic, and 1 percent 

ultramafic. For comparison, mafic igneous rocks comprise about 8% of the surface exposure in 

the 20,000 km^ Adirondack area, where metamorphosed gabbroic rocks and gabbroic troctolites 

were emplaced anorogenically with the voluminous anorthosite, «1150 Ma (Olson and Morse 

1990). 

The detailed treatment of petrographic findings (Wilson 1988e) is summarized in this report, 

particularly in tables of estimated modal mineralogy and sets of photomicrographs. A breakdown 

of the sampling and petrographic program is given in Table 2. Estimated modes and preferred 
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rock identifications are presented in Table 3. Interested readers may wish to refer to a broad 

review of plutonic rocks (e.g., Cox et al. 1979, pp.283-307) and a detailed explanation of 

nomenclature (Streckeisen 1976) for comparative purposes. 

Petrography has a number of uses in the present context of PGE exploration, not only for 

rock- type identification but also for the recognition of cumulus processes in less-deformed 

intrusions (Mathison 1989), assessment of the degree of deformation of samples, and recognition 

of immiscible sulphides and other textural clues to magma chamber processes. 

Although primary layering is not very common in the gabbros (Section 2.3), acquired 

foliations are developed to variable degree in almost every intrusion examined, with the possible 

exception of the Chenaux gabbro. The example of an outcrop-scale shear in the Raglan gabbro 

(Fig. 7b) is typical. Armstrong and Gittins (1968, p.27) noted an alignment of feldspar laths in 

the Gooderham lobe of the Glamorgan gabbro, and a later dyke intrusion along a parallel trend. 

They suggested that this could be explained by deformation of a crystal mush in the (syntectonic) 

gabbro prior to final solidification of the mass. 

2.3 Evidence for Magmatic Differentiation 

Evidence for differentiation trends within intrusions is most compelling when it combines 

data from field and geochemical and/or mineralogical studies. In the course of this project no 

convincing examples of chilled margins (or of rafted masses of chilled marginal facies) were 

noted in the field. Apparently primary, magmatic, layering is visible in some intrusions: similar 

evidence is doubtless present elsewhere in the province, but hidden by lack of exposure. 

The best layering noted in the project is present in the Lavant gabbro (Section 6.29; Fig. 5c). 

Field evidence for probable igneous layering was also found in other intrusions, such as the 

Caribou Lake, Raglan and Cordova plutons. Anorthositic bodies south of the Grenville Front 

often display probable primary layering. An example is the Red Deer Lake anorthosite. In these 

rocks, 'gabbroic and ultramafic layers, generally no more than a few feet thick', are 'generally 

continuous along strike for several hundred feet and probably represent relict primary igneous 

layering' (Lumbers 1975, p.74). 
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Mapping and chemical work has indicated significant differentiation trends in the Caribou 

Lake, Memesagamesing Lake, Mountain Grove and Tichbome bodies (references in Section 6). 

The Caribou Lake body provides the most pronounced large-scale example, with lithological 

variation from an olivine-bearing base through a noritic mass to apparent felsic differentiates in 

the upper levels (Friedman 1957). The occurrence of small veinlets of anorthosite cutting 

gabbronorite at Caribou Lake (Fig. 5d) provides outcrop-scale evidence of magmatic evolution 

within this «15 km^ intrusion. In addition, cryptic variations in mineral chemistry, consistent 

with whole-rock chemical trends have been documented at Caribou Lake and in the Tichbome 

gabbro (Harrison 1943). 

Gradational banding, ascribed to gravitational settling of a late mafic magma within a magma 

chamber whose major product was banded gabbroic anorthosite, has been observed in the 

Newboro gabbro (Sangster and Bourne 1982, pp. 108-110). Layering has also been noted in other 

Grenville intrusions, and under favourable circumstances traces of the primary structure may 

survive even granulite facies recrystallization. Igneous layering in cumulate gabbronorites of the 

Lac St. Joseph terrane in Labrador is cut by undeformed gabbro dykes recrystallized at high 

metamorphic grade (James et al. 1990). 

In addition, high-angle dykes commonly cut certain gabbros, such as Tichbome and Chenaux. 

Chilled margins are generally lacking. It is not immediately clear from cursory field examination 

whether these dykes are a late phase of the host gabbros, or emplaced in a later episode. 

Tholeiitic dykes and associated bimodal volcanic suites in the Central Metasedimentary Belt, 

apparently rift-related, have been documented by Holm et al. (1986). 

2.4 Evidence for Magma Mixing 

The best evidence for the mixing of two silicate melts of contrasting composition in magma 

chambers of Grenville age appears to occur in the sulphide showings themselves. Close spatial 

relationships between mafic (melagabbro or pyroxenite) and leucocratic (leucogabbro or 

anorthosite) melts is apparent in the Boulter and Raglan intmsives. Both gradational and sharp 

contacts can be discemed, perhaps implying introduction of the anorthositic material over a time 
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interval, during which the darker host rocks continued to crystallize. The Raglan sulphide 

showing (Figures 8-9, and Section 6.8) is the type locality in the Grenville for the apparent 

separation of a sulphide melt within a heterogeneous, crystallizing magma chamber. Evidence 

for magmatic sulphide in smaller outcrops may be equivocal, particularly in tectonized intrusives 

that have undergone extensive recrystallization. 

Two small granodioritic to gabbroic breccia pipes in the Britt area were described by 

Williams (1984). These appear to have been emplaced by mechanisms of fluidization and 

brecciation, and 'indicate the coexistence of basic and felsic magmas'. This situation is 

compositionally distinct from the Raglan body, where the coexisting melts are all broadly 

'gabbroic'. The writer has not located outcrops in the Grenville comparable in scale to the 

'net-veined' gabbro (diabase)- granophyre hybrid intrusions of the Tertiary Volcanic District of 

the west of Scotland. Late felsic differentiates of mafic to intermediate bodies such as the Lavant 

gabbro may occur as schlieren, dykes and sheets within the (presumed) roof and marginal zones. 

This situation implies a more protracted differentiation process than that represented by the 

sulphide showings. 

Magma mixing is also revealed within sheet-like gabbros with an array of net veined 

gabbro-syenite dykes along the Labelle shear zone, which defines the west flank of the Morin 

terrane in Quebec (Corriveau 1991). Net-veined metagabbros are also noted by Smith (1956, 

pp. 18-19), Schau et al. (1986) and Pattison (1991). 

2.5 Geology of Sulphide Occurrences 

Observed sulphide occurrences, both magmatic and epigenetic, are described individually in 

Section 6. Of the ten types of sulphide occurrence noted in Section 1.4, only the magmatic 

segregations appear to offer any scope for PGE concentration, and for significant tonnages of 

Ni-Cu-(PGE) -enriched rocks. The process of magma mixing (previous section) is thought to 

exert a critical role in sulphide separation. Relevant field notes are given in those parts of 

Section 6 concerning, for instance, the Caribou Lake, Boulter, Raglan, Thanet, Lingham Lake, 

Bonter and Lac Renzy intrusions. It is worth emphasizing that layered sequences are not the 
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repository of the most significant sulphide concentrations known in the Grenville. Although 

sulphidic mafic layers were noted on the shores of Caribou Lake, the larger showings appear, 

from admittedly sketchy observations, to occur as lensoid to irregular segregations. 

2.6 Evidence for Wallrock Assimilation 

Contacts with both metasedimentary host rocks and more felsic intrusions were examined. 

Possibilities for assimilation, including back-injection (rheomorphism) were considered. Wolff 

(1982a, pp.37-38) examined quartz gabbroic rocks intruding mafic-ultramafic volcanics south 

of Flinton. This unit contains clasts of the volcanics, and *is probably an offshoot of the Elzevir 

Batholith formed by the assimilation and reaction of mafic volcanic rocks and granitic magma'. 

This unit is heterogeneous in lithology and (following regional metamorphism) fabric, the gabbro 

containing very calcic plagioclase and more than 10 percent quartz (ibid., p.38). 

Harding (1951, pp.26-27) favoured differentiation processes over contamination models for 

the genesis of mafic and felsic intrusives in the Mountain Grove- Tichbome area. 

The occurrence of spinel in several intrusives, such as a partially altered peridotite cutting 

marble in the area of the Chenaux gabbro (Lumbers 1982, p.39) may be due to reaction between 

mafic magmas and carbonate wallrocks. Generation of uralitized, gametiferous pyroxenites 

containing coarse epidote and calcic scapolite was documented by Armstrong and Gittins (1968, 

pp. 35-36). Such contact -related ultramafic rocks were observed on the margin of the Chenaux 

gabbro (Section 6.30), and possibly near the eastern boundary of the Raglan intrusive complex. 

2.7 Evidence for Hydrothermal Activity 

Field evidence suggests that the Grenville mafic magmas were not especially rich in late-stage 

volatiles. Although coarse to pegmatitic facies of gabbro occur in several of the intrusions 

(Lavant, Tichbome, Oconto, Cordova; see Fig. 5e,f), these are generally characterized by 

increased grainsize without major growth of new hydrous or halogen -rich minerals. Late-

crystallizing interstitial biotite mica is the major repository of loosely -bound magmatic volatiles 

in many of the intermediate rocks: on metamorphism, much of the then- available (OH, F, CI) 
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is undoubtedly taken up by secondary amphiboles on the alteration of pyroxenes. Accessory 

amounts of apatite, epidote family minerals, sphene, micas, carbonate and (rarely) tourmaline 

or graphite occur in some of the gabbros. It is sometimes quite plausible that these minerals 

formed by assimilation of key elements from the host rocks, and not by accumulation of late 

volatiles of magmatic origin. Apatite, generally present only in trace amounts, commonly occurs 

as small euhedral crystals, and is probably a magmatic phase in the majority of cases. 

Redistribution of late-stage fluids is pursued again in Section 3.5. 
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3. MINERALOGY AND PETROLOGY 

The petrography of the mafic-ultramafic suite and associated ore minerals was examined in 

some detail. Many aspects of silicate, sulphide and oxide mineralogy, plus features of alteration 

styles, microstructures, and igneous and metamorphic textures are illustrated in Figures 10-16. 

The nature of the project precluded appreciable microprobe follow-up, and hence the majority 

of data were acquired by traditional optical mineralogy. A small number of samples were 

analysed for major, minor and trace elements. A larger selection was analysed for Au, Pt and 

Pd, and some individual mineral grains were also analysed for precious metals (Section 4). 

3.1 Rock-Forming Minerals 

Visual estimates of the modal mineralogy of samples from 24 of the intrusions are given in 

Table 3. The intrusions are numbered in the order of Section 6, where they are described. It is 

easy to see that the dominant minerals in the majority of the samples are plagioclase feldspar and 

amphiboles. The latter are commonly actinolitic or homblendic species generated by alteration 

('uralitization') of igneous pyroxenes during regional metamorphism.- Occasionally, textural 

evidence suggests that a magmatic 'hornblende' is also present. Clinopyroxene (mostly augite) 

is the most commonly observed relict pyroxene in most intrusions. However, orthopyroxenes 

were identified in samples from six intrusions, and are key phases in two distinctive noritic 

bodies near Port Loring (Sections 6.1, 6.2). Olivine was noted in only three intrusions; Caribou 

Lake, Raglan and Chenaux. Pyroxenites, not peridotitic rocks, are the usual family of 

ultramafites in the Grenville. Plagioclase is the dominant feldspar, antiperthitic in some of the 

more strongly metamorphosed intrusions, accompanied by K-feldspar in some intermediate 

rocks. In some metagabbros, it shows reaction rims against other phases. Quartz is a 

rock-forming constituent in the more felsic (quartz diorite, tonalite) lithologies. Biotite is a 

common accessory phase, although not ubiquitous, and reaches rock-forming proportions (here 

defined as >5 volume percent of the rock) in only a few of the most felsic rocks, or in mafic 

rocks of a high oxidation state (several percent of Fe-Ti oxides). 
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3.2 Sulphides 

In the present study pyrrhotite, pyrite and chalcopyrite were the most frequently observed 

sulphides, and the only sulphides recognized in outcrop. Pentlandite is of restricted occurrence 

in magmatic sulphide concentrations, both as 'necklaces' of grains on pyrrhotite grain 

boundaries, and as feathery exsolutions growing into pyrrhotite from the margins. A fme-grained 

alteration product,, believed to be a mixture of marcasite and pyrite, forms dark rims to 

pyrrhotite in some locations. The nature and distribution of sulphide minerals forms a major, 

recurrent theme of this report, and specific findings are distributed throughout the catalogue of 

intrusions (section 6) and elsewhere. 

Lumbers (1982, p.41) noted intrusions containing sulphides in the Renfrew County area of 

eastern Ontario, 'dominated by disseminated chalcopyrite, pyrrhotite, pentlandite, and minor to 

locally abundant pyrite'. He also noted traces of cubanite and sphalerite (not seen in the present 

study), and observed that 'chalcopyrite is generally much less abundant than pentlandite and the 

iron sulphide minerals'. 

16 of the 75 sample descriptions in Table 3 record 5 volume percent or more sulphides. 

Given the necessary emphasis on sulphide showings, a more representative statistic might quote 

the 45/75 descriptions finding < 1 volume percent sulphides. 

3.3 Oxides 

A relatively small proportion of the hand specimens are very strongly magnetic (defined as 

the ability of a small magnet to pick up an offcut left over from thin section preparation, a rock 

slice « 4 X 2 X 0.5 cm in size). Some are quite strongly magnetic (the magnet can stand such 

a chip on end, but not lift it bodily). Thus of 55 samples (Descriptions 532-586, see Table 3) 

three are very strongly magnetic (1055 from Oconto (Fig. 5f); 1059 from Tichbome; 1065b 

from Faraday) and two are quite strongly magnetic (1053 from Oconto, 1107 from Raglan). The 

Raglan sample is rich in magnetic pyrrhotite, but the other four samples are all rich in 

magnetite, sometimes with lesser ilmenite. Magnetite veinlets occur in the Faraday metagabbro 

(Fig. 6). 
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In polished section the most common oxides are seen to be magnetite and ilmenite, as 

discrete grains and complex intergrowths. Hematite also occurs, but is relatively uncommon. 

Sometimes oxide-rich samples are visibly recrystallized, the Fe-Ti oxides occurring as aggregates 

of equant granules. Secondary oxides also occur, on fractures and as a result of the breakdown 

of other minerals, such as olivine or pyroxene. In some intrusions plagioclase becomes turbid 

through the exsolution of minute opaque platelets of Fe oxide. Oxides may break down, in turn, 

during metamorphism, unless armoured by the development of marginal phases, such as sphene 

or garnet. Otherwise, oxides may be lost by a variety of reaction mechanisms: this explains why, 

in amphibolite, modal hornblende and magnetite may occur in antipathetic relationship (Schau 

et al. 1986, p.27). 

Oxide grains with a characteristic exsolution of hematite in ilmenite occur in Grenville 

basement rocks near Dover, New Jersey, and may be the source of unconsolidated sands of 

Miocene age, constituting a placer Fe-Ti resource under the New Jersey coastal plain (Puffer 

and Cousminer 1982). 

Iron-rich green spinel is found enclosed within magnetite ± ilmenite in a number of 

magmatic oxide deposits, such as the Fe-Ti deposits of the St. Charles and Javelin claims, 

Bourget and Tach6 townships, east of Lac St. Jean (Waddington 1948; Avramtchev and Pich6 

1981; Wilson 1988f; Canhom Mining Corporation 1989) and in magnetite-rich layers within a 

layered intrusive in the Papineau-Labelle Wildlife Reserve, southeast of Mont Laurier. Gabbro, 

pyroxenite and peridotite outcrop in the Press-Clova district (Girard et al. 1993): the pyroxenite 

may be strewn with veinlets rich in green spinel. Green spinel also occurs in the marginal phases 

of the Chenaux gabbro. A dark green spinel ("automolite") was noted by Adams and Barlow 

(1910, p.253) in nepheline syenite and K-feldspar syenite in the Bancroft area. Certain mafic 

granulites in the Eastern Ghats of India, believed to be metamorphosed mafic cumulates, contain 

symplectites of vermicular green spinel with pyroxenes (Dasgupta et al. 1993). Spinel chemistry 

requires microprobe analysis for accurate diagnosis. Common end-members include true spinel, 

MgAl204, magnetite, Fe°Fe™204, hercynite, FeAl204 and chromite, FeCr204. Pleonaste is a term 

used for Fe-rich compositions between spinel and hercynite, while Cr-bearing hercynite is known 
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as picotite. Optical work for this project has recognized only magnetite and the green species, 

thought to be dominated by the hercynite end-member. 

The older known magnetite deposits have been worked for their Fe content for a very long 

time. Ilmenite-bearing deposits were avoided during early prospecting, due to metallurgical 

problems with Fe-Ti ores. Other commodities may also be associated with oxide concentrations, 

as in the Fe-Ti deposits of Bourget township, Quebec, which comprise mafic-ultramafic 

cumulates of both Ti-rich oxide (magnetite- ilmenite- spinel) and olivine- apatite- oxide ores, the 

latter carrying concentrations of REE and Y (Canhom Mining Corporation 1989). 

The current study did not locate any chromite occurrences. Easton and Ford (1991) identified 

magnetite, ilmenite and chromite in metagabbroic rocks (named the Killer Creek gabbros) in the 

Mazinaw Lake area. Oxide occurrences in homblendite pods contain up to «4000 ppm Cr plus 

PGE enrichments to «20 ppb Pt and 200 ppb Pd. Easton and Fyon (1992, pp. 1236-1237, 

1248-1249) note low PGE values in these and other mafic-ultramafic rocks in the region. Grab 

samples from the Genricks Lake showing in the Raglan Hills have assayed as high as 3320 ppm 

Cr (S.E. Harper, Toronto, pers.commun. 1992). Ultramafic rocks in the Grenville province, 

Ontario, Canada, are exposed discontinuously over a 9 km x 400 m belt on the northwest margin 

of the Northbrook batholith, in Kaladar township: minerals include anthophyllite, magnesite, talc 

and *ferrichromite' (Ford and Skippen 1989). Some of the oxide deposits constitute significant 

Fe Ti resources. Thus the ilmenite deposit in the Twin Lakes diorite in Methuen township has 

estimated reserves of 13.2 million tonnes grading 21.7% Ti02 (Kingston et al. 1990). 

3.4 Magmatic Textures 

The igneous textures most frequently preserved in Grenville mafic rocks cover a spectrum 

of ophitic and glomeroporphyritic forms, in which feldspar is intergrown with, and variably 

enclosed by, pyroxene crystals (and their pseudomorphs). Some of the less- altered rocks, such 

as the noritic suite at Caribou Lake, preserve clear evidence of sequential crystallization, e.g., 

orthopyroxene first, then clinopyroxene, followed by feldspar. Fabrics indicative of flow in a 

crystal mush were not recognized. Possible cumulate textures are seldom preserved. Zoning, 
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although not usually very prominent, and seldom seen in other phases, is not uncommon in 

plagioclase. A variety of twin laws are preserved in unrecrystallized feldspar. Twinning and 

exsolution features appropriate to ortho- and clino- pyroxenes are fairly common, sometimes, 

in the case of clinopyroxene, preserved in the daughter amphiboles. Showings with abundant 

magmatic sulphide exhibit anhedral blebs of sulphide, both along silicate grain boundaries and, 

significantly, in the cores of rock-forming minerals, including twinned plagioclase. 

3.5 Deuteric Effects and Alteration Assemblages 

Deuteric and hydrothermal alteration of the primary mineralogy in basic igneous rocks 

commonly produce such minerals as actinolite, sodic scapolite, epidote family species, diopside, 

sphene, chlorite, apatite, sericite, sulphides and tourmaline. The alteration products may 

constitute the bulk of the rock in some cases, as in the vicinity of the Monterrosas Cu-Fe 

deposit, Peru, where the above mineral groups constitute over 70 percent of the rock in the 

vicinity of the ore, constituting major additions of Fe, K, Mg and the economic metals (Sidder 

1987). Residual concentrations of volatiles and metals may be channeled along late fractures, 

in the waning stages of magmatism, and/or during subsequent tectonism. 

Sangster (1970) described the mineralogy of the Lingham Lake sulphide showing. The host 

gabbro has undergone greenschist facies metamorphism, and enhanced retrograde alteration near 

the mineralization (noted earlier by Lumbers) may reflect 'the presence of water associated with 

the original magmatic sulphide fluid' (ibid., p. 187). 

The northwest margin of the Cordova gabbro displays a style of hydrothermal alteration 

commonly observed in gold camps. Abundant secondary carbonate, quartz, iron-rich chlorite, 

and pyrite are present. Such carbonatization commonly develops within sheared lithologies. 

Another Grenville example is given by Easton and DeKemp (1987). 

A variety of mineralogical features typify the deuteric stage of rock crystallization. These 

include the alteration of plagioclase to scapolite, sometimes localized against ore minerals or 

quartz veining. The scapolite may be intermixed with a (?) later pyrite, of a delicate lacy habit. 

Such sulphide may also form around coarse magmatic sulphide, often against plagioclase. 
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3.6 Metamorphism and Microstnictural Geology 

Metamorphic grade in the study area ranges from the greenschist to the granulite facies. In 

the southeast of Ontario the grade increases outward from the lower greenschist terrain of the 

southern part of the Hastings Basin (e.g., Brown et al. 1975; Sampson 1972). The biotite, 

carbonate, chlorite and epidote of the Tudor and Cordova gabbros are more commonly 

substituted by the familiar amphiboles formed by replacement of pyroxene. In the southeastern 

and northwestern extremes of this survey, upper amphibolite and granulite facies assemblages 

are predominant. 

Garnet corona textures commonly form in high-grade mafic intrusive rocks, and translucent 

spinel has been reported in some intrusions. Corona textures often form around olivine, and on 

feldspar-pyroxene grain boundaries. Friedman noted garnet coronas in the Blackrock Island 

amphibolite (1953a), the Memesagamesing Lake pluton (1955), and at Caribou Lake (1953b, 

1957). Coronitic gabbroic rocks with olivine and spinel are also described in the Algonquin Park 

area (e.g., Davidson and Grant 1986, pp.842-848; Schau et al. 1986, pp.23-24) and near Britt 

(Needham 1987). Although corona textures are not a significant feature of the lower-rank 

metagabbros in the Central Metasedimentary Belt, they are important in higher-grade portions 

of the Grenville. Accordingly, they are briefly reviewed and interpreted in Section 3.8.2. 

In some of gabbros the development of secondary foliations can be traced into ductile shear 

zones. Examples can be found in the Raglan and Faraday metagabbros (Sections 6.8, 6.9). 

Retrograde metamorphism may be localized along such zones, which may also promote limited 

remobilization of sulphides. Evidence of retrograde metamorphism is preserved especially in 

mineral assemblages within shear zones and the outer envelopes of plutons, and in compositions 

of fluid inclusions, e.g., in the Whitestone anorthosite in the Parry Sound area (Lamb and 

Moecher 1992). The Whitestone body has a core of granulite facies meta-anorthosite with 

clinopyroxene, orthopyroxene and garnet, surrounded by a rim zone characterized by scapolite, 

hornblende, epidote and garnet (Moecher et al. 1992). Post-granulite retrograde alteration in the 

Marcy anorthosite massif in the Adirondacks produced assemblages of chlorite, quartz, calcite, 

scapolite, epidote and sericite, sometimes with sulphides (Morrison and Valley 1986). 
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In the Seguin subdomain, hornblende- and gamet-rich, quartz-absent metagabbro is cut by 

pale veining rich in orthopyroxene, clinopyroxene, plagioclase and sometimes quartz (Pattison 

and Zaleski 1991). The most diffuse veins and patches of this mineralogy are indicative of 

subsolidus dehydration of the metagabbro. Local internal anatexis in this granulite facies terrane 

may generate late tonalitic leucosomes. The veins are enriched in Si, Na, Ba, and Sr relative to 

the host gabbro, have lower Fe, Mg, Ca, Ti and similar Al contents (Pattison 1991). In some 

areas, retrogression of high-rank metamorphic rocks has occurred, e.g., within the granulite 

terrain of the Marcy anorthosite massif (Morrison and Valley 1986). Some rocks are so altered, 

mineralogically and structurally, that the mafic igneous protolith cannot be positively identified 

without detailed study (e.g., Davidson 1986a, p. 15; Schau et al. 1986, pp. 15-16). 

Late- to post- tectonic readjustments resulting in brittle failure are also recorded in many 

gabbro outcrops. Contraction joints, formed in the cooling of mafic extrusives or subvolcanic 

intrusives (Friedman 1953a), were not recognized at any site. Late tectonic fractures, however, 

including fractures in the immediate host rocks of the plutons, commonly carry abundant pyrite 

or other sulphides, with a variable gangue which may include some combination of quartz, 

carbonate, chlorite and scapolite. 'Nodular' outcrops were recognized in several intrusions. An 

example is the 'Bathurst Township Gabbro' (Section 6.24). These exposures typically take the 

form of 'nodules', 5-25 cm across, of massive gabbro or amphibolite in a matrix of strongly 

foliated, highly weathered and sometimes ironstained material of apparently identical bulk 

composition. An example was noted in the Duck Lake gabbro, in an area cut by sulphide and 

epidote veining within the amphibolite body, at the site of collection of sample 978. A third 

example was noted in the Mountain Grove intrusion. Inasmuch as these locations are all located 

in marginal zones of the plutons, and the altered zones often contain additional components (such 

as sulphides and quartz) which are not always present in the bulk of the intrusion, they are taken 

to represent loci of brittle-ductile accommodation to regional forces. As such, these structures 

may be favourable sites for subsequent epigenetic mineralization. 
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3.7 Msgor and Trace Element Geochemistry 

The data in this section can be compared with average compositions for major rock types 

(Cox et al. 1979, pp.402-406), and with published data for Grenville gabbros and associated 

rocks. Whole-rock analyses are given by, e.g., Friedman (1957), Harding (1951), and Wolff 

(1982b, 1985). Whole-rock analyses are given in Table 4, and associated trace element data in 

Tables 4-6. An AFM plot and a cation plot, after Jensen (1976), are presented in Figure 17. 

Note that samples 1-6 are all either barren or sparsely mineralized. The differentiation trend 

described by Friedman (1957) is apparent in the Caribou Lake suite (Fig. 17, samples 1-4), with 

a clear progression from magnesian to alkali -rich compositions. Grenville ultramafic rocks are 

represented by samples 1 and 5, while sample 6 is a relatively evolved leucogabbro, and extreme 

Fe enrichment is represented by the magnetite pyroxenite pegmatite, sample 7. 

Lack of accurate data for key trace elements impede the use of petrogenetic variation 

diagrams such as those proposed by Winchester and Floyd (1976,1977) for the discrimination 

of magma types and tectonic settings. While TiOj and P2O5 were generally detected by routine 

analyses, Zr, Y and Nb are often below or near detection limits. In thê  case of the anorthosite 

veining in the Caribou Lake intrusion (Section 6.1), the high values of the relatively immobile 

elements (in sample 1098) define a clearly tholeiitic signature in terms of Ti02 (1.91 weight 

percent) and Zr/PjOs ratio (0.19). 

Sample 1098 was taken from a thin anorthosite dykelet cutting noritic host rocks on High 

Rock Island. The rock is enriched in Si02, Ti02, alkalis and P2O5, and depleted in MgO with 

respect to the volumetrically dominant norites. The vein material is also strongly enriched (by 

factors of 5 to 50 times) in large-ion incompatible elements: rare earth elements (REE), Hf, Ba 

and Zr. In addition, the anorthosite shows depletion in Cr and enrichment in Ta, Pb, Sr, Y, Th 

and U. Data on rare earth elements are presented in Figure 18. The light REE in 1098 are 

enriched preferentially to the heavy REE, and there is no europium anomaly. 

The REE patterns of Raglan pyroxenite and the Mallard gabbro are similar to those of the 

Caribou Lake norites: rather flat, with slight LREE enrichment. Although their slopes are 

marginally greater (higher LREE/HREE ratios), sulphide-rich Raglan samples have similar 
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overall REE abundances to the unmineralized Grenville samples. The overall REE contents and 

the gently LREE- enriched patterns of all the gabbro and norite samples show a marked 

similarity to patterns for chilled margins from the tholeiitic Nipissing Diabase intrusions 

(Lightfoot et al. 1987), and to metagabbros of the Parry Sound domain (Easton 1992a, p.777). 

S / Se ratios could only be determined for the two most S- (and Se-) rich samples, from the 

Raglan showing (Table 6). The values are very similar to those of heavy mineral concentrates 

from the Macassa deposit (S/Se=9630) and from the Meilleur property on Calumet Island, 

Quebec (S/Se=8460, data from Jonasson et al. 1987). These values for Grenville sulphides, in 

the 6000 - 11000 range, are consistent with magmatic - hydrothermal sulphide, as opposed to 

sulphide of sedimentary derivation (Loftus-Hills and Solomon 1967). The two Raglan sulphide 

samples have Co/Ni ratios of 0.13. Raglan samples collected for this project have variable Ni/Cu 

ratios, with maximum values of 0.61% Ni, 1.28% Cu, and 1.36% (Ni+Cu). 

3.8 Additional Observations 

The information in this section is compiled in part from published work, and in part from 

new data. The five chosen topics build upon material presented elsewhere in the report. In no 

case are these contributions meant to be comprehensive reviews; they serve as reminders of 

related subjects given insufficient space here, and signposts toward worthwhile reading and 

research. 

3.8.1. Hypabyssal Mafic Intrusions 

This project has focused mainly on mafic intrusions as possible sources of Ni-Cu-PGE 

mineralization, and as such has largely ignored abundant Proterozoic mafic dykes whose narrow 

widths would generally render them uneconomic, even if mineralized. However, the dykes may 

yield valuable clues to various questions of Grenville geology, including the fields of: 

1) Geochronology, both relative and absolute, 

2) Petrochemistry, Paleomagnetism and tectonic setting, and 

3) The effects of progressive regional metamorphism. 
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The effects of prograde metamorphism have been well-documented in diabase dyke swarms 

in the region. These include the 1235 Ma Sudbury dykes, traceable for up to 50 km southeast 

of the Grenville Front near Sudbury (Bethune and Davidson 1988; Bethune et al. 1990; Bethune 

1991) and gabbroic dykes southeast of Chibougamau (Madore 1989; Madore and Ciesielski 

1990). The findings of these studies is briefly summarized below. 

The Sudbury dykes are the youngest pre-Grenville geologic unit northwest of the Grenville 

Front near Sudbury. For the first 20 km from the Front they show progressive changes in 

deformation style and metamorphism, consistent with increasing metamorphic grade in their host 

rocks. Toward the southeast, with greater corona development, feldspar is progressively more 

affected by plastic deformation, and more cloudy with spinel dust. Bent plagioclase laths are 

eventually overgrown by an outermost layer of clinopyroxene-gamet symplectite, indicating that 

the peak of post-dyke metamorphism outlasted deformation. Coronas form around oxides and 

olivine. The latter include hypersthene- pargasite- spinel and higher-grade hypersthene-

clinopyroxene- garnet assemblages. Metamorphic zircon overgrowing primary baddeleyite is age 

dated at »985 Ma, 250 million years after dyke crystallization. This evidence indicates corona 

development in prograde regional metamorphism, not in slow cooling following crystallization 

of the magma. Davidson and van Breemen (1988) reported similar findings for other coronites. 

The dykes near Chibougamau display 2-stage corona structures, with reaction rims on 

primary olivine, clinopyroxene and titanomagnetite. The dykes can be divided by textures and 

geochemistry (especially Ti02 content) into four main tholeiitic to weakly alkaline groups. Biotite 

and pargasite layers are developed around primary magnetite, and at the contact of olivine and 

magnetite with plagioclase. To the southeast, development of atoll garnets and abundant 

hornblende indicate severe overprinting by the Grenville orogeny. 

In the Saguenay to Lac St. Jean region, Quebec, there is a close association of metabasite 

dyke swarms with anorthosite massifs (Woussen 1985). The massif anorthosites contain abundant 

plagioclase feldspar of relatively sodic (andesine) composition, and may be derived from initial 

partial melts of large volumes of seafloor basalts during subduction (Rao and Srinivas 1992). 
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Latest Proterozoic Magmatism: 

The bedrcxjk of the region also hosts post-orogenic diabase dykes of the late Proterozoic 

Grenville and Adirondack dyke swarms. Both may be associated with a major eruptive centre 

linked to rifting at the inception of the Paleozoic lapetus Ocean, 600-580 Ma. These rift-related 

intrusions and later plume-related lavas are described by Kumarapeli and Isachsen (1991). 

3.8.2. Metamorphic Reactions and Corona Structures in Metabasites 

There has been a long-standing debate over some coronitic rocks, concerning the possible 

magmatic or metamorphic origins of the characteristic reaction rims. Coronitic overgrowths may 

arise from short-range diffusion-controlled reactions, whereas kelyphitic textures may be due to 

isochemical decomposition of a host phase such as garnet (Messiga and Bettini 1990). Recent 

evidence confirms that some of these textures may represent annealed modifications of primary 

igneous coronas (Joesten 1986). However, in the Adirondacks, coronas occur mostly in rocks 

which have been partially deformed and recrystallized. Apparently primary (magmatic) coronas 

are quite simple, e.g., biotite around magnetite in late diabase, or hypersthene followed by 

hornblende around olivine in older (but also undeformed) metagabbros. The most complex, 

garnet- bearing coronas are formed, and best preserved, in moderately deformed metagabbros. 

From olivine cores they may display, outwards, successive layers of hypersthene, diopside, 

garnet, and plagioclase (Buddington 1939, pp.294-299). Coronas in the Hadlington gabbro near 

Bancroft, comprising olivine cores surrounded by hypersthene rims, an amphibole+. spinel layer 

and (sometimes) an outer rim of garnet, also appear to be metamorphic, the most complex rims 

forming by reaction of plagioclase with olivine (Armstrong and Gittins 1968, p. 33). 

The recognition that igneous and metamorphic processes may each generate 'reaction rim' 

or 'corona' textures dates back many years, an early Grenville study being that of Buddington 

(1939, pp.294-299). Igneous and metamorphic rims are illustrated in MacKenzie et al. (1982, 

p.59) and Yardley et al. (1990, pp. 106-107) respectively. Distinguishing magmatic reaction 

rims, formed in the melt phase and preserved in undeformed igneous rocks, from layered corona 

structures in deformed metamorphic rocks may be very straightforward, but inevitably there are 
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ambiguous cases which have aroused some controversy. However, available evidence seems to 

favour formation of most Grenville coronas in metamorphism, not in magmatic processes, and 

there is some direct evidence for this (Davidson and van Breemen 1988). 

Diffusion processes play a key role in subsolidus metamorphic reactions, and some of the 

evidence may be lost in subsequent annealing or recrystallization. Typical coronas between 

olivine and plagioclase have an Al-poor layer adjacent to olivine and an Al-rich layer next to the 

feldspar. Modelling of olivine-plagioclase reactions, based on Joesten's theory of steady-state 

diffusion, is discusssed by Nishiyama (1983) and Ashworth and Birdi (1990), and in terms of 

mass balance by Zingg (1992). Grenville metagabbros from Labrador (Rivers 1986; Rivers and 

Mengel 1988) display coronas around olivine, pyroxene and ilmenite in the adjacent Gagnon and 

Lac Joseph terranes. The textures characteristic of the coronites are seen as closed- system 

phenomena. Formation of coronites and eclogites from olivine gabbro in Norway has been 

described by Mork (1986). Pognante (1985) described eclogitised ophiolitic metagabbro from 

the Western Alps of northern Italy. 

Acquafredda et al. (1992) described metagabbros from Italy with both late-magmatic and 

subsolidus reaction textures, namely: (a) magmatic coronas with an inner orthopyroxene layer 

and an outer orange-brown amphibole layer, and (b) subsolidus coronas consisting of an inner 

layer of colourless amphibole and an outer layer of amphibole ± spinel. 

Corona textures were noted in the project area by Adams and Barlow (1910, pp. 155-156). 

Their description of the Glamorgan gabbro includes hornblende coronas around pyroxene 

enclosed in Fe oxide ore, and layered reaction rims separating olivine from plagioclase. 

Corona textures and symplectites occur also in granulite facies metapelites (e.g., Clarke et 

al. 1989; Clarke and Powell 1991), and garnet may form coronas around orthopyroxene in Fe-

rich quartzites (Gopalakrishna 1984). For present purposes. Table 8 is a selective compilation 

of examples from metabasites alone. Griffin and Heier (1973) described metamorphic coronas 

formed in reactions between olivine and plagioclase, and between pyroxene and plagioclase. 

Olivine-calcic plagioclase reactions are widespread, as indicated in Table 8. Reaction between 

the Mg,Fe-bearing olivine and the anorthite (Ca) component of the feldspar generate the layered 
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minerals at grain boundaries, and also form minute spinel grains which contribute to a darkening 

in the adjacent plagioclase. The key reaction is that of anorthite plus olivine to form diopside, 

hypersthene and spinel, i.e., 

CaAljSijOg + 2(Mg,Fe)2Si04 = Ca(Mg,Fe)Si206 + 2(Mg,Fe)Si03 + MgAl204 

Similar coronas are developed in Proterozoic olivine metagabbros from Bihar, India, 

generated in subsolidus reactions between olivine and plagioclase, ilmenite and plagioclase, and 

pyroxenes and plagioclase (Mall and Sharma 1988). 

3.8.3. Geothermometry and Geobarometry in the Grenville 

Polymetallic sulphide deposits in supracrustal sequences studied by Bemier (1993, p.53) 

underwent estimated peak-metamorphic granulite facies conditions of 593± 16°C, 6.5+0.7 kbar 

(Montauban) and 680±14°C, 5.1+0.5 kbar (Dussault). The Renzy shear belt separates 

polycyclic 'grey gneisses' of the Reservoir Dozois and Reservoir Baskatong terranes. The 

mafic-ultramafic rocks record high-grade conditions, 745°C and 9.75 kbar (Indares and 

Martignole 1990). 

The greenschist to amphibolite facies metamorphism in the Hastings basin is a relatively low-

grade region of the Grenville. Carbonate metasediments in the aureole of the Tudor gabbro, 

which have been subject to contact and later regional metamorphism, have been analysed (Dunn 

and Valley 1987, 1990, 1991, 1992). Their study indicates that temperatures near the gabbro 

contact rose as high as 700°C upon intrusion, and later rose again to about 475^0 during the 

regional overprint. 

3.8.4. Geochronology 

Lumbers and VertoUi (1991) have summarized a synthesis of age dates which indicates that 

at least five magmatic events occurred in the Grenville Front Tectonic Zone (GFTZ) and the 

adjacent Central Gneiss Belt (CGB). These events are 

1) 2480 Ma: gabbro-anorthosite magmatism in the GFTZ and adjacent Southern province, 

2) 1740-1690 Ma: granite plutonism in these same areas, 
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3) 1470-1400 Ma: the most voluminous suite, the AMCG (anorthosite- mangerite-

chamockite- granite) rocks, including the Algonquin batholith, was emplaced in the 

CGB. 

4) 1380-1340 Ma: emplacement of a second, more voluminous AMCG generation. This 

later suite is mainly alkalic, including some nepheline syenite. 

5) 1240 Ma Mulock A-type granite batholith: magmatism also recorded in the Central 

Metasedimentary Belt (CMB), the only such event known in both CGB and CMB. 

6) (?) A few late, undated gabbroic stocks in the CGB might however be part of 

1090-1075 Ma monzonite- diorite magmatism in the CMB. 

Recent mineral exploration programs in Quebec have attempted to locate possible Archean 

mineralization preserved in terranes of higher metamorphic grade to the south of the Grenville 

Front. Archean to early Proterozoic signatures are variably preserved near the Front. An 

example is an Sm-Nd isochron date for the River Valley noritic gabbro- gabbro- anorthosite 

complex, located south of the Front in Ontario, northwest of Sturgeon Falls. The date, 2377±68 

Ma (Ashwal, quoted in Davidson 1986a, pp.5-16) is quite similar to the older gabbro-anorthosite 

bodies (Group 1 of Lumbers and Vertolli, above). This older (2480-2450 Ma) mafic magmatism 

in the Southern province west of the Sudbury Irruptive, including the East Bull Lake and 

Shakespeare-Dunlop intrusions, appears to be linked to rifting along the Murray fault system 

(Prevec and Baadsgaard 1991; Prevec 1992). 

The 'AMCG' (anorthosite- mangerite- chamockite- granite) suite of rocks, dated at 

1160-1130 Ma, are the most widespread and voluminous igneous suite in the Grenville province 

(Emslie and Hegner 1993). 

McLelland (1986) recognized in the Adirondacks a 'distinctive trinity of metaigneous rocks 

indicative of anorogenic or mild rift-related magmatism'. These rock types (a range of lithologies 

akin to AMCG) were: 

1) Anorthosites and anorthositic gabbros, 

2) Mangerites, Chamockites, and hornblende gneisses, and 

3) ALaskitic gneisses. 
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This so-called AMCAL suite has high FeO/(FeO+MgO) ratios, trends from mildly alkaline 

to subalkaline and peraluminous, high F and REE concentrations and anhydrous mineral 

assemblages. These are envisaged as developing in zoned, high-level magma chambers with 

mafic cores and felsic envelopes, the alaskitic gneisses forming as rhyolitic ash-flow tuffs and 

subvolcanic equivalents. The AMCAL suite, thought to have been emplaced «1300 Ma, may 

represent mid-Proterozoic, anorogenic, rift-related magmatism prior to the Grenville orogeny. 

These and other rocks of that time are seen as a substantial addition of juvenile calc-alkaline 

crust to the area, in both the Adirondack Lowlands and Highlands, in the Elzevir terrane in 

Ontario and in the Green Mountains of Vermont (McLelland et al. 1993). 

The Adirondacks, plus the Frontenac terrane, were a single unit by «1160 Ma. The last 

upper amphibolite facies regional metamorphism in the Adirondack Lowlands is dated at «? 1150 

Ma (McLelland et al. 1993). The high-grade Frontenac terrane, lying southeast of the Hastings 

basin, contains marble, pelitic gneiss, quartzite and granitoids, resembling a metamorphosed 

continental margin sedimentary sequence (Sager-Kinsman and Parrish 1993). 

An extended discussion of age dates in the Grenville would be redundant in the current 

context: selected dates are provided in Table 9. 

3.8.5. Geophysical and Geochemical Exploration 

Geophysical studies 

Large-scale seismic surveys include COCRUST (Mereu et al. 1986), GLIMPCE and 

LITHOPROBE (Clowes et al. 1992). These large experiments are attempts at elucidating deep 

crustal structures, with broader regional implications. For example, the LITHOPROBE seismic 

reflection surveys include a transect across the Grenville Front (Musial 1989; Clowes et al. 

1992). There is an extensive tradition of paleomagnetic studies in the region, and some gravity 

modelling has been carried out for the intrusions (e.g.. Real and Thomas 1987). 

Older geophysical explorations in the Grenville include local magnetic surveys targeting 

sulphide and oxide mineralization and airborne radiometric surveys for U- and Th-bearing 

pegmatites and carbonatites. Airborne magnetic and electromagnetic measurements have 
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extensive coverage over Ontario, and recent regional maps are available (e.g., Gupta 1991). 

There is also a more localized coverage by, e.g., detailed magnetic surveys and airborne gamma 

spectrometry surveys within the Grenville province (Ontario Geological Survey 1991). 

The GSC began aeromagnetic surveys in 1946 (Teskey et al. 1993); an early success of 

magnetic prospecting involved the Campbellford magnetic anomaly over the Marmora magnetite 

deposit, a Grenville Fe skam underlying Paleozoic limestone cover. Ilmenite and Ti magnetite 

bodies in anorthosite and gabbroic anorthosite in the Shipshaw Lake area, near Lac St. Jean, are 

an example of magmatic ores in an area of strong magnetic anomalies (Ross 1977). Ghosh 

(1972) carried out research on airborne delineation of magnetic and electromagnetic anomalies, 

including the Cavendish conductors, south of Gooderham. Geophysical targets include possible 

Archean sulphide mineralization preserved south of the Grenville Front (Sethuraman 1984). 

Geochemical studies 

As a general guide, high-grade terranes affected by the 1(XX) Ma Grenville orogeny show 

low geochemical relief, and are strongly depleted in incompatible elements (Kerr and Davenport 

1990). The Lac Sheen Pt-Pd-Cu-Ni showing occurs in the Archean rocks in the contact zone of 

the Superior and Grenville provinces, immediately north of the Grenville Front, some 22 km 

southeast of Belleterre. A geochemical survey in the region indicates that Pd is relatively mobile 

in the supergene setting, and may be less useful than Pt and Au for lake sediment sampling in 

exploration (Wood and Vlassopoulos 1990). A geochemical study around the Lac Sheen 

occurrence (Cook et al. 1992) located Au, Pd and Pt anomalies in soil samples, with Pt values 

up to 306 ppb. Pd and Pt were clearly leached from their sulphidic amphibolite host rocks. 
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4. PLATINUM GROUP ELEMENTS IN THE GRENVILLE 

4.1 Whole-Rock Analytical Data 

Only very limited PGE data are available for Grenville rocks, and often the only references 

indicate ill-specified 'traces* of Pd or Pt, which in practice may say more about the detection 

limits of the analytical method than the true concentrations in the samples. PGE assays form a 

part of recent Grenville projects undertaken by the O.G.S. and M.N.D.M. (e.g., Garland 1987; 

McRoberts and Tremblay 1987). Reconnaissance in the Muskoka-Parry Sound area (Garland 

1990; Garland and Villard 1991) located a range of lithologies, including gabbro, amphibolite, 

anorthosite, norite, pyroxenite and peridotite, pyrite- pyrrhotite mineralization in norite at the 

Nickel Cliff mine, and Cu-Au occurrences in gabbroic rocks at the Richmond Lake showing and 

the McGown mine. No analyses > 30 ppb (Pt+Pd) have yet been reported. The McGown mine 

and other features in this region, which includes features such as the Parry Island anorthosite, 

a serpentinized peridotite at Port Cunnington (Franklin township) and a dyke of harzburgite near 

Weeduck Lake, are also described by Hewitt (1967). 

Similar research has been pursued in Quebec (Martignole et al. 1987; Kish 1987). These 

projects generated early results from a study commenced in 1985 to evaluate the economic 

potential of mafic-ultramafic rocks in the Grenville province beyond the North Shore of the St. 

Lawrence River. The target areas included a range of gabbroic to ultramafic rocks, coronites and 

anorthosites. Early data found traces of Cu, Au and Ag but scant traces of PGE. However, later 

work returned values which appear to be the highest yet noted in the Grenville. 

In particular, exploration on the Manicouagan Plateau (see Section 6.32) has located rocks 

with up to 10% sulphides, a persistently high anomaly in Au-Pd-Pt, and some striking maxima 

(Gobeil and Clark 1993). 13 sulphidic samples, containing assemblages of pyrrhotite, 

chalcopyrite, pentlandite and violarite, assayed on average «0.4% Ni+Cu, 240 ppb Pt, 200 ppb 

Pd and 256 ppb Au. Maximum values are 1300 ppb Pt, 548 ppb Pd and 595 ppb Au. Cu/Pd and 

Cu/Pt metal ratios are very high compared to mantle values. 

The first results of the Ontario program were presented six years ago (Wilson 1987b, 1988b). 

The complete set of PGE data are presented in Tables 5 and 6. The complete set of Au-Pt-Pd 
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assays are reported in Table 5. All samples were analysed following a fire assay 

preconcentration. Data reported for 44 samples were obtained by inductively -coupled plasma 

mass spectrometry (ICP-MS), values for two others were measured by instrumental neutron 

activation analysis (IN A A). 

Seven samples, including five from the Raglan sulphide showing, were analysed for all six 

PGE plus gold (Table 6 and Fig. 19). Notes on normalization of PGE data to chondritic mean 

values and to ICX) percent sulphide can be found in Wilson (1988c). It seems likely that, with 

a small number of samples, the recalculations may tend to boost the estimated PGE-in- sulphide 

in relatively sulphide -poor rocks (see Table 6). As the data are used to form order- of-

magnitude estimates only, this does not constitute a problem for current purposes. 

4.2 In-situ Analysis of PGE in Mineral Grains 

The ultrasensitive method of accelerator mass spectrometry (AMS) was used to determine 

the contents of PGE, Au and Ag in selected mineral grains. Because this method, a variant of 

secondary ion mass spectrometry (SIMS, 'ion microprobes') has limited spatial resolution, only 

relatively coarse ore minerals (^1 mm diameter) were analysed. The selected samples were 

coarse sulphide and oxide, in small cylindrical cores drilled from the polished faces of rock 

off cuts produced during thin section preparation. Each offcut was given an excellent polish, 

facilitating the choice of samples and exclusion of unwanted mineral inclusions. Details of 

sample preparation, standard materials and analysis can be found in Wilson (1991,1993) and 

references therein. 

Two grains each of pyrite, pyrrhotite and magnetite were analysed from sites in Ontario. The 

AMS data are presented in Table 7 and plotted in Figure 20. Only low levels of precious metals 

were found, with maxima of «20 ppb Pd, 10 ppb Pd and 4 ppb Pt to compare with the bulk 

analyses. Upper levels for EPGE+Au range from 20 to 80 ppb. Corresponding Ag levels vary 

from «20 to 5(X) ppb. This is consistent with whole-rock Ag data for nine Grenville samples 

from Raglan and elsewhere, in which the reported Ag was 1000 ppb in one case and <5(X) ppb, 

the quoted detection limit, in all other samples. 
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4.3 Interpretation 

The PGE can be characterized according to their behaviour in geological systems. On a worid 

scale, the most refractory PGE (Os, Ir, Ru) concentrate into oxidized ores, typically associating 

with chromite. The others (Rh, Ft, Pd) are more often linked with sulphide ores. The most 

mobile of the precious metals (Pd, Au) also show a tendency to concentrate into late, commonly 

Cu-rich sulphide fractions, and are the most easily remobilized by late-stage fluid phases. The 

distribution of these elements is thus expected to show variations within one intrusion or suite 

of intrusions. The Tulameen complex of British Columbia offers an example. Here, PGE tend 

to concentrate into the most *primitive* rocks, which are dunites. However, 'exceptions to this 

are Pd, which appears to be restricted to the least mafic units, and Os, which is present only in 

rocks that are enriched in magnetite or chromite' (St. Louis, 1984). 

A general summary of the PGE assay results can be made with reference to Table 5. 

1. Rocks enriched in primary oxides (magnetite and ilmenite) do not seem to concentrate 

precious metals to any significant extent. Chromite was not noted in any of the polished 

sections, although it is of local occurrence in the Grenville. 

2. Minor Au enrichment occurs in some epigenetic, pyritic sulphides cutting gabbroic rocks. 

3. No significant precious metal enrichments were noted in mafic pegmatoids. 

4. PGE-(Au) concentrations occur in rocks rich in magmatic sulphides. 

The addition of data on Raglan samples 1107 and 1108 permits an upgrading of the 

preliminary results. The highest grades found in individual samples of the Grenville suite are 85 

ppb Au, 130 ppb Pd and 130 ppb Pt. Calculated to 1(X) percent sulphide, mean PGE values in 

samples of high sulphide tenor (3-44 weight percent calculated total sulphide) from the Raglan 

showing range from 21-681 ppb Au, 296-1180 ppb Pd, and 23-658 ppb Pt. These calculations 

are made on the assumption that all the PGE are present in some form within one or more 

sulphide carrier phases. The ppm-level values which result appear to substantiate the view that 

the precious metals are present in solid solution, and that the analyses do not require the 

presence of discrete PGM. Partitioning is to be expected amongst the different phases. Thus Pd 

is most likely concentrated within pentlandite, when present, and chalcopyrite. 
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The deduced values for PGE -in- sulphide constitute a prediction of the precious metal 

contents of heavy mineral concentrates from these rocks. An attempt was made to test this 

prediction, and a small number of analyses were conducted by AMS. The AMS data suggest a 

modified interpretation. The Au-Pt-Pd values in pyrite and pyrrhotite, particularly the data for 

pyrrhotite of the Raglan showing, imply that pyrrhotite accounts for no more than a few percent 

of the mass balance of precious metals in the Raglan mineralization. It seems quite likely that 

the small volumes of fine-grained pentlandite in the Raglan and similar showings may contain 

the bulk of PGE, particularly Pd and gold, although a contribution from (sub)-microscopic PGM 

cannot be ruled out. 

The identification and characterization of PGM at sub-ppm levels is possible, but typically 

very time-consuming, and thus excessively expensive for clearly subeconomic materials. An 

example of identification of PGM grains in ophiolitic peridotites in Corsica is provided by 

Ohnenstetter (1992). In these rocks, maximum metal contents were 130 ppb Pt and 54 ppb Au, 

and PGM were found in samples with individual PGE values < < 100 ppb. All the PGM grains 

are associated with base metal sulphides (especially pentlandite) or with Fe Ni alloys such as 

awaruite, and 73% of the grains are of minute size, < 1 /xm .̂ 

The separation of metals in an immiscible sulphide phase, with very high partition ratios of 

Ni, Cu and (especially) of precious metals from silicates to coexisting sulphides, can be 

modelled if appropriate mineral-chemical data is available (Naldrett et al. 1984). Suitable 

microanalytical data are lacking. The dominance of Pt, Pd and Au in whole-rock samples, and 

the very low levels of the four remaining PGE, are consistent with a sulphide -dominated 

intrusive. Pd/Ir ratios for the five Raglan samples average 1(X) (range 25-150). Other ratios vary 

more widely: more data are required, but metal ratios are broadly concordant with those found 

in layered intrusions (Sarah-Jane Barnes, University du Quebec, Chicoutimi, pers. commun. 

1987; Barnes 1987). The Ni/Cu ratio is susceptible, on the hand specimen scale, to the effects 

of local remobilization of chalcopyrite, observed at Raglan and elsewhere. 

The estimated range of concentration for all PGE (plus Au) in the five Raglan samples, as 

an average value for the total sulphide fraction in each, is 0.4 - 2.5 ppm (0.01 - 0.07 oz/ton). 
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Given that the samples average 19 weight percent sulphide (calculated: 14 volume percent 

estimated from the polished sections, which are chosen to be sulphide-rich), even the richest 

whole-rock samples are predicted to yield at best ppm g/T (PGE+Au). Even this level of 'ore' 

is clearly subeconomic in terms of precious metals alone, although there would be byproduct 

potential were the deposit viable in terms of base metal contents. 

Mean levels of PGE in the mafic rocks are impossible to establish accurately at this time, as 

too many samples assayed below the detection limits. Very crudely, upper estimates for the 

mean levels in rocks with and without appreciable quantities of magmatic sulphides can be made, 

if each null result is assumed to register at the detection limits. The higher detection limit for 

Pt (10 ppb) is the most limiting factor here, since this value is certainly well above the true 

mean for the Earth's crust. Lower limits are given, in this ad hoc calculation, by assuming that 

all values below the detection limits are zero. The estimated mean values are given below, as 

upper and lower limits. 31 samples define rough limits for precious metals in unmineralized 

samples, and in samples affected by epigenetic processes (there are insufficient data to properly 

separate these populations). Rocks with disseminated Ni-Cu-Fe-S sulphide mineralization are 

represented by 13 samples. 

1. Magmatic sulphide (Raglan sites D,E,F,J, plus samples 998 and 853): 22-23 ppb Au, 

34-35 ppb Pd and 21-26 ppb Pt. 

2. Other samples (barren samples -I-epigenetic veining, gives upper limit): 4-5 ppb Au, 

0.6-2.3 ppb Pd, 2-10 ppb Pt. 

If, from this limited database, one accepts working mean values for Grenville mafic 

intrusions of 4 ppb Au, 2 ppb Pd and 2 ppb Pt, it is clear that the magmatic sulphides 

incorporate a precious metal enrichment, with respect to host rocks, of about one order of 

magnitude. On a larger scale, nearer three orders of magnitude is required for conventional 

mining and metallurgical processes to recover PGE economically. 

Low PGE contents in situations which appear promising in terms of host lithology and 

sulphide contents may be explained in terms of larger, crustal-scale processes. Thus Peck and 

Keays (1990) have analysed the PGE and Au contents of rocks from the Heazlewood River area 
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of Tasmania. Low PGE and Au contents may be expected in very S-poor second-stage melts of 

depleted mantle, produced in an island-arc setting. In this instance, the refractory Os, Ir, Ru are 

concentrated into early olivine-chromite adcumulates, while Pd, Au and (to a lesser extent) Ft 

become enriched in more evolved magmas. 

Radiogenic isotope studies relevant to Grenville tectonics include the early Pb isotope work 

of Farquhar and Fletcher (1980) on Grenville ore minerals. In an Nd isotopic study of shales 

of Archean, Proterozoic and Paleozoic age across eastern Canada, periods of accelerated 

continental crustal growth were identified at 2700 and 1700 Ma (Dia et al. 1990). These authors 

concluded that recycling of Archean crust was the dominant rocess occurring in the source areas 

in the Grenville province. If this is the case across the Grenville as a whole, then the mafic suite 

does not represent undepleted mantle, but rather a protolith already depleted in siderophile 

elements such as the precious metals. This would explain why the operation of sulphide liquid 

immiscibility in the Raglan Hills and elsewhere has failed, by at least one order of magnitude, 

to generate the PGE levels noted in the world's major PGE deposits. Another Nd isotope study 

within the Adirondacks (Daly and McLelland 1991), indicates a significant contribution by older 

crust to the local plutons. Granitoids of the AMCG (anorthosite- mangerite- chamockite- granite) 

suite, dated at 1156-1134 Ma, plus 1100-1050 Ma plutons associated with the Ottawan phase of 

the Grenville orogenic cycle, both have positive Nd epsilon values. Juvenile crust appears to 

dominate the southwest margin of the Grenville province, plus Grenville inliers to the south, 

whereas 'most of the contiguous Grenville province in Canada comprises largely reworked older 

crust'. 

4.4 Suggestions for Exploration and Research 

This survey of mafic intrusives was carried out at high speed, with little or no follow-up 

work on the more promising or problematical occurrences. Despite its superficial coverage of 

most aspects of the geology, a number of intrusions were found to possess environments 

favourable for PGE concentration. The prime examples are the Raglan, Boulter, Caribou Lake 

and Lavant intrusives. While initial data are disappointing, this should not dissuade prospectors 
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from submitting especially promising samples for combined gold- platinum- palladium analysis. 

The current survey, after all, incorporates a limited number of assays. Also, the sampling 

program may have missed a key enriched lithology, whether ultramafic, anorthositic, or alkaline. 

A similar survey to the present project was undertaken in Quebec (Barnes and Therien 1989), 

sampling more than 20 intrusives and showings. Only a few Pt values exceed a few tens of ppb: 

1) The relatively promising Taureau showing, located in the eastern Central 

Metasedimentary Belt north of Montreal, yielded a sample which returned values of 860 

ppb Pt, 160 ppb Au and 5.76 ppm Ag from the base of a gabbroic sill, in contact with 

gneiss in the vicinity of a shear zone - this showing contains chalcopyrite and pyrite, 

assaying 0.46% Ni and 0.51% Cu, and 

2) The Lac Renzy deposit hosts styles of mineralization returning various values, as high as 

1150 ppb Au, 100 ppb Pt and 100 ppb Pd (see also Section 6.31). 

For further notes on reported PGE assays from the Grenville in the province of Quebec, see 

Section 6.32. The following notes may be of use to individuals wishing to pursue some of the 

topics covered in this report, whether for exploration, regional mapping,- or academic research. 

4.4.1. Exploration targets 

Mafic-ultramafic rocks of alkaline affinity constitute the major omission of this brief survey. 

Two main targets can be cited: 

a) Alkaline rocks of Grenville age, as typified by the Bancroft district (see e.g., Currie 

1976, pp. 181-195). The lithologies are commonly nepheline -bearing, dominantly 

syenitic, frequentiy gneissose, sometimes coronitic. Some mafic olivine-bearing 

lithologies are reportedly 'strikingly similar to some of the syenites of the Port Coldwell 

complex' (ibid., p. 184). 

b) Cambrian-age rocks associated with Ottawa-Bonnechere graben. In this area, only the 

gabbroic Chenaux intrusive was visited in the survey, and this is of 'Grenville' age. 

These rocks include the 'Nipissing alkaline province* of the North Bay area (Lumbers 

1971; Currie 1976; pp.72-85; O.D.M. map 2216). Rock types include trachyte, fenite, 
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lamprophyre and carbonatite. Some of these intrusives, such as the carbonatite- pyroxenite 

of the Iron Island complex, merit further reconnaissance work. 

Available data persistently indicate that massif anorthosites have Fe-Ti rather than PGE 

potential. This is confirmed by recent analyses from the central Gneiss Belt, for the Whitestone 

anorthosite (12 assays) and the Amstein anorthosite (7 assays), in which combined (Pt+Pd) 

values are all <3 ppb (C. Marmont, M.N.D.M., Dorset, pers. commun. 1987). 

On the basis of available data, those targets deemed most prospective for PGE in the 

Grenville remain intrusions where evidence can be found for magma mixing and sulphide melt 

separation. Current field and mineralogical evidence suggests that such targets are quite small 

(10-100 m scale), are generated by mixing of melagabbro / pyroxenite with leucogabbroic 

phases, and are mostly dominated by pyrrhotite. Elevated Ni levels, and/or the presence of 

pentlandite, are considered encouraging indicators for magmatic PGE concentrations. Crude 

^guesstimates' indicate the expected tonnage range for the larger known occurrences to be in the 

order of 0.2 to 4.0 million tonnes. 

4.4.2. Mapping and Surveying 

Some key areas would benefit from a detailed mapping program. These include: 

— The Boulter sulphide showing, and nearby areas. 

— The eastern margin of the Raglan intrusion. 

— The Caribou Lake area. 

4.4.3. University Research 

There remain many topics of Grenville geology which are remarkably free of past 

interpretation. Numerous proven methods could be applied to advantage. Projects that seem 

especially worthwhile, in no particular order, include: 

— Age dating of possible young intrusions, especially Caribou Lake. 

— Investigation of the role of sediment assimilation in the evolution of certain intrusions, 

such as the gabbros and anorthosites north of Kingston. 
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Relationship of wallrock contamination to sulphide precipitation. 

Chemical signatures of 'pristine' magmatic pyroxenite, compared with metasomatic 

pyroxenite developed on gabbro-limestone contacts. 

The focusing of deformation into narrow zones within mafic bodies, e.g., the 

nodular/foliated outcrops mentioned in this report. 

Significance of reaction rims in metamorphosed mafic rocks, with emphasis on 

plagioclase and sulphides. 
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5. BIBLIOGRAPHY: MAFIC-ULTRAMAFIC ROCKS, 
SULPHIDES AND PGE IN THE GRENVILLE 

Includes all 120 references in the predecessor of this report (Wilson 1988e). All references 
are cited in the text. This is a selective bibliography in most respects, although it is intended to 
be fairly comprehensive in terms of references to (a) mafic-ultramafic rocks and magmatic 
sulphides in the Grenville province in Ontario, and (b) reported PGE anomalies throughout the 
entire Grenville province, most particularly in Ontario and Quebec. All items were derived from 
the author's MINLIB bibliographic database. 285 references are included. Bibliography updated 
to searches conducted between 03 September and 27 October 1993. For a wider-ranging 
compilation of Grenville material, see Easton (1992a). 
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6. SYSTEMATIC REVIEW OF GRENVILLE MAFIC-ULTRAMAFIC INTRUSIONS 

6.0 Preface to the Locality Catalogue 

The following section is a compilation of field and mineralogical data on a selection of 

intrusions which cover the whole range in size for mafic bodies in the project area, and which 

exhibit wide variations in composition, in degree and style of mineralization, and in metamorphic 

grade and structural state. The header boxes to each entry outline the townships investigated in 

this study and the predominant mineralization style, and refer to the hand specimen and 

petrographic data (including country rocks where appropriate) first compiled in Wilson (1988e). 

The 'country rock' samples vary in proximity to the intrusions, from contacts out to a distance 

of a few km, the most distant examples being somewhat arbitrarily assigned to one or other of 

the principal intrusives. The prefix 'meta' is largely omitted in this section, since the great 

majority of the rocks are clearly metamorphosed, and any exceptions are explicitly noted. 

The 30 intrusions are marked on the location map (Fig. 3). A number of gabbros which the 

author was not able to visit have been described in the literature: a partial listing,, with 

references, is given below. These and other cross- references are sometimes listed for 

comparison with the intrusions in Part II (Section 6; see also McCrank et al. 1981). 

Intrusion Area Reference 

Blessington gabbro 
Chebogomog Lake stock 
Dalhousie amphibolite 
Glamorgan (Trooper Lake) gabbro 
Hadlington gabbro 
Island Lake anorthosite 
Lake gabbro 
Newboro Lake gabbro 
St. Andrew gabbro 
Tallan Lake sill {c,f. Section 6.15) 
Victoria gabbro 

Kingston 
Sturgeon Falls 
Lavant 
Bancroft 
Bancroft 
Kingston 
Marmora 
Westport 
Kingston 
Chandos Twp. 
Kingston 

Harrison 1943 
Lumbers 1975 
Pauk 1984a, 32-38 
Armstrong and Gittins 1968,25-37 
Armstrong and Gittins 1968,25-37 
Harrison 1943 
Laakso 1968 
Wynne-Edwards 1967, 32-33 
Harrison 1943 
Heaman et al. 1984 
Harrison 1943 
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* SECTION 
* INTRUSIVE 
* TOWNSHIP(S) 
* METAL CONTENTS 
* SAMPLES 
* PET. DESCR. 

6.1 
CARIBOU LAKE INTRUSION 
McConkey 
Sulphide showings 
1095-1102(8) 
572-576 (5) 

Location: 
Basic intrusive, inferred area roughly 14.5 km ,̂ partially hidden beneath the waters of Caribou 
Lake. Centred approximately 10 km W.N.W. of the village of Port Loring, southeast of 
Sudbury. The long axis of the intrusion is orientated W.N.W.- E.S.E., narrowing to the eastern, 
basal section of the outcrop area. 

Field Relationships: 
Dark olivine-bearing outcrops are prominent near the boat launch at the southeast end of the 
lake. On the west end of High Rock Island (Fig. 5b), anorthositic material is visible in two 
modes of occurrence within gabbronoritic to noritic host rocks. The pale anorthosite occurs as 
thin (cm scale) sharp-edged dykelets (Fig. 5d), and as diffuse patches and schlieren within 
gabbronorite (respectively exposed near the waterline on the west and southwest shores of the 
island). Westward, toward the narrows in the lake, the rocks become more leucocratic, and on 
the north shore close-spaced jointing and heterogeneous outcrops become more prominent. 
Pegmatitic textures are developed in segregations and veining of relatively felsic composition, 
consisting of plagioclase with lesser hornblende, garnet, and sometimes quartz and biotite. The 
notable dominance of ultramafic rocks at the eastern end of the intrusion, the noritic nature of 
the bulk of the body, and the felsic nature of the western end, led Friedmann (1953b, 1954, 
1957) to suggest that the body is a funnel-shaped lopolith, with the olivine-bearing eastern facies 
representing the basal (feeder) portion. 

Mineralogy and Petrology: 
The Caribou Lake intrusive and the nearby Memesagamesing Lake body share a number of 
similarities, and quite distinct from other mafic bodies examined in the Grenville. The presence 
of olivine and orthopyroxene (Figs. lle,f) are especially noticeable, and the relatively complete 
preservation of primary textures suggests that these intrusives are amongst the latest in the study 
area, emplaced late in the Grenville orogeny. Despite this projected late date, the intrusion has 
not escaped substantial deformation and metamorphism. Plagioclase and pyroxene crystals are 
frequently deformed. Corona structures are developed around olivine and feldspar. 

The metamorphic overgrowths and occurrence of slim dykes in the complex is at least 
superficially reminiscent of the Grenville anorthosites in the Adirondacks. In some areas (Dix 
Range) garnet coronas are developed around ore minerals, while in the Pinnacle Mountain area 
gabbro cutting anorthosite is in turn intruded by a wehrlite dyke (Jaffe and Jaffe 1986) 
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Friedman's studies combined whole-rock analyses with optical evidence for cryptic 
variations in the rock-fonning minerals, consistent with a classical differentiation trend of 
increasing Fe, Na and Si contents and falling Mg, Ni, Cu and Cr. Data from four whole-rock 
analyses support this interpretation: see Section 3.7. 

Five thin sections were cut: rock types include norite, leuconorite, gabbronorite and 
anorthosite (the latter as dykelets in gabbronorite on High Rock Island). In addition, ultramafic 
phases were encountered in the southeastern portion of the intrusion. One of the latter, a 
Iherzolite, contains < 5% plagioclase, and is essentially composed of olivine and two pyroxenes, 
with abundant secondary amphibole and serpentine. Accessory biotite and oxide, and a trace of 
pyrrhotite and chalcopyrite are also present. Orthopyroxene encloses both feldspar and olivine. 

A sample of the dark sulphidic bands on Caribou Island proved to contain about 80% 
hypersthene, with plagioclase, clinopyroxene, hornblende and pyrrhotite, plus traces of pyrite, 
chalcopyrite and biotite. The texture of this feldspathic websterite suggests an orthopyroxene 
cumulate with the other phases (including sulphide) precipitating within the interstices in the 
crystal *mush*. A moderate late-stage deformation is reflected by kink bands in hypersthene and 
plagioclase, by gentle folding of exsolution lamellae in the pyroxene, and by strained extinction 
in the feldspar. 

The noritic samples collected were dominated by labradorite with two pyroxenes 
(orthopyroxene > clinopyroxene). The feldspar displays variable darkening due to minute Fe 
oxide inclusions. Granular garnet coronas around pyroxene and oxide crystals are present in two 
samples (Fig. 16f), the greatest concentration located in anorthosite veining cutting gabbronorite. 
Reactions between plagioclase and the mafic grains generated the coronas: clear margins to some 
of the feldspar may indicate local recrystallization, removing the tiny oxide inclusions. Whether 
deuteric or metamorphic in origin, the observed reaction rims and microstructures represent only 
a partial overprint of the igneous crystallization textures in the rocks. 

Mineralization: 
Sulphidic float is present in the area, and sulphide-rich mafic layers are locally exposed in 
outcrop. Clinopyroxenite bands are displayed on the north shore of Caribou Island, close to the 
south shore of the lake. The bands occur in foliated, gametiferous leuconorite. The bands are 
1-15 cm thick, and strike approximately east-west. The outcrop is cut by thin deformation zones 
and by at least two directions of quartz-(feldspar) veining, which is locally pegmatitic. 

Five samples were analysed for Au-Pd-Pt, including a piece of the sulphidic websterite: all 
samples contained <15 ppb (Au-l-Pd-HPt). 

Some pyrrhotite is localized along late faults (Friedmann 1953b). Some drilling has been 
carried out on the intrusion, the results including one 45-foot intersection grading 0.226% Cu 
and 0.151% Ni (Shklanka 1969, p.213). 
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Other Comments: 
The Caribou Lake, Memesagamesing Lake and Raglan intrusions have all received some 
attention in the past year as targets of PGE-related exploration. The mineralogy of the first two 
(orthopyroxene -rich, with olivine -bearing zones), and the presence of Ni-Cu sulphide showings, 
confirm that they should rate high amongst Grenville intrusions as PGE- prospective areas. No 
age dates are available, but the unique aspect of these intrusions suggests that they must be 
treated apart from the other mafic bodies described in the following pages. 

A large, rounded glacial erratic ascribed to this intrusion can be seen in downtown Toronto. 
It is mounted on the southwest side of the Spadina Circle one block north of College Street, in 
the grounds of Lord Lansdowne Public School, where it was discovered during the digging of 
the foundations. The black erratic represents a coarse lithology displaying coarse, rather elongate 
dark green laths of apparentiy uralitized pyroxene, plus feldspar, Fe-Ti oxide and (?) a trace of 
fresh olivine. 
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6.2 * 
MEMESAGAMESING LAKE STOCK * 
Hardy * 
Sulphide showings * 
1093-1094 (2) * 
571 (1) * 

* SECTION 
* INTRUSIVE 
* TOWNSHIP(S) 
* METAL CONTENTS 
* SAMPLES 
* PET. DESCR. 

Location: 
Noritic mass, largely submerged under Memesagamesing Lake, but exposed along shorelines and 
on islands. Approximately 3.3 x 2.1 km in size, slightly elongated from N.N.W. to S.S.E. 
Estimated area 5.0 km .̂ The intrusion is centred roughly 11 km north of Port Loring. 

Field Relationships: 
The most detailed description of the norite is that by Friedman (1955). The body is jointed, and 
intruded by granitic pegmatites. In outcrop the rock is a heterogeneous norite with variable 
grainsize and variable ratio of white feldspar to brown orthopyroxene. Garnet, pyrite and 
ilmenite are sometimes visible in the outcrops, which exhibit variable rusty surface colourations. 

Mineralogy and Petrology: 
Samples examined comprise fine to medium -grained norites, with variable amounts of garnet 
and traces of pyrite. Friedman (1955) noted local olivine norite facies with cloudy plagioclase 
(containing minute inclusions of (?) spinel) and with corona textures around the olivine. In 
comparison, he noted that the clouding in feldspar in the norite was apparently due to 
fine-grained magnetite. Feldspar in norite near granitic pegmatites is recrystallized, and 
untwinned (Friedman 1955). He ascribed the garnet-rimming coronas and the clouding of the 
feldspar to thermal metamorphism, possibly resulting from pegmatite emplacement (ibid., 
p.604). 

One sample of norite from the southwest shore of the lake is largely plagioclase and 
hypersthene, with minor clinopyroxene, and granular garnet rims around both pyroxenes (Fig. 
16e). Granules of hornblende also occur adjacent to hypersthene. Accessory phases are 
magnetite, ilmenite, biotite, pyrrhotite (and marcasite and pyrite), chalcopyrite and secondary 
Fe oxide. No suitable agency for contact metamorphism is apparent in outcrop, the feldspar 
(sodic labradorite) is twinned and may show signs of zoning, and the orthopyroxene shows 
*Bushveld' exsolution: another origin for the corona textures should be considered. 

Mineralization: 
Lumbers (1971, pp. 70-72) noted six zones of disseminated mineralization, comprising pyrrhotite, 
pyrite, magnetite and chalcopyrite, apparently within shear zones in the norite. The best assays 
from surface sampling and drilling are around 1 percent combined Cu plus Ni (Shklanka 1969, 
p.213). A norite sample was analysed for Au-Pd-Pt: only 4 ppb Pd was detected. 
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Other Comments: 
Recent mapping in the area to the southeast documents anorthositic, gabbroic and dioritic 
lithologies. The Parry Sound domain is a granulite facies terrane hosting abundant mafic rocks, 
while the Shear Zone displays major ductile shear, and hosts bodies of mylonitized anorthosite 
(Davidson 1986b). The highest PGE values returned from an O.G.S. regional mapping program 
(McRoberts and Tremblay 1987) were from a leucocratic hornblende -plagioclase gneiss in the 
Britt domain, assaying 15 ppb Ft, 26 ppb Pd, 37 ppb Au and 0.67% Cu (G. McRoberts, Ontario 
Geological Survey, pers. commun. 1988). 
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6.3 
CLELAND STOCK 
Cleland 
(?) 
1103-1105(3) 
577 (1) 
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Location: 
This stock is ovoid in plan, 1.9 x 1.4 km, located 4.5 km southwest of Wanapitei, south of 
Highway 17 east of Sudbury (O.D.M. map 2271, Lumbers 1975). 

Field Relationships: 
Some good exposure reveals a dark, foliated amphibolite, cut by at least three sets of felsic 
veining: (1) defonned shallow- dipping granitic veining (quartz, feldspar, biotite) cut by (2) later 
near-vertical, thicker, pegmatitic dykes up to 18 cm thick, and (3) late, undeformed quartz 
veining, locally swelling to 17 cm width, of unproven age relative to (2). 

Mineralogy and Petrology: 
One thin section samples recrystallized, visually unfoliated amphibolite with roughly equal 
amounts of plagioclase and hornblende, and traces of biotite, chlorite, pyrite and Fe oxide. A 
fine- grained, amphibolite facies metagabbro. 

Mineralization: 
Not known. 

Other Comments: 
Some of the mafic bodies in this area, not far south of the Grenville Front, may be the 
metamorphosed equivalents of the Nipissing diabase intrusions, some of which, such as the 
Wanapitei complex, contain sulphides (see, e.g.. Lumbers 1975, pp.21-23; Lightfoot et al. 1987; 
B.O. Dressier, in Macdonald and Cherry 1988). Also near the Front, to the southwest of 
Sudbury, are two swarms of diabase dykes which cut both Huronian and Grenville host rocks. 
The younger, tholeiitic Grenville dykes cross the Front without disruption. Older olivine diabase 
dykes of the Sudbury swarm are deformed and show evidence of reaction between plagioclase 
and both olivine and Fe-Ti oxide: coronas of hypersthene, augite and garnet replace the olivine 
(Bethune and Davidson 1988). 

Small intrusions of 'cataclastic diabase' occur in the area: these may be well-jointed, 
fragmenting when struck along black, chloritic joint planes. One outcrop was sampled: the rock 
is locally K-feldspar -rich, and cut by sharp-edged calc-silicate veining which predates joint 
development. 
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Almost the whole length of the Grenville Front in Ontario, from the Quebec border 
southwest to the Killarney area, is depicted in O.G.S. compilation map 2361. A number of small 
mafic bodies have been recognized east of Cleland township, in the region north of Lake 
Nipissing. One example is the Chebogomog Lake stock (Lumbers 1975), N.N.E. of Sturgeon 
Falls, which contains three small showings of sparse disseminated sulphide (pyrrhotite, pyrite 
and chalcopyrite), in uralitized pyroxenite and peridotite. 
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* SECTION 
* INTRUSIVE 
* TOWNSHIP(S) 
* METAL CONTENTS 
* SAMPLES 
* PET. DESCR. 

6.4 * 
RED DEER LAKE ANORTHOSITE * 
Cleland * 
(?) 
1106(1) * 
578 (1) * 

Location: 
Anorthosite body located east of Sudbury, south of Highway 17, in a region of migmatitic biotite 
gneiss (O.D.M. map 2271, in Lumbers 1975). This anorthosite is elongated from N.N.E. to 
S.S.W., and approaches 900 m in maximum outcrop width. 

Field Relationships: 
Some excellent exposures of foliated anorthositic to gabbroic rocks are easily accessible within 
this intrusion. A strong foliation is developed, with clearly delineated light and dark bands. The 
light bands are largely plagioclase, with fine-grained garnet and a trace of pyrite. The dark, 
pyroxene-rich bands appear to contain fewer, but coarser, garnet crystals. 

The layering is well displayed on one outcrop, roughly 40 x 30 m in area, south of the main 
road across the intrusion. Prominent layers are usually mafic, in a feldspathic matrix, and locally 
pinch out, giving the impression of pods in outcrop. The well-defined modal layering appears 
to be a primary igneous feature. This fabric is locally offset on late small-scale shearing, and 
there is a possibility that local remelting and recrystallization has generated coarse anorthosite 
segregations, perhaps formed through the action of late, shear-related mobile fluids. 

The Grenville anorthosite suites were described in detail by Lumbers (1975, 72-99). He 
describes them as predominantly medium- to coarse- grained gneisses, with granular plagioclase, 
and lenses of hornblende and biotite defining a prominent gneissosity. Gneissic anorthositic 
gabbro and gabbro anorthosite predominate, with local metagabbro and metadiorite. Lumbers 
noted that relict igneous layering is common near the borders of such intrusions as Red Deer 
Lake, but is poorly developed in the interior. 

Mineralogy and Petrology: 
A sample of Red Deer anorthosite examined by Lumbers (1975, p.90) was largely ATISQ 
plagioclase with lesser hornblende, with < 10 percent of other phases, largely quartz, K-feldspar 
and clinopyroxene. The sectioned sample from this study was a metagabbro, with essential 
hornblende and labradorite, 5 % garnet, and traces of biotite, chlorite, carbonate, chalcopyrite 
and oxide. The rock is substantially recrystallized, coarsely foliated, with minor retrograde 
alteration of feldspar to carbonate and chlorite. 
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Mineralization: 
Not known. Marmont (1992) examined various Grenville anorthosites (River Valley, Red Deer, 
Pickerel River, St. Charles, Mercer, Tilden Lake, Eau Claire) as possible sources of building 
stone. 

Other Comments: 
The probability for significant sulphide finds in the anorthosite suite appears small: minor Fe-Ti 
oxide concentrations may be present. Other Grenville anorthosites in Janes township (E.N.E. 
of Sudbury) are described by Dressier (1979, pp.40-48). Although many of these rocks have 
acquired a distinct gneissosity, primary igneous layering is often preserved (ibid., p.44). The 
transition from massive to foliated gabro can be abrupt, while some samples have developed 
augen texture. The massive anorthosites contain corona structures, comprising hornblende-rich 
cores and red garnet rims. See also the description of the River Valley complex northwest of 
Sturgeon Falls, in the field guide by Davidson (1986a). 

Gneissic anorthosite in the Grenville west of Lake Nipissing in Mercer township is dated 
at 1222+2 Ma (Prevec 1992). A layered intrusion, a gabbro-anorthosite sill near St. Charles, 
Ontario, yielded a zircon crystallization age of 1268+20 Ma, indicating affinity with the 
Whitestone anorthosites to the south (Prevec and Baadsgaard 1991). The Whitestone body also 
contains relict igneous layering, as illustrated by Easton (1992a, p.751). 
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* SECTION : 6.5 * 
•INTRUSIVE : HUNTSVILLE CORONTTE * 
*TOWNSHIP(S) : Huntsville * 
* METAL CONTENTS : (?) * 
* SAMPLES : 1092(1) * 
*PET. DESCR. : 570(1) * 

Location: 
Road outcrops on Muskoka Road 2, northwest of the town centre. No up-to-date published 
geological map of the Huntsville area is available, although it lies within O.D.M. sheet 2118. 

Field Relationships: 
This roadside outcrop is one of a number of such in the area. Variably -sheared coronitic gabbro 
is cut by granitic sheets. The textures in this high-grade gametiferous metagabbro are well 
displayed on the weathered surfaces of the outcrop (Fig. 16a). Retrograde alteration is apparent 
along fractures. Approximately thirty such bodies, mostly very small (10-50 m in diameter) 
occur in a belt, running roughly east-west, passing immediately to the north of Huntsville (M.I. 
Garland, M.N.D.M., Dorset, pers. commun. 1987). 

Mineralogy and Petrology: 
The thin section is dominated by intermediate plagioclase and by almandine garnet, with 
abundant clinopyroxene and amphibole (Figs. 16b,c). The sample is rich in Fe-Ti oxides, largely 
ilmenite. Traces of primary phases (apatite and zircon) are present, as are minerals of a late 
paragenesis (chlorite and talc, pyrite and chalcopyrite). The rock is substantially recrystallized, 
as demonstrated by the equant subgrain stnictures within clots of ilmenite. 

A modest retrograde event has affected this high-grade metabasite: the products are chlorite 
veinlets with sulphides, cutting garnet, and a minor, patchy, talcose alteration of hornblende. 
Corona textures have been described in many high-grade Grenville metagabbros (e.g., Davidson 
and Grant 1986, p. 842). The texture is especially well displayed in outcrop at this site. 

Mineralization: 
Fe-Ti oxides are the only significant metallic phases in the metagabbro. 

Other Comments: 
Granulite facies metamorphic rocks, including coronitic metagabbros, are widely distributed 
throughout the Central Gneiss Belt (see, e.g., Davidson et al. 1979, pp. 158-161; Schau et al. 
1986; Davidson 1990, 1991; Culshaw et al. 1990). Small masses of garnet amphibolite, derived 
from gamet-clinopyroxene metabasite (*pseudo-eclogite') are often found in association with 
anorthosites at gneiss-migmatite boundaries, and *this association seems to be characteristic of 
tectonic boundaries within this part of the Central Gneiss Belt* (Culshaw et al. 1990). 
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A relatively large example in the Honey Harbour area of the Georgian Bay coast is the South 
Bay metagabbro, in which primary igneous texture is generally not preserved, but where at one 
exposure gamet-clinopyroxene assemblages are dominant and metre-scale corundum -bearing 
zones are present (ibid., pp. 110-111). Needham (1987) describes dark gamet-clinopyroxene 
*pseudo-eclogite' xenoliths in metagabbroic bodies in the Britt area. Rocks in the core of the 
largest metabasite body contain relict olivine. The formation of coronites and eclogites from 
olivine gabbro in Norway has been described by Mork (1986). Indares (1991) described 
eclogitization of gabbros in eastern Quebec during Grenville metamorphism, in which primary 
augite was pseudomorphed by omphacitic pyroxene, and plagioclase replaced by garnet and 
albite with numerous spinel and kyanite inclusions. 

Dating of a clinopyroxene syenite dyke cutting coronitic olivine metagabbro in the Rosseau 
subdomain at «1058 Ma places a lower age limit for granulite facies metamorphism in this 
region of the Central Gneiss Belt (Van Breemen and Davidson 1990). 

High-grade anorthosites in this westerly region of the Grenville appear to have minimal 
PGE potential, to judge from initial assays from the Whitestone and Amstein bodies (C. 
Marmont, M.N.D.M., Dorset, pers. commun., 1987: see Section 4.4.1). This finding is 
probably applicable also to the coronites. 
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* SECTION 
* INTRUSIVE 
* TOWNSHIP(S) 
* METAL CONTENTS 
* SAMPLES 
* PET. DESCR. 

6.6 * 
MALLARD GABBRO * 
Mayo * 
(?) 
1001-1005 (5) * 
542-543 (2) * 

Location: 
This intrusion was examined in a section of heavily wooded, hilly country south of the power 
line slash crossing the Mallard Lake road. Some good exposures are located on low 'cliff faces 
in the woods. The intrusion is centred about 16 km E.N.E. of Bancroft, to the northwest of the 
village of Hermon on the north side of Highway 500. No detailed map of this area has been 
published, but the extent of the intrusion is delineated by O.D.M. map 1957b. 

Field Relationships: 
The intrusion was examined in some detail at one location (site A in Fig. 8). The typical 
intrusive rock in the area is a coarse, speckled diorite. Strongly foliated granitic sheets with 
minor associated quartz veining are either tectonic inclusions or highly strained dykes within the 
mafic body. Such foliated sheets may approach 4 m in apparent thickness. 

Thin (15-20 cm) fine-grained mafic sheet-like bodies are visible in the diorite, with sharp 
contacts, moderate to shallow dips, and visible continuity for up to 10 m. 

Igneous-textured alkaline rocks such as nepheline syenite occur on the northern edge of the 
Glamorgan (Trooper Lake) gabbro, and just east of the Mallard Lake gabbro (Miller and Lentz 
1993). 

Mineralogy and Petrology: 
Biotite is a prominent minor phase in all lithologies. A thin section of the *diorite' (or 
leucogabbro) is largely plagioclase plus lesser hornblende, with minor biotite and traces of rutile, 
pyrite and chlorite. 

The normal, holocrystalline gabbro is cut by the dark fme-grained sheets, mentioned above. 
A thin section of a sample from the lower part of the most prominent low-angle sheet reveals 
a strongly foliated, recrystallized amphibolite. The estimated mode includes 84% actinolite and 
15% plagioclase, with minor epidote and traces of biotite, pyrite, chlorite, carbonate, sphene and 
chalcopyrite. The sheets may be representatives of 'Frontenac dykes', low-angle diabase sheets 
metamorphosed to greenschist grade, dated at roughly 900-950 Ma (R.M.Easton, Ontario 
Geological Survey, pers. commun. 1987; Park and Irving 1972). 
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Steeply -dipping felsic inclusions are also present within the gabbro in this area, and may 
represent earlier (syntectonic?) felsic dykes. 

Mineralization: 
Local fracture-controlled pyrite. Two samples were analysed for Au-Pd-Pt: 8 ppb Au was 
detected in a 'Frontenac dyke'. 

Other Comments: 
A little-known intermediate to mafic body, of considerable size: the spatial relationship of the 
Mallard, Boulter and Raglan intrusions deserves a closer examination. 
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* SECTION 
* INTRUSIVE 
* TOWNSHIP(S) 
* METAL CONTENTS 
* SAMPLES 
* PET. DESCR. 

6.7 * 
BOULTER GABBRO * 
Carlow * 
Magnetite deposit, sulphide showing * 
1012-1016 (5) * 
547-548 (2) * 

Location: 
Gabbroic intrusion, leaf-like in plan, located between the Mallard and Raglan intrusions, centred 
near Boulter village, some 25 km due northeast of Bancroft. No detailed map of this area has 
been published, but the extent of the intrusion is delineated by O.D.M. map 1957b. 

Field Relationships: 
The intrusion was examined at three locations (B,C,D on Fig. 8). Site B is a roadside exposure 
of biotite diorite. 

Site C incorporates roadside and woodland expsoures of a syenitic rock, locally displaying 
included gabbroic blocks. Fine-grained 'diorite' with scattered coarser pyroxene crystals, in a 
low cliff south of the road, is cut by coarser felsic veining rich in pink K-feldspar and lesser 
grey plagioclase. The apparent mixing of two silicate melts in the vicinity of the Boulter syenite 
is worthy of closer attention. 

A significant roadside outcrop south of Boulter hamlet (side D) contains leucogabbroic to 
anorthositic rocks with abundant disseminated pyrrhotite and chalcopyrite and pyrite. The site 
is about 1.0 km east of the eastern margin of the syenite marked on map 1957b. It is described 
in more detail under 'Mineralization'. 

Mineralogy and Petrology: 
Massive biotite and diorite to granodiorite with abundant flakey biotite, generally containing only 
traces of sulphides (see below). Two samples were sectioned from the key showing: one was 
leucogabbro, the other sulphide-rich melagabbro. 

Mineralization: 
The location of the small sulphide showing (site D) is more complex than the regional map 
would suggest: calcitic skam and granitic gneiss outcrop nearby, and it is possible that a faulted 
margin of the intrusive passes through this spot. A rusty sulphide zone is associated with the 
contact between the leucocratic intrusives and a pyroxenite phase. Sulphidic pyroxenite shows 
both sharp and diffuse contacts against the more abundant leucocratic intrusive. The variable 
grainsize and colour index, local enrichment in sphene, and apparent association of sulphide 
concentrations with a minor ultramafic phase are all observations consistent with precipitation 
of magmatic sulphide initiated by mixing of two silicate melts of contrasting composition. 
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A dark sample containing abundant fine sulphide is a uralitized melagabbro, with actinolitic 
amphibole after pyroxene, carrying dark *homblende' inclusions, with partially recrystallized, 
partially antiperthitic plagioclase. Apatite and sphene are abundant accessory phases. There is 
abundant (5%) angular pyrrhotite, showing incipient alteration to marcasite and (?) pyrite (Fig. 
12b). Traces of pyrite, biotite and carbonate are also present. A nearby leucogabbro sample 
exhibits similar mineralogy, but with only a trace of sulphide, and a predominance of plagioclase 
grains which may be variously twinned, recrystallized, or antiperthitic. The sulphide appears to 
have been mobile during partial recrystallization of these samples, such that the suspected 
magmatic origin of the sulphide cannot be proven from the observed textures. Both rocks were 
analysed: 9 ppb Au was detected in the sulphidic melagabbro. 

Spatially related to this gabbro is the Boulter iron deposit. This is described as a lensoid, 
magnetite-rich Fe deposit, located within syenite adjacent to the gabbro (Carter et al. 1980, 
p.88), probably of magmatic origin, and approximately 200 x 38 feet (61 x 12 m) in extent. 

Other Comments: 
The area of the sulphide showing (site D) merits further investigation. 
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* SECTION 
* INTRUSIVE 
* TOWNSHIP(S) 
* METAL CONTENTS 

* SAMPLES 

* 

Mft 

* PET. DESCR. 

* 

6.8 
RAGLAN GABBRO 
Raglan 
Two significant Ni-Cu-(Co) sulphide showings 
plus minor values of Pt, Pd and Au 
Raglan showing: 857-863, 1107-1109 (10) 
Inwood showing: 1020-1023 (4) 
Various sites: 1006-1011, 1069-1071, 1110-1114, 
1166-1167(16) 
Total of 30 samples 
Raglan showing: 312-315, 579-581, 587 
plus 858-860, 860/2, 1339 (a total of 13) 
Inwood showing: 549-551 (3) 
Various sites: 544-546, 562-563, 582-586, 593-594 (12) 
Total of 28 descriptions 

Location: 
A large mafic body in wooded, hilly country immediately north of Highway 28 (500), between 
McArthur Mills and Schutt, centred some 35 km E.N.E. of Bancroft. The intnision is marked 
on O.D.M. maps 1953-2 and 1957b, and on O.G.S. map 2461 (m Lumbers 1982). 

Field Relationships: 
The Raglan intrusive is notable for two of the better-known Ni-Fe sulphide showings in the 
Grenville, namely the (trenched) Raglan showing and the hillside outcrops and float of the 
Inwood (Landolac) occurrence. Nine areas, inside and marginal to the Raglan intrusion, were 
sampled to provide a detailed view of the mineralogical variation and structural state of the 50 
km^ body. These sites are described below, from west to east, labelled (E)-(M) according to the 
location map (Fig. 8). 

(E) Roadside outcrops north of Ireland: 
Medium-grained grey gabbros with traces of disseminated and fracture -controlled sulphides: 
pyrrhotite and chalcopyrite. Local felsic segregations are composed of foliated 'biotite 
granodiorite' with coarse mica flakes. A thin aplite dykelet was noted cutting the gabbro in this 
area. Loose mafic blocks display pyroxenitic bands up to 10 cm thick, and gabbroic pegmatitic 
segregations. An outcrop sample from this site is an augite-bearing actinolite-rich amphibolite. 
Amphibole, pyroxene and plagioclase occur as equant grains with triple junctions around their 
margins. Clearly a recrystallized metagabbro, containing presumed magmatic pyrrhotite and 
chalcopyrite, sometimes rimmed by later clinozoisite, with traces of sphene, carbonate and 
muscovite (Fig. 15f). This sample was analysed, and, excepting three samples from the Raglan 
showing, returned the highest combined precious metal values of the whole survey: 55 ppb Au, 
32 ppb Pd and 30 ppb Pt. 
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(F) Inwood (Landolac) sulphide showing): 
A well-known showing of Fe-Cu-Ni sulphide mineralization occurs on the land of Mr Fred 
Inwood, northeast of Inwood Hill (Fig. 7a). Referred to in earlier literature as the Landolac 
occurrence and (erroneously) as the Instow showing in Wilson (1988e). The Landolac Mining 
Company undertook trenching and packsack drilling on the property in 1956, but no record of 
the results appears in the assessment files. It appears that six holes out of a total of 17 
(maximum depth 40 feet / 12.2 m) intersected *good* sulphide mineralization, the best 
intersection being 0.33% Cu and 1.36% Ni over 8 feet (2.44 m), another appearing to be 
massive Cu-rich sulphide over 3.9 feet / 1.19 m (F. In wood, pers.commun., 1991). Two 
showings on a gentle west-facing slope exhibit outcrop and float of sulphide-rich gabbro, 
melagabbro and pyroxenite. Samples contain a very variable ratio of magnetic pyrrhotite to 
chalcopyrite. The key genetic feature is an apparent mixing of pyroxenitic and leucogabbroic 
melts. Very variable grainsize, from 2-10 mm. See also *Mineralization'. 

(G) Northwest margin of the intrusion: 
A fine-grained ultramafic marginal phase of the intrusion, a highly -uralitized pyroxenite, was 
located on a wooded hillside in the region of the 'Ameranium showing'. Traces of chalcopyrite 
and pyrite were noted in rusty float in the area: the presence of the Cu sulphide may be 
indicative of the proximity of the showing, which was not located. One hillside exposure shows 
the mafic intrusive in sharp contact with pale biotite-quartz gneiss host rock, perhaps related to 
the Boulter trondhjemite (Lumbers 1982). In thin section the rock is 60% actinolite and 40% 
augite, the latter partially recrystallized. The only other minerals in this rock are traces of pyrite, 
chalcopyrite oxide and carbonate. Recrystallization of the pyroxene is not often observed in the 
Grenville mafic rocks: in this case it appears to have occurred within a rock which has been 
substantially uralitized, forming bands of actinolite along later fracture planes. 

(H) Southern flank of the intrusion: 
During the summer of 1987, an exploration program targeted a 41-claim, 656-hectare area in 
the Raglan Hills south of the main axis of the intrusion, lying between the Inwood and Raglan 
showings (Mayer and Pearson 1988). Four major coeval mafic-ultramafic units were recognized 
in the course of 1:5,0(X) scale mapping. No significant new showings were found: the best PGE 
assays in the area were on the adjacent Raglan showing (up to 133 ppb Pd and 81 ppb Pt in a 
zone with up to 30% combined sulphides). Further sampling of the Raglan showing by Derry, 
Michener, Booth and Wahl produced results as high as 214 ppb Pd over 0.5 m and 52 ppb Pt 
over 0.75 m (S.E.Harper, Toronto, pers.commun. 1992). On the southern claims, however, 
assays on 346 samples almost all yielded < 15 ppb Pt and < 2 ppb Pd; the best assay was 14 
ppb Pd, < 15 ppb Pt. 

The field area is underlain by upper greenschist to amphibolite -facies metagabbro, in part 
retrogressed to epidote amphibolite facies along small-scale shear zones. Grainsize reduction and 
development of shear fabrics are prominent within narrow (usually < 10 cm) shears. As 
elsewhere in the intrusion, the presence of wider sheared zones may be obscured by underbrush. 
Four samples considered representative of the map area were obtained for this study. 
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The lithological types are listed below, with estimated areal extent in map area (qualitative 
estimate from Jens Mayer, of Deny, Michener, Booth and Wahl, Toronto, pers.commun. 1987). 

Sample Descr. Field term Petrographic identity % cfmap area 

1110 582 Pyroxenite Uralitized pyroxenite <1 
1111 583 Ultramafic gabbro Uralitized melagabbro 5 
1113 584 Fine-grained gabbro Foliated amphibolite 44 
1112 585- Foliated gabbro Sheared metagabbro 50 

The pyroxenite thin section is about 97% actinolite, with minor biotite and ilmenite and 
traces of carbonate. No Au,Pd,Pt values were detected on analysis of a single sample. 
Melagabbro from the claims contains 85% actinolite, plus twinned sodic plagioclase, turbid with 
fine-grained alteration, with minor biotite and ilmenite and rare pyrite. Foliated, fine-grained 
amphibolite consists of roughly equal amounts of recrystallized plagioclase and dark hornblende, 
plus traces of sphene, epidote, apatite, pyrite and oxide. 

A thin section through the margin of a small-scale shear zone in metagabbro reveals 
abundant epidote, minor sphene, and traces of oxide and sulphides. Grainsize reduction and a 
pronounced foliation characterize the shear zone (Figs. 10a,b). Epidote is abundant in the 
recrystallized rock, often elongated along the acquired foliation, and sphene rims opaque grains. 
There are traces of Fe-Ti oxide, chalcopyrite and pyrite. Such shear zones are quite common 
in CMB gabbros: another example from the Glamorgan (Trooper Lake) metagabbro is illustrated 
in Hanmer and McEachem (1992, p. 1784). 

(I) Moccasin Lake area: 
Medium to coarse -grained gabbros, displaying a variable degree of foliation, locally cut by 
tonalitic veining. A complex intertongued development of felsic sheets 3-20 cm thick occurs 
within variably -foliated, locally pegmatitic gabbros. One thin section confirms that the host rock 
is partly recrystallized metagabbro with abundant grains of epidote, cut by tonalite veining. 

(J) Raglan sulphide showing: 
A well-known sulphide showing, with sulphides occurring within variable leucogabbro to 
melagabbro to pyroxenite host rocks. Both disseminated pyrrhotite -rich magmatic sulphide and 
remobilized shear- related chalcopyrite -rich sulphides can be located in outcrop. Anorthositic 
veining occurs within the best exposure, and appears to be recrystallized significantly, to a 
greater degree than the secondary amphiboles in the suite. Wide lithological variety is displayed 
in loose boulders in the area: foliated and sheared gabbros (Fig. 7b), anorthositic material and 
gabbro pegmatitic boulders. See also under ^Mineralization*, and site *H' above. 

(K) Schutt: 
The high-grade metasedimentary country rocks are well-displayed in a roadcut north of Schutt. 
They include banded marble and pink and grey gametiferous gneisses. The marble is very coarse 
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-grained, and has clearly been highly recrystallized during regional metamorphism. A thin 
section contains >90% calcite, with abundant tremolite and phlogopite, with ragged pyrrhotite 
and traces of mica and chalcopyrite. 

(L) Highway outcrop (north): 
Highly strained granitic gneiss forms a granitic enclave within the eastern margin of the gabbro, 
noted by Hewitt (O.D.M. map 1953-2). Feldspar porphyroblasts are visible in the pink and grey 
foliated rock. The rock is highly strained, and the whole enclave, like the smaller felsic sheets 
noted at site M, may be tectonically emplaced. The host gabbro / amphibolite is fine- grained, 
locally cut by thin pyroxenite veinlets with pyrite and minor carbonate. 

(M) Highway outcrop (south): 
Complex exposures near the eastern margin of the gabbro reveal blebs of coarse rhombohedral 
carbonate associated with secondary amphiboles within the gabbro. The pods are mantled by 
*haloes' of relatively coarse gabbro. Blocks of relatively fine- grained, dark pyroxenite occur 
in same outcrops as the carbonate segregations (Fig. 7c). 

On the east side of the road, a white, equigranular plagioclase homfels is in sharp contact 
with the gabbro. Sulphidic gabbro pegmatite intrudes amphibolite in this area, and both 
lithologies are cut by late epidote veining. Pyrite, sphene and epidote are relatively abundant 
(Fig. 14f). In the roadcut to the north, a steeply -dipping sheet of foliated biotite tonalite appears 
to transect foliated metagabbro. It is thought that tfie carbonate pods and pyroxenite blocks are 
probably related to the proximity of the gabbro margin to the east, and are due to contamination 
rather than magmatic processes, but the precise details are unresolved. 

The equigranular white lithology abutting the giabbro is a fine-grained hornblende 
plagioclase homfels, about 90% of white is equant, recrystallized feldspar grains, mostly 0.5-1.0 
mm in diameter. The feldspar is substantially altered to scapolite and sericite. Accessory 
amounts of other phases are also present: in decreasing order of abundance: carbonate, 
muscovite, biotite, chlorite, apatite, tourmaline, Fe-Ti oxide, sphene and zircon. One of the 
felsic sheets in the roadcut was also examined petrographically. The sheet has a granodioritic 
composition, and its 1.2 m thickness is marked by a strong foliation, visible in thin section as 
a quartz ribbon fabric with alignment of biotite and muscovite flakes. The essential mineralogy 
is quartz, plagioclase, microcline plus two micas: traces of carbonate and oxide are also present. 
The strong texture confirms the suspicion that the sheet is a protomylonite, separated from the 
host gabbro by thin selvages of recrystallized quartz. 

Mineralogy and Petrology: 
Small bodies of recrystallized pyroxenite and peridotite were noted cutting the dioritic host in 
the Raglan intrusive (Lumbers 1982, p.25). The bulk of the Raglan body is comprised of more 
differentiated compositions, including melagabbro, gabbro, leucogabbro, diorite and rare 
anorthositic rocks. Due to the number of localities involved, petrographic data are given 
individually (above), apart from the Raglan and Inwood showings, dealt with in the next section. 
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Mineralization: 
The Raglan showing has been described as two flat-lying lenses containing about 1 percent 
combined (Ni+Cu), the larger body being some 90 x 155 m in area, and 6-15 m thick (Shklanka 
1969, p.227). This author's notes are in agreement with the following observations on the 
showing, taken from Sangster (1970, pp. 187-191). The Raglan intrusion is a Grenville-
overprinted, coarse- grained, hornblende- plagioclase gneiss. The host rock to the Raglan 
showing, however, is leucocratic, even anorthositic, with <35 percent mafic minerals. 
Plagioclase is deformed and probably recrystallized. No continuity of lithologies can be 
discerned between the exposed trenches. Pyrrhotite is the most abundamt sulphide, chalcopyrite 
is erratic in distribution. Minor pentlandite is present as flames in pyrrhotite, often near 
chalcopyrite, and rarely as larger grains along pyrrhotite grain boundaries. 

Eight samples were sectioned: all contained abundant sulphides, Five anorthositic to 
leucogabbroic samples contain an estimated 4-8% total sulphides, while three gabbroic to 
melagabbroic samples contain 9-28% sulphides. The feldspar is calcic plagioclase, variably 
sericitized, with well-developed twinning, only slightly deformed. The principal mafic phase is 
actinolite (or hornblende) secondary after pyroxenes. Primary olivine ± clinopyroxene were 
preserved in only two samples. Epidote minerals occur in proportions variable from major to 
trace. Traces of one or more of sphene, oxides, serpentine and carbonate are also present. 

Relatively mafic lithologies are associated with the high sulphide tenors: 

(1) One sample displays a gradation between sulphide -poor anorthosite and a sulphidic 
leucogabbro with sulphide associated with the mafic phases, amphibole, epidote and 
sphene. 

(2) In another, sulphidic leucogabbro appears to be crosscut by a coarse anorthositic vein, 
barren of sulphide, comprising strained plagioclase crystals, a small number of coarse 
actinolite laths, and a strained and partially resorbed quartz crystal. In this case (Fig. 
l(kj-e) the anorthosite may have been injected into the partially- crystallized gabbro, 
incorporating xenocrysts from its surroundings, before solidification. 

(3) In a third sample, the greatest sulphide concentration occurs within a gradational 
contact between gabbroic and leucogabbroic facies. The twinned plagioclase crystals 
undergo variable alteration to epidote and scapolite, and may enclose blebs of sulphide. 

Anhedral, pyrrhotite -rich masses of magmatic sulphide are abundant, on silicate grain 
boundaries and within feldspar and amphibole (pyroxene) crystals. A proportion of the sulphide 
is remobilized, probably for limited distances only, on late shears. The late sulphide, a 
chalcopyrite -rich fraction, occurs within the thin foliated zones, along cleavage planes in 
secondary amphibole, and in association with other late phases such as the epidote minerals. 
Pyrite may occur as discrete grains, and traces may also be present in the fine- grained (?) 
marcasite alteration on pyrrhotite grain margins. 
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The ductile deformation displayed by pyrrhotite and chalcopyrite in some samples is normal 
behaviour: wider studies of the development of mylonitic fabrics in sulphides indicate that, from 
weakest to strongest, the order of susceptibility of common sulphides to deformation is galena-
pyrrhotite- chalcopyrite- sphalerite- pyrite- arsenopyrite (Duckworth and Rickard 1993). 

The close proximity of leucogabbroic to anorthositic facies with gabbroic rocks in the 
exposures is suggestive of sulphide melt separation induced by magma mixing. Minor sulphide 
remobilization appears to be a deuteric phenomenon, associated with development of secondary 
amphiboles and epidotes following crystallization of the host gabbro. 

Carter et al. (1980, pp.50-57) compiled observations and records on four showings in the 
Raglan body. They took grab samples, the best of which returned 1.50% Cu, 4.60% Ni and 
0.22% Co upon assay, and provided sketch maps for the two main showings. The map for the 
Raglan showing, derived from assessment files, is hard to apply today. This author was not able 
to resurvey the site, but Figure 9 is an updated sketch map. 

A brief reconnaissance of sulphides by energy-dispersive electron microprobe in sample 
861a (March 1989) indicates that the pyrite and chalcopyrite are essentially stoichiometric, with 
no prominent minor elements. Analyses of pyrrhotite all contained minor Ni values, averaging 
0.73±0.08 wt.% for four grains, excluding a single low result of 0.28 wt.%. Pyrrhotites in 
sample 1107 returned an indistinguishable result, 0.71±0.19 wt.% Ni ( n = l l , 0.35 to 0.91). 
The mean Ni value of «0 .7 wt.% in Raglan pyrrhotite suggests that local concentrations of a 
Ni-rich phase, probably pentlandite, are required to account for the highest Ni results reported 
in grab samples from this occurrence. 

PGE and Au in the Raglan Hills: 
Five grab samples from the Raglan samples were analysed for Au-Pd-Pt, and three of these 

returned the highest total values achieved in the current project. They are listed below (values 
from Table 5), and discussed in Section 4. 

Sample Showing Sample type Au ppb Pd ppb Ptppb 

858 Raglan Sulphidic leucogabbro 23 40 15 
861A Raglan Sulphide-rich gabbro 16 30 20 
863 Raglan Sulphide-rich leucogabbro 26 75 50 
1107 Raglan Sulphide-rich melagabbro 9 130 10 
1108 Raglan Sulphide-rich leucogabbro 10 91 130 

1020 Inwood Pyroxenite 13 2 
1021 Inwood Sulphide-rich pyroxenite 4 8 -
1023 Inwood Sulphide-rich pyroxenite 85 12 
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The Inwood showing provides the most Cu- rich magmatic sulphide noted in the whole 
survey, although in highly mineralized blocks the pyrrhotiteichalcopyrite ratio is widely variable 
on a 10 cm scale. Carter et al. (1980) assayed grab samples for base metals, one of the better 
samples returning 1.90% Cu, 0.85% Ni and 0.074% Co. Precious metal assays for three 
samples indicate modest enrichment in Au and Pd: these are listed above, and discussed in 
Section 4. These three samples from the showing are all intensely uralitized pyroxenites, in 
which partially recrystallized secondary actinolite is the dominant mineral (Figs. lOf, 1 la). Lesser 
amounts of plagioclase, and/or talc ±, serpentine after (?) olivine, are also present. One sample 
contains relict augite, which has survived the intense uralitization. Carbonate is present in all 
samples as granules and/or fracture fillings. Traces of biotite, secondary oxide, sphene and 
epidote are present. 

The sample chosen for its IQW sulphide content still contained traces of pyrrhotite (with 
exsolved pentlandite) and chalcopyrite. The pyrrhotite-rich sample displays prominent 'necklaces' 
of granular pentlandite along grain boundaries in abundant, presumed magmatic, sulphide (Fig. 
12a). Minor chalcopyrite and pyrite (the latter in part a late, 'deuteric' phase) are also present. 
The third sample showed a very high (8%) chalcopyrite content, as angular grains and late, 
remobilized stringers (Figs. 10f,12e). The host rock contained flakey talc aggregates, presumed 
pseudomorphous after olivine. Minor pyrrhotite (plus associated pentlandite) occurs with the 
chalcopyrite, and a trace of (?) deuteric pyrite occurs marginal to the early, coarse sulphide. 
AMS of a pyrrhotite sample revealed only ppb levels of precious metals, suggesting that another 
phase, such as pentlandite, must be responsible for the observed anomalous values in bulk 
samples; see Table 7 and Figure 20. 

In summary, grab-sample PGE and Au values reported here are similar to those noted by 
others (see section on site H, p. 86). Limited electron microprobe and AMS analyses of sulphides 
suggest that the voluminous pyrrhotite carries appreciable Ni values, but that pentlandite is 
probably the most important host in the most Ni-rich material. The pyrrhotite probably contains 
an insignificant proportion of the precious metals, as found in AMS studies of a number of 
precious-metal deposits. PGE and Au are plausibly contained largely in fine-grained pentlandite, 
although a contribution from sub-microscopic PGE-rich minerals cannot be ruled out. 

Other Comments: 
The Raglan-Mallard-Boulter gabbros have been dated at 1227+5 Ma (McEachem et al., quoted 
in Easton 1992a, p.819). Of all the sites examined in this survey, the Raglan and Inwood 
showings best represent a suitable environment for PGE concentration in the Grenville. Evidence 
for magmatic sulphide separation upon the mixing of two contrasting liquids is convincing. 
However, the inferred degree of concentration of Pt and Pd in bulk sulphide is moderate, 
between 1 and 2 orders of magnitude at best, and not the 3 orders required, over a large 
tonnage, for a viable PGE target. It remains to be seen whether the rather low values (in 
economic terms) of PGE in these magmatic sulphides are a representative sampling of this 
material, and, if so, whether PGE were extracted from one or more parent silicate melts before 
emplacement, either in a nearby crustal setting or in a deep mantle source region. 
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* SECTION 
* INTRUSIVE 
* TOWNSHIP(S) 
* METAL CONTENTS 
* SAMPLES 
* PET. DESCR. 

6.9 
FARADAY GABBRO 
Faraday 
Magnetite-rich gabbros 
1065-1067 (3) 
560-561 (2) 

Location: 
This gabbro is located on the north shore of Bow Lake, centred roughly 8 km southwest of 
Bancroft, and extending E.N.E. toward the town (O.D.M. map 1957b; Masson 1982; Bedell 
1982). It includes three contiguous segments in a zone some 10 km long and 2.5 km wide, 
probably a single intrusive mass, disrupted by movements on the McArthur Mills fault. 

Field Relationships: 
The excellent outcrops on either side of the highway are comprised of metagabbro with thin 
felsic intrusions displaying strong foliation. The strain state of the gabbro is very variable, and 
some coarse, relatively undeformed gabbro is observed near deformed gabbro and felsic rocks 
displaying intricate small-scale folds. In places the gabbro is extremely magnetic, due to visible 
concentrations of granular magnetite. Magnetite-rich areas are generally quite fine-grained. This 
was the only gabbro in the survey in which oxide (magnetite) veinlets -were visible in outcrop 
(Fig. 6), associated with coarse amphibole (tremolite?). Three samples (1065A,B,C) were 
collected in a small area within 50 cm of the magnetite veins. 

The gabbro contains minor amounts of greenish anorthositic material. The sulphide content 
seems to be low, although a pyroxene -rich pegmatite pod, entrained within the foliation, was 
found to contain minor amounts of coarse pyrite, chalcopyrite, and carbonate. 

Mineralogy and Petrology: 
Two sections were cut from a sample of dark, foliated 'gabbro*: the two sections reveal a 
melagabbroic to pyroxenitic rock dominated by secondary amphibole, with abundant Fe-Ti oxide 
(Fig. l ie) . The amphibole is hornblende, substantially recrystallized. Two oxides are abundant: 
ilmenite with lesser magnetite. The other primary phases are plagioclase, clinopyroxene and (?) 
hypersthene, and a trace of apatite. Traces of pyrrhotite, pentlandite, pyrite, tourmaline, 
muscovite, carbonate, biotite and garnet are also present. 

Mineralization: 
Significant sulphide mineralization relevant to the present work is not known, although important 
U mineralization is localized in the structural and chemical trap of the metagabbro (see below). 
The debris constituting a tailings dam associated with the Madawaska Mine was examined: it 
contained a wide variety of rock types, variably deformed, apparently rather poor in sulphides. 
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The Bow Lake magnetite deposit is located nearby, apparently comprising magmatic 
concentrations within a syenite lens (Carter et al. 1980, p.96). 

Other Comments: 
The area is best known geologically for the Madawaska uranium mine (Bedell 1982). The U ore 
is essentially confined to granitic pegmatites intruded within the confines of the Faraday 
metagabbro. The pegmatites have not suffered the intense deformation and upper amphibolite 
to granulite facies metamorphism recorded in the gabbro. Whereas the intermediate plagioclase 
of the gabbro has been subjected to ductile deformation, only brittle microfaulting is seen in the 
albite of the pegmatites, which are anatectic melts intruded into the gabbro after the culminant 
Grenville event (Bedell and Schwerdtner 1981,1982; Bedell 1985). The Madawaska U mine is 
also described by Alexander {in Carter 1984, pp.388-406) and Lentz (1991, pp.40-44). 

A study of this gabbro by Appleyard and Williams (1981) addressed metasomatism and the 
origins of scapolite -bearing metagabbro. Mass balance calculations using Gresens' equations, 
comparing analyses of two fresh gabbros and six altered samples, indicated that Na, K, CI, Li, 
Rb and Ba were added, Cu and S removed. These changes are broadly similar to the formation 
of nepheline-bearing rocks elsewhere in the Bancroft region, and the authors observed that 
*nephelinization and scapolitization were broadly coincident in time and space'. They speculated 
that these two suites of rock may be 'different manifestations of the same metasomatic agent', 
perhaps fluids derived from evaporitic sediments within the host rocks of the Faraday pluton. 
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* SECTION 
* INTRUSIVE 
* TOWNSHIP(S) 
* METAL CONTENTS 
* SAMPLES 
* PET. DESCR. 

6.10 * 
UMFRAVILLE GABBRO CUfframville gabbro') * 
Limerick (WoUaston, Dungannon) * 
Fe-Ti oxide deposit * 
979-985, 1017-1019 (10) * 
534-536 (3) * 

Location: 
Centred some 13 km S.S.E. of Bancroft, this intrusion is elongated about an east-west axis and 
is accessible via the Old Hastings Road west of Highway 62. Figured in part or whole on 
O.D.M. maps 1957b, 2020 and 2167. 

Field Relationships: 
This intrusion displays an irregular distribution of facies of gabbro, pyroxenite, norite, diorite 
and gabbro (Hewitt 1962, p.40). Hewitt interprets the field relations as indicating that the mafic 
body was intruded by the Umfraville syenite, by granitic pegmatite and aplite dykes. Country 
rocks to the intrusion include fine- grained amphibolites, locally strongly deformed in contact 
with calc-silicate rocks. 

On the north margin, the gabbro abuts a coarse potassic syenite. The gabbro-syenite contact 
is well-exposed on the east side of the Highway. The gabbro shows a distinctive nodular fabric 
against the syenite, and both intrusions appear to be foliated within 50 cm of their contact, which 
is probably tectonically -modified. Within the foliated zone, shiny pyroxene crystals distinguish 
the gabbro from the feldspathic rock to the north. The gabbro appears to fine toward the contact, 
from perhaps 10 mm at sites 8 m or more within the intrusion to 2 mm at its margin. However, 
there is not a smooth fining, and the gabbro is locally as coarse as 15 mm, while relative 
fine-grained patches occur away from the contact. Coarse calcite and (?) muscovite are present 
in some of the coarse gabbro. Quartz- carbonate- tourmaline veining in the gabbro may well 
indicate marginal contamination of the gabbro by later syenite, but the inferred disturbed nature 
of the contact complicates the question of the relative ages of the intrusions. 

Also on the Highway 62 roadcuts, some 400 m south of the north contact described above, 
gabbro is cut by thin, anastomosing pyroxenite veinlets. Outcrops on the Old Hastings Road 
include gabbros of very variable mode, 2-6 mm grainsize, locally cut by pink biotite-granite 
pegmatite. 

The Umfraville gabbro is exceptional in this region of the Grenville in being relatively 
unaltered (Lumbers 1969). Lumbers noted rhythmic layering in the intrusion: olivine gabbro, 
pyroxenite and rare peridotite layers. The Umfraville body contains Fe-Ti oxide mineralization 
(Lumbers 1969). 
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Mineralogy and Petrology: 
The most abundant minerals are augite and labradorite, with accessory hornblende, calcite, 
magnetite, ilmenite, apatite and pyrite. The Fe-Ti oxides (Fig. 14a) generate an aeromagnetic 
anomaly (Hewitt 1962, pp.40,54), one sample from the iron deposit (see on) assaying 18.29% 
Fe, 7.40% TiOz, 3.70% P2O5 (and only 0.15% S). 

Equigranular gabbros and leucogabbros are abundant, with substantial biotite, magnetite, 
ilmenite and pyrite as accessory phases. Three thin sections were prepared. Only traces of 
sulphides were identified, but magnetite and ilmenite are present, locally in abundance. 
Plagioclase may be partly altered to scapolite. Gabbro near the syenite contact shows two styles 
of localized alteration: serpentine- carbonate- muscovite and quartz- muscovite- carbonate-
tourmaline. One specimen, sampling the pyroxenite layering mentioned above, is orthopyroxene 
-rich, a websterite (Fig. lid). The textures in this pyroxenite indicate an igneous crystallization 
sequence orthopyroxene (60%) - clinopyroxene (36%) - plagioclase (3%). 

A number of gabbro and diorite bodies were described by Adams and Barlow (1910, 
pp. 148-156), including the Umfraville, Thanet, Tudor, Chandos and Glamorgan bodies. 

Mineralization: 
The gabbro encloses a disseminated magnetite- ilmenite deposit in a zone «915 m (3(XX) feet) 
long and 120-230 m (4(X)-750 feet) wide, enclosed within a pyroxene amphibolite phase of the 
intrusion (summary data from Sangster 1970, p. 197). 

Two samples of the gabbro were analysed for precious metals: total (Au-I-Pd+Pt) was < 15 
ppb in each case. 

See also the building stones survey of LeBaron et al. (1990). 

Other Comments: 
Gabbro intrusion dated at 1180 ±20 Ma (Symons 1978). This relatively late date is consistent 
with the preservation of a wide range of lithologies in the Umfraville intrusion. 
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* SECTION 
* INTRUSIVE 
* TOWNSHIP(S) 
* METAL CONTENTS 
* SAMPLES 
* PET. DESCR. 

6.11 * 
THANET GABBRO * 
Tudor and Cashel (Lake) * 
Macassa Ni-Cu sulphide deposit * 
998-1000 (3) * 
541 (1) * 

Location: 
Centred some 25 km S.S.E. of Bancroft, west of Highway 62 near Steensburg Lake, bisected 
by the Old Hastings Road. Located on O.D.M. maps 1957b, 2020 and 2167. 

Field Relationships: 
Outcrops examined on Old Hastings Road were dark, melagabbroic to pyroxenitic, sometimes 
with oikocrystic clinopyroxene. Sulphide (pyrrhotite) noted in both disseminated and fracture 
-related modes. Hewitt (1962, pp.40-41) noted a heterogeneous distribution of facies, with a 
subordinate proportion of fresh gabbro. He also reported that *near Lighthouse Lake the gabbro 
contains large fragments of green pyroxenite'. 

Mineralogy and Petrology: 
The intrusion is mostly diorite, quartz diorite and metagabbro, comprised of hornblende, biotite 
and andesine, plus lesser magnetite, apatite and sphene, +. quartz, and (in 1/11 thin sections) 
hypersthene (c.f., Hewitt 1962). Much of the magnetite is altered to hornblende on 
recrystallization, hence this intrusive lacks the aeromagnetic signature of the nearby (but 
somewhat younger) Umfraville gabbro. 

A medium- to coarse- grained metagabbro, locally displaying coarse oikocrysts up to 10 
mm in diameter, in a finer groundmass. One thin section of hornblende pyroxenite was almost 
entirely composed of amphibole and clinopyroxene, with an estimated 2% of other phases: 
plagioclase, carbonate, oxide. Two primary mafic phases, clear augite and turbid hornblende, 
can be distinguished from the pale secondary amphibole which largely replaces them: 
in this case, the magmatic amphibole encloses inclusions of clinopyroxene and its alteration 
products. Alteration of feldspar to scapolite and calcite was noted in this gabbro by Adams and 
Barlow (1910, pp. 150-151). 

Mineralization: 
The Macassa Cu Ni occurrence is in Limerick Township, 2.3 km southeast of Ormsly village. 
Mineralization is hosted by metapyroxenite, and comprises > 10% sulphide in a talc-actinolite 
gangue (Carter 1984, pp.305-312). The sulphide deposit lies within the Thanet intrusion. It is 
the largest known Ni-rich deposit in the Grenville of Ontario, and is known only from drillcore. 
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The deposit takes the form of a broad, irregular zone of disseminated pyrite, pyrrhotite and 
chalcopyrite in peridotite, with reserves originally estimated at 2.0 million tons grading 1 % Ni 
and 0.25% Cu (Shklanka 1969, p. 138), subsequently upgraded to 3.9 million tons grading 
0.825% Ni, 0.25% Cu and 0.05% Go (Carter and Colvine 1985). Jonasson et al. (1987) 
analysed a heavy mineral concentrate for selected elements, finding 45.1% Fe, 2.82% Ni, 
0.11% Cu, 28.9% S and 115 ppb Au. 

One pyroxenite with disseminated and fracture- related pyrrhotite and a trace of chalcopyrite 
returned a value of-18 ppb Au ( < 2 ppb Pd, < 10 ppb Pt). No Au, Pd, or Pt was detected in the 
pyroxenite described above. 

Other Comments: 
Mafic mass intruded approximately 1200 Ma (Dunlop et al. 1980). The metamorphic petrology 
of the country rocks northeast of the intrusion, in western Limerick township, extending out to 
the Jocko Lake complex, has been studied in detail by LeAnderson and Munoz (1987). This 
recent work delineates isograds in the amphibolite, schist, granofels and marble units generated 
by metamorphism of original basaltic volcanics and clastic and carbonate sediments. 
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* SECTION 
* INTRUSIVE 
* TOWNSHIP(S) 
* METAL CONTENTS 
* SAMPLES 
* PET. DESCR. 

6.12 * 
TUDOR GABBRO * 
Tudor and Cashel * 
(?) 
986-994, 997 (10) * 
537-539 (3) * 

Location: 
Smaller than indicated on older maps, the Tudor gabbro is the largest of three significant mafic 
intrusions in Lake township (Laakso 1968). The eastern part, visited in this project, is shown 
on O.D.M. map 2168. The east end of the gabbro is exposed on Highway 62, some 30 km north 
of Madoc. 

Field Relationships: 
Locally cut by sheets of *monzonite (?) or microtonalite', emplaced into late brittle fractures. 
Variable grainsize, sometimes very fine-grained. Often highly uralitized. Variable colour index: 
gabbro and diorite, sometimes with pegmatitic streaks and pods carrying trace sulphides. Cut 
by curving, steeply- dipping shears a few cm in width. Ironstained, sulphidic leucogabbro is 
present in the Highway 62 roadcuts. 

Country rocks include fine-grained metavolcanics (with some pyrite concentrations, as 
disseminated patches and coarser fracture -related material), and a diorite with pyrrhotite on 
fractures. 

Mineralogy and Petrology: 
Commonly outcropping as a coarse gabbro with abundant biotite and traces of (porphyroblastic) 
pyrite and (rarer) chalcopyrite. Commonly massive, with local *monzonite' and leucogabbro 
facies. Secondary amphibole in the metagabbro is sometimes partly recrystallized (Fig. 14c), and 
a foliation may be developed. 

Three gabbroic samples were sectioned: two contain abundant chlorite, and one of these is 
also rich in secondary carbonate. A range of alteration products are present, including kaolinite, 
epidote, chlorite, biotite, carbonate and oxides (Figs. 14c-e, 15b). Plagioclase is partially altered 
between and within the grains. Some of the secondary amphibole after pyroxene is partially 
recrystallized. 

The occurrence of these greenschist facies assemblages is indicative of the low metamorphic 
grade of the central area of the Hastings Basin. They are comparable to the mineralogy of the 
Cordova gabbro to the south, and quite distinct from the Thanet and Umfraville metagabbros to 
the north. 
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Mineralization: 
The Tudor gabbro contains Fe-Ti oxide mineralization, an example being the Orton mine 
(Lumbers 1969). No sulphide showings are known, although traces of magnetite, ilmenite, 
pyrite, chalcopyrite and pyrrhotite were found in the intrusion. Two of the sectioned gabbros, 
plus a sample of pyrrhotite -bearing *diorite* from a small nearby intrusive, were assayed for 
precious metals: all contained <20 ppb (Au+Pd+Pt). 

Other Comments: 
Carbonate metasediments in the aureole of the Tudor gabbro, which have been subject to contact 
and later regional metamorphism, have been analysed by calcite-graphite carbon isotope 
geothermometry (Dunn and Valley 1987). Their study indicates that temperatures near the 
gabbro contact rose as high as 700°C upon intrusion, and later rose again to about 475 °C during 
the regional overprint. The contact metamorphism, with emphasis on marble host units, and the 
effects of subsequent regional metamorphism, has been described in detail by Dunn and Valley 
(1987, 1990, 1991, 1992). 
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* SECTION 
* INTRUSIVE 
* TOWNSHIP(S) 
* METAL CONTENTS 
* SAMPLES 
* PET. DESCR. 

6.13 * 
WOLLASTON GABBRO * 
WoUaston * 
(?) 
1024 (1) * 
None * 
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Location: 
Located immediately south of Coe Hill, around WoUaston Lake, 27 km due south of Bancroft. 
Accessible from Highway 620. Depicted on O.D.M. maps 1957b and 2020 (the latter in Hewitt 
1962). 

Field Relationships: 
Fine-grained dark 'amphibolitic' rocks, cut by shallow -dipping, thin (10-20 cm), red syenitic 
sheets. 

Mineralogy and Petrology: 
Biotite gabbro, diorite and metagabbro (Hewitt 1962), consisting of augite and plagioclase with 
hornblende, biotite, apatite and magnetite. Hewitt noted biotite porphyroblasts up to 1 inch in 
diameter. Basic inclusions within the nearby Coe Hill granite carry abundant pink, perthitic 
porphyroblasts. 

Mineralization: 
None known. See also the building stones survey of LeBaron et al. (1990). 

Other Comments: 
A detailed chemical study of para-amphibolites, conducted in WoUaston township, in Chandos 
township to the west, and at other sites in the region, indicated that the precursors to these 
country rocks were basic tuffs (Van de Kamp 1968). 
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* SECTION 
* INTRUSIVE 
* TOWNSHIP(S) 
* METAL CONTENTS 
* SAMPLES 
* PET. DESCR. 

6.14 * 
GLEN ALDA GABBRO * 
Chandos * 
(?) 
1025 (1) * 
None * 

Location: 
Small intrusive outcropping around the hamlet of Glen Alda, on Highway 620 northeast of 
Apsley. Shown on O.D.M. maps 1957b and 2019 (the latter in Shaw 1962). 

Field Relationships: 
Mafic syenite or monzonite containing blocks of coarse pyroxenite. Medium- grained (3-6 mm), 
mostly two feldspars and pyroxene, with biotite and traces of pyrite and (?) quartz. Paragneiss 
in area is cut by pink syenitic sheets with dark gm pyroxene-rich margins. 

Mineralogy and Petrology: 
Often bearing coarse biotite flakes defining a gneissosity. In part, amphibolite, metagabbro and 
metadiorite. Also includes biotite-rich rocks with alkali feldspar, augite and sphene: syenite and 
monzonite (Shaw 1962). Some skam is developed between gabbro/syenite and carbonate 
metasediment wallrock. 

Mineralization: 
None known. 

Other Comments: 
Mafic syenite or monzonite: no true gabbros recognized in outcrop. 
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6.15 * 
DUCK LAKE INTRUSION (Clydesdale Lake metagabbro) * 
Chandos * 
Minor epigenetic and skam-related sulphide * 
975-978, 1026-1027 (6) * 
532-533, 857 (3) * 

* SECTION 
* INTRUSIVE 
* TOWNSHIP(S) 
* METAL CONTENTS 
* SAMPLES 
* PET. DESCR. 
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Location: 
Arcuate structure in outcrop, centred on Clydesdale Lake, northeast of Apsley. Excellent 
exposures along Highway 620. Figured in O.D.M. maps 1957b and 2019 (see Shaw 1962) and 
in O.G.S. Map P2205. 

Field Relationships: 
Relatively well-exposed intrusion, taking the form of a sheet some 2(X) m in thickness (Shaw 
1962, Heaman et ai. 1984), conformable with surrounding marbles. The gabbro has reacted with 
the carbonate rocks to form small, coarse -grained skarns, with locally abundant garnet, 
pyroxene, epidote and scapolite. The most impressive skam is banded, with fine-grained 
saccharoidal 'gametite' adjacent to coarse crystalline garnet- calcite rocks. 

The intrusion is cut by granite pegmatite sheets rich in coarse perthitic feldspar. A steeply 
-dipping sulphide vein, 6 cm in width, was located and sampled: it is located in gabbro near to 
both marble country rock and to a gabbro-cutting granite pegmatite. At another locality, 
epigenetic quartz- chalcopyrite veining was noted, also in proximity to marble country rocks. 

Highway outcrops display large marble 'screens' intercalated with gabbro sheets. The 
gabbro contains coarse plagioclase crystals, and may be cut by zones of 'biotite syenitic' affinity, 
possibly contaminated facies related to assimilation of wallrock. 

Mineralogy and Petrology: 
A rather fine-grained (1-3 mm) amphibolite, with variable biotite and garnet content. Locally 
dominated by a coarser metagabbro. One thin section was cut of the amphibolite, which consists 
mainly of plagioclase and hornblende, with abundant biotite, and lesser oxides and quartz, with 
traces of apatite, carbonate and zircon. The amphibolite is cut by late quartz-pyrite veins as 
much as several cm in width. Secondary growth of coarse (10 mm) pyroxene was noted on the 
margins of fractures in the intrusive. Some outcrops show distinct foliation. 

Carbonate country rocks include a coarse, gametiferous banded skam developed between 
gabbro sheets. The calc-silicates in the metasediments have a variable mode, some being very 
rich in red garnet. 
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Mineralization: 
The sulphide-rich vein sample was sectioned: pyrite and scapolite are the dominant constituents, 
other important constituents being chlorite, biotite and carbonate, with minor quartz and traces 
of mica, ilmenite and zircon. Sulphide is largely massive pyrite, but minor late fracturing is 
invested by oxides and chalcopyrite (Fig. 12f). Coarse pyrite and a later, very fine-grained pyrite 
in the late fractures were analysed by energy-dispersive electron microprobe: both generations 
are stoichiometric FeS2, and no minor elements were detected. This sample and another with 
sulphide veining were assayed for precious metals: very slight Au enrichment is associated with 
the epigenetic sulphide veining: respective grab sample assays were 22, 8 ppb Au, 2, < 2 ppb 
Pd, and < 10, 10 ppb Pt. AMS of the coarse pyrite reveals a dearth of precious metals; see 
Table 7 and Figure 20. The 'Chandos pyrite' has been analysed several times by AMS, and 
returns values ^ 10 ppb gold. Recrystallized metamorphic pyrites tend to be very pure, as noted 
qualitatively by Craig and Yokes (1993), and this late epigenetic sulphide follows this pattern. 

Other Comments: 
Shaw (1962) discovered that the Tallan Lake sill to the northwest has similar thickness and 
characteristics, and postulated that the two intrusives are part of the same mass (ibid., p. 11). 
The Tallan Lake sill consists largely of weakly foliated amphibolite, but the basal 20 m is 
granodiorite. The amphibolite has been zircon age-dated at 1238 Ma (Heaman et al. 1984): if 
the two lithologies are cogenetic, the implication is that the sill has been overturned in a 
nappe-like structure. 
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* SECTION 
* INTRUSIVE 
* TOWNSHIP(S) 
* METAL CONTENTS 
* SAMPLES 
* PET. DESCR. 

6.16 
LINGHAM LAKE GABBRO 
Tudor 
Ni sulphide showing 
852-856 (5) 
316 (1) 

Location: 
Depicted by O.D.M. maps 5 Id (east side) and 2168 (west side of intrusion: see Lumbers 1969). 
Located west of the Elzevir Batholith, northeast of Bannockbum, and accessed by small roads 
running east from Highway 62. The old Craig gold mine is located near the southwest margin 
of the intrusion. 

Field Relationships: 
Much of the southwestern portion of the intrusion is obscured by lakes and overburden. 
Sampling was carried out in this area, including a rusty trench on the showing. An elongate 
depression in the area is suspected of harbouring a fault or shear zone. A large and relatively 
poorly- exposed mass, the intrusive may have a relatively mafic rim and a felsic core (Meen 
1942). 

Minor amounts of pyroxenite occur in all local stocks, and some peridotite at Lingham Lake 
(Lumbers 1969). Complexes in this area have contact aureoles, and were emplaced post-peak 
metamorphism, after certain of the sodic intrusives. 

Mineralogy and Petrology: 
A medium- to coarse- grained gabbroic to pyroxenitic rock, with sulphide contents variable from 
trace to 4 percent. Cut by thin chloritic shear planes. The sectioned sample is a sulphidic 
metagabbro. The rock is largely composed of pale secondary amphibole and variably -sericitized 
plagioclase, with pyrrhotite-dominated sulphides, including minor remobilized chalcopyrite. 

Sangster (1970, p. 183) noted 5-10 percent dusty magnetite within uralitized pyroxenite, and 
inferred the possible existence of orthopyroxene in the original intrusive. 

Mineralizjation: 
The Lingham sulphide showing is described by Sangster (1970, pp. 182-187). The host rock is 
a dark green rusty -weathering pyroxenite. Sangster noted similarities between it, the larger 
Macassa deposit (Section 6.11) and the Bonter showing (Section 6.17). Magmatic silicate and 
sulphide textures are preserved, but Sangster noted widespread alteration of original pyrrhotite 
to marcasite and pyrite. Analysis of a sulphidic grab sample yielded 26 ppb Au, 25 ppb Pd and 
25 ppb Pt. 
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According to Lumbers (1969) the Ni Cu deposits in this area are associated with 
metapyroxenites of sodic-group mafic complexes, which have abundant quartz diorite and 
tonalite. 

Other Comments: 
The nearby Craig Mine (Gordon et al. 1979, p.37) lies in mafic metavolcanic country rocks. It 
was a very minor producer, yielding 248 ounces (7.71 kg) of gold from 1850 tons of ore in 
1905-1906. Native Au with pyrite reportedly occurred in a quartz vein averaging 8 feet (2.44 
m) in width, occasionally widening to 20 feet / 6.1 m (Adams and Barlow, 1910, pp.345-346). 
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6.17 * 
BONTER OCCURRENCE * 
Marmora * 
Ni sulphide showing * 
995-996 (2) * 
540 (1) * 

* SECTION 
* INTRUSIVE 
* TOWNSHIP(S) 
* METAL CONTENTS 
•SAMPLES 
* PET. DESCR. 

Location: 
Situated in northern Marmora township. The property was not located on a brief visit to the 
area. 

Field Relationships: 
A pyroxenite dyke hosting Cu-Ni sulphide mineralization, exposed over a strike length of 105 
m, and a width of 15-22 m (Shklanka 1969, p. 140; Sangster and Bourne 1982, p. 108). The dyke 
intrudes a quartzose metapelite, and produces little aeromagnetic expression (Sangster 1970, 
p. 182). 

Mineralogy and Petrology: 
Loose float examined in the area included weakly -foliated, essentially sulphide -free gabbro, 
and a pyroxenite with.disseminated pyrite, pyrrhotite and chalcopyrite, as well as secondary 
carbonate and epidote. This boulder (sample 995) retains traces of a possible primary cumulate 
texture. In thin section it is a sulphidic clinopyroxenite, with abundant clinopyroxene, and minor 
plagioclase, epidote, sulphide, amphibole and carbonate. It is notable amongst the Grenville suite 
for containing zoned clinopyroxene crystals (Fig. lib). No Au,Pd,Pt were detected on assay. 

Mineralization: 
Described by Sangster (1970, pp. 182-187). Unlike the Lingham Lake showing, primary textures 
are not preserved. Secondary amphibole, as both fine masses and coarse porphyroblasts, is the 
dominant mineral, with epidote, serpentine and abundant dusty magnetite. Sangster observed two 
sulphide assemblages: one pyrrhotite-rich with pentlandite flames, interstitial pyrite and incipient 
secondary marcasite, the other consisting of pyrite, marcasite and chalcopyrite, similar to 
Lingham Lake material. 

Other Comments: 
Apparently a Ni-Cu sulphide -bearing pyroxenite: no PGE values available. 
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* SECTION 
* INTRUSIVE 
* TOWNSHIP(S) 
* METAL CONTENTS 
* SAMPLES 
* PET. DESCR. 

6.18 * 
CORDOVA GABBRO * 
Belmont (Marmora) * 
Cordova Au mine, magnetite pods * 
846-851 (6) * 
317-318 (2) * 
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Location: 
The Cordova gabbro body occupies a subcircular area on the north side of Highway 7, west of 
Marmora. The Cordova gold mine is located on the northwestern margin of the intrusion, 
adjacent to the hamlet of Cordova Mines. The geology around the mine site is described by 
Easton et al. (1986, pp. 16-19). 

Field Relationships: 
Thomas and Cherry (1981) published a map of the intrusive showing two major facies, a fine
grained core and a layered marginal zone. Both these lithologies are intruded by two minor 
facies, a coarse pegmatitic phase and, relatively rare anorthositic pods. From limited exposures 
they found little evidence of a chilled margin, although alteration of the carbonate host rocks was 
discernible for up to 5 m from the gabbro. 

Variably sheared, sparsely pyritic gabbro is exposed on road cuttings around the road 
intersection in Cordova Mines. Apparent primary layering is visible in one outcrop. The layers 
occur on a centimetre scale, show sharp contacts and grading, and reflect modal variations in 
the gabbro. No reflected foliation is observed, in contrast to shear zone geometries, and the 
layers, which strike roughly 030 (dip 60° to the east) are of distinctly different orientation to the 
nearby auriferous shears (Easton et al. 1986). 

Country rock to the intrusive includes banded dolomitic and calcitic marbles and siliceous 
clastic metasediments, exposed, e.g., in roadcuts on the east side of the pluton. On the east flank 
of the intrusion Grenville marble host rock is unconformably overlain by the carbonate sediments 
comprising the northern margin of the Paleozoic cover. 

Mineralogy and Petrology: 
Glomeroporphyritic gabbro cut by close-spaced shear planes darkened by chlorite and minor 
hematite. Minor (<1%) fine-grained pyrite, in feldspathic matrix to cm-sized pyroxene 
glomerocrysts, and along fracture planes. Pyroxene is altered to amphibolite, and plagioclase is 
partially converted to epidote along grain boundaries and twin planes (Lopez-Martinez 1982). 

Two sectioned samples indicate a distinctive alteration of metagabbro, with abundant 
chlorite, quartz and zoisite with lesser amounts of carbonate and pyrite. 
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Mineralization: 
Satterly (1943, pp. 36-40) described the Cordova mine, and reported intermittent production 
between 1892 to 1940 totalling 22,774 oz (708 kg) Au and 687 oz (21.4 kg) Ag from 120,670 
tons (109,500 tonnes) milled (average grade 0.189 oz/ton or 6.48 ppm Au: see also Gordon et 
al. 1979, p.38). The mineralization is structurally controlled, lying entirely within, and near the 
west margin of, a phase of the gabbro body. Near the west contact shear zones (1 to >40' [0.3 
to >12.2 m] wide, averaging 6' [1.8 m]) cut the intrusive, which is altered to biotite and 
chlorite. Pyrite is the main sulphide in the ore, and Au was assumed to be hosted by the pyrite. 
The ores contain quartz, carbonate, plagioclase, orthoclase and minor pyrrhotite in addition to 
pyrite. The veins were often banded, especially along shear directions. 

The Belmont iron mine is also located within the margins of the gabbro, and is presumed 
to be a contact (skam) deposit on account of its location and mineralogy, in contrast to smaller, 
presumed magmatic, magnetite pods elsewhere in the intrusion (Thomas and Cherry 1981). 

One altered sample from this survey, rich in quartz, chlorite, epidote and carbonate, with 
trace pyrite, assayed 3 ppb Au, 5 ppb Pd and 10 ppb Ft. 

See also the building stones survey of LeBaron et al. (1990). 

Other Comments: 
The hydrothermal alteration style in the sheared margin of the intrusion is similar to many 
described Archean Au-Ag deposits. Located in the Hastings Basin area of relatively low-grade 
regional metamorphism, it characterizes a worthwhile deposit class in the Grenville, highly 
prospective for gold but of low PGE potential. 
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6.19 * 
MOUNTAIN GROVE INTRUSION (Olden gabbro) * 
Olden * 
Long Lake Zn mine, sulphide showing * 
864-868, 1060-1062 (8) * 
338, 559 (2) * 

* SECTION 
* INTRUSIVE 
* TOWNSHIP(S) 
* METAL CONTENTS 
* SAMPLES 
* PET. DESCR. 
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Location: 
Gabbroic body extending northwest from the shores of Long Lake toward the village of 
Mountain Grove, south of Highway 7, southwest of Sharbot Lake. Depicted on O.G.S. map 
2449, in Wolff (1982b). The 'Olden gabbro' of Harding (1951). 

Field Relationships: 
The recent mapping by Wolff (1982b) details the occurrence of the gabbro between two large 
felsic masses, the McLean pluton to the southwest and the Leggatt Lake granite in the east. Thin 
outcrops of carbonate metasediment form much of the immediate southwest margin of the 
gabbro, and carbonate screens occur throughout the southern third of the intrusion. 

Several outcrops in the gabbro were examined in the present survey: 

1. Pegmatites intrude the northwest marginal portion of the gabbro mass. The host gabbro is 
rusty- weathering, and shows abrupt variations in grainsize from 1-2 mm to as much as 10-15 
mm. The gabbro is locally cut by granitic dykes and sheets, with late sulphidic stringers cutting 
both gabbro and granite. Some fracture -hosted pyrite in the gabbro is relatively coarse. One, 
or maybe two sets of granitic fracture- filling can be recognized, as the sheets transect the 
variable fabric within the gabbro (Fig. 7d). The sheets are locally abundant, observed examples 
varying from 3 to 110 cm in width. The pink granite pegmatite outcropping southeast of 
Mountain Grove village carries quartz and feldspar with minor chlorite and tourmaline, and, 
near the gabbro, epidote and sulphide. Chloritic slickensided fractures in the gabbro are probably 
contemporaneous with the minor epigenetic sulphide. Epidote and quartz-tourmaline veinlets cut 
the granite near the contacts with the gabbro host. The gabbro locally appears sheared within 
5 cm of the granite, which locally displays a gneissose texture. The observed field relations are 
consistent with cooling of the roof zone of the gabbro, fracturing, intrusion of pegmatitic phases 
from the later McLean pluton, and separation of volatiles and attendant alteration. The interior 
of the gabbro, and observed felsic dykes, were later moderately affected by the Grenville 
orogeny. 

2. Within the body of the intrusion another roadside outcrop displays epidote -veined mafic 
hornblende syenite, affected by both bulk and fracture -related epidotization. Some epidote 
invests brittle fractures, but a broader alteration has affected the feldspar within the bulk rock. 
The alteration appears to be related to red K-feldspar -rich syenitic veining cutting a mafic 
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syenite / diorite host. A limestone inclusion occurs within the intrusion nearby, and the variation 
in this outcrop may be related to segregation of a felsic phase in the roof zone of the Mountain 
Grove body, rather than infiltration by later McLean Pluton granitic material. 

3. Some nodular -to- foliated *rusty zones* cut unfoliated and unmineralized gabbro: such zones 
are associated with patchy pyrite and opalescent quartz: the sulphide is anhedral, and up to 1 cm 
in diameter. This unusual zone is rusty, and the quartz is disseminated: there is no obvious 
veining. Nearby gabbro lacks these distinctive textural and mineralogical features, and becomes 
coarser for at least 10 m from the foliated and nodular zone. The implication is of selective 
shearing and grainsize reduction, combined with limited metasomatism within the deformation 
zone. 

Mineralogy and Petrology: 
The intrusion is compositionally variable from gabbro and quartz gabbro to anorthosite, 
monzonite and syenite. Wolff (1982b, pp.30-40) provides a careful description of the rocks, 
including mineralogical notes and whole-rock analyses. His data appears consistent with a classic 
differentiation trend, with iron and later alkali enrichments. 

Medium- to coarse-grained gabbro, locally sheared, carrying trace to percent levels of 
disseminated sulphide, principally pyrite. Dark rims of secondary amphibole against plagioclase, 
and shells of peculiar *porous' pyrite developed at a late stage around coarse sulphide (Fig. 13), 
often against feldspar, .appear to be products of late subsolidus reactions, possibly involving a 
late fluid phase. The mineralogy is very similar overall to the nearby Tichbome gabbro (Section 
6.20). The most melanocratic components of the intrusion are pyroxenitic rocks, which are rare 
relative to the more differentiated rocks analysed by Wolff (1982b). 

A thin section of one of the fine- grained nodules in the rusty, nodular and foliated outcrop 
described above, displays a highly altered, pyroxenitic rock cut by quartz veining with associated 
coarse pyrite. Clinopyroxene grains occur in a matrix of fine- grained secondary talc: if the 
precursor phase was olivine, then this ultramafic rock would be classified as a wehrlite. The 
pyrite is clearly porphyroblastic, enclosing fragments of the altered host rock. Accessory phases 
in the rock include serpentine, carbonate, sphene, graphite and chalcopyrite. 

Mineralization: 
A small sulphide occurrence within the gabbro itself is noted by Sangster (1970, pp. 190,192). 
Material from the showing assayed 1.0% Ni, 0.3% Cu and 0.2% Co, the Co and Cu presumed 
to occur in solid solution within visible pyrrhotite. Two samples, taken from the centre and north 
margin of the 'nodular' zone noted above, assayed 8-10 ppb Au, < 2 ppb Pd and < 10 / 10 ppb 
Ft. The sphalerite-rich ore of the Long Lake (Richardson, Olden) Zn mine is located in a 
carbonate screen within the southern marginal area of the gabbro (Harding 1951; Wolff 1982b, 
pp.54-64). The mine appears to be located on a stratabound Pb-Zn sulphide deposit, preserved 
within the later gabbro. 
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See also the building stones survey of LeBaron et al. (1990), which notes that the Mountain 
Grove gabbro suffers from a number of factors limiting its potential utility as an ornamental 
stone, such as intense fracturing and the presence of pyrite and felsic stringers. 

Other Comments: 
Sangster (1970) tentatively associated this gabbro with the early intrusions of the biotite diorite 
series. Wolff (1982b) described the gabbro as an early post-tectonic intrusion, subsequently 
intruded by the adjacent granites. Current observations are consistent with this timing. The 
inferred volume of the felsic magma is such that Wolff inferred granite origin by crustal 
anatexis, not by possible differentiation of the same source magma that generated the Mountain 
Grove gabbro. 
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6.20 
TICHBORNE GABBRO 
Hinchinbrcx)ke 
Magnetite-rich gabbro 
869, 1056, 1058-1059 (4) 
558 (1) 

* SECTION 
* INTRUSIVE 
* TOWNSHIP(S) 
* METAL CONTENTS 
* SAMPLES 
* PET. DESCR. 

Location: 
Small gabbro body, elongated southwest-northeast, located on the southeast side of Eagle Lake. 
The village of Tichbome is located near the southwest end of the gabbro, which is very well 
-exposed along Highway 38 within and on either side of the village, some 10 km south of 
Sharbot Lake. 

Field Relationships: 
Mostly a black, massive, coarsely- crystalline gabbro, composed of plagioclase with lesser 
augite, hypersthene, hornblende, biotite and orthoclase (Harding 1951). 

Outcrops examined confirm that the typical gabbo is coarse (3-15 mm), quite fresh, with 
abundant biotite flakes and equant magnetite. Possibly, on average, the coarsest basic intrusive 
encountered in the suryey. 

A local pegmatoidal facies is biotite-rich, and quite deeply- weathered. Pyroxenitic material 
is also present, but makes up < 1 percent of the outcrops examined. Local shearing affects the 
gabbro, the resultant foliation being most conspicuous on weathered surfaces. Some granitic 
matter appears to be entrained in the sheared zones, and feldspar augen are prominent in some 
of these narrow (< 10 cm) bands. 

The basic intrusive, including narrow (5 cm or less) pyroxenitic streaks in the gabbro, is 
cut by steeply- dipping, fine -grained (1 mm), brown- weaUiering diabase dykes. The dykes are 
vertical, up to about 70 cm in thickness, and do not show chilled margins against host gabbro. 
Neither dykes nor host appear to be foliated, although they may be cut by thin silicified (?) 
fractures which form mm-scale upstanding ridges on weathered surfaces. Minor cm-scale granitic 
sheets also cut the gabbro and the pyroxenitic streaks, and probably post-date, the aforementioned 
sheared zones, as they have a different orientation, and appear undeformed. 

Host rocks include fine -grained amphibolite. Detailed mineralogy and chemistry of the 
layered two-pyroxene 'Parham amphibolite' west of Tichbome supports an igneous origin for 
that rock as well, and indicates that the layering seen there is a primary igneous feature (Fletcher 
1971;Schauetal. 1986, p.26). 
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Mineralogy and Petrology: 
Fresh medium to coarse -grained gabbro with abundant magnetite and ilmenite, plus minor 
biotite and traces of sulphide. A sectioned sample of oxide-rich leucogabbro contained a mixture 
of plagioclase, relict clinopyroxene with amphibole, and an abundant Fe-Ti oxide paragenesis 
of magnetite, ilmenite and hematite. The rock also contained coarse biotite, and accessory 
amounts of scapolite, pyrite, sphene, carbonate, serpentine and chalcopyrite. 

The plagioclase composition varies systematically across the intrusion (Harrison 1943; 
paraphrased by Harding 1951). The feldspar is dominantlyjabradorite or even bytownite in the 
southwest, ranging to andesine -oligoclase with orthoclase in the northeast. Local plagioclase 
-rich facies in the relatively calcic southwest end are gabbroic anorthosite to anorthosite 
(analyses: Harding 1951, p.26). Harrison studied seven gabbroic to anorthositic bodies in this 
area of the Grenville north of Kingston. He examined four in detail: all contained some biotite 
and Ti-magnetite, and hand specimens sometimes carried coarse, visible sphene and apatite. 

Mineralization: 
A sample of oxide-rich leucogabbro was found on assay to contain 12 ppb Au, < 2 ppb Pd and 
10 ppb Pt. The general nature of this intrusion, and others nearby, suggests potential for small 
magmatic Fe-Ti oxide concentrations. 

Other Comments: 
A well-exposed, coarse- grained, oxide-rich mafic body. 
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6.21 
OCONTO GABBRO 
Bedford, Hinchinbrooke 
Magnetite-rich gabbro 
1053-1055 (3) 
556-557 (2) 

Location: 
Located northeast of Tichbome, southeast of Oconto. Limited outcrop beside Highway 38 south 
of Sharbot Lake. See O.D.M. map 1947-5. 

Field Relationships: 
Small, low outcrops occur along Highway 38. The gabbro is mostly quite coarse (grain size 3-8 
mm) and strongly magnetic, containing magnetite 'nests', often with flakey biotite margins, up 
to 1 cm in size. Some relatively fine-grained patches occur. It contains patches of coarse gabbro 
pegmatoid, comprising subhedral to euhedral pyroxene crystals up to 12 x 6 cm in size, 
embedded in white- weathering plagioclase along with coarse plates of magnetite as large as 10 
X 6 cm (Fig. 5e). The feldspar and magnetite appear to postdate the pyroxene crystals. 

The gabbro is cut. by a remarkable magnetite pyroxenite dyke, about 50 cm thick, which 
carries pyroxene crystals and minor feldspar in a matrix of purplish-black, shiny magnetite, 
which forms patches up to about 10 x 5 cm in size (Fig. 5f). The largest pyroxene crystals 
approach 15 cm in length. The outcrop seems to have been affected by fracture- related 
alteration and mineralization: minor chalcopyrite, carbonate and magnetite in one area of the 
dyke, and sprays of white (?) tremolite on a low-angle fracture in nearby gabbro. 

Mineralogy and Petrology: 
Magnetite-rich gabbro, with abundant Fe-Ti oxides and biotite (Fig. 15a) and minor sulphides. 
The spectacular magnetite pyroxenite pegmatite displays pyroxene crystals up to 7 x 4 cm in size 
within a granoblastic Fe-Ti oxide matrix. Oxide patches in this rock attain a diameter of 10 cm. 
The thin section of the pegmatite dyke contains an estimated 47% magnetite and 8% ilmenite, 
plus altered pyroxene and feldspar. Traces of carbonate, prehnite, (?) quartz and pyrite are also 
present. The oxides may be rimmed by sheet silicates, chlorite and biotite, the latter apparentiy 
generated in late deuteric reactions with plagioclase. The feldspar of the host rock contains 
abundant antiperthite, such that the rock is classified as a monzogabbro. The rock also contains 
major amounts of clinopyroxene and biotite, and abundant magnetite and apatite. Traces of 
pyrite and carbonate are present, plus rare chlorite, epidote and pyrrhotite. 
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Mineralization: 
Local magnetite concentrations associated with late pyroxenite dyke in oxide-rich gabbro. An 
old iron (apatite- magnetite) showing occurs just to the west. Samples of the monzogabbro and 
the pegmatite dyke assayed 6 ppb Au, < 2 ppb Pd, and < 10 / 10 ppb Pt. AMS of a magnetite 
sample revealed only ppb levels of precious metals; see Table 7 and Figure 20. 

Other Comments: 
One of the gabbros studied by Harrison (1943). Within this suite of gabbro- anorthosite rocks 
he noted several common features, such as a decrease in grainsize toward the margins, common 
occurrence of hypersthene, and the development of scapolite in carbonate metasediments near 
the contacts. 
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6.22 * 
CROW LAKE GABBRO * 
Bedford * 
(?) 
1057 (1) * 
None * 
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Location: 
This name is applied to a small gabbro body, 2.0x1.0 km in plan, elongated on a north-south 
axis, located west of the southern half of Crow Lake, east of Highway 38. Sampled on outcrop 
beside railway line, 2.0 km north of the crossroads in Bradshaw. Shown on O.D.M. map 
1947-5, in Harding (1951), which indicates mica and feldspar occurrences near the centre of the 
body. 

Field Relationships: 
In outcrop, a rather uniform 'diorite' with prominent pinkish feldspar in a grey matrix. 

Mineralogy and Petrology: 
A coarse 'monzodiorite' with two feldspars. Abundant twinned plagioclase crystals up to 20 mm 
long define a possible foliation within a medium- to coarse- grained matrix (2-7 mm) containing 
minor biotite. 

Mineralization: 
Quite probably iron-rich, if it is related to more mafic nearby intrusions at Oconto and 
Tichbome. 

Other Comments: 
Not studied in detail. 
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6.23 
LANARK-OSO INTRUSION (Attewell Lake gabbro) 
S.Sherbrooke, Oso 
(?) 
1030-1040(11) 
552-553 (2) 

Location: 
A large, irregularly -shaped intrusion, located to the south of Maberley, accessible on minor 
roads south of Highway 7, and extending east from the east end of Sharbot Lake. Depicted on 
O.D.M. map 1947-5, and on O.G.S. map 2471. The latter, in Wolff (1985), also indicates a 
small satellite body lying immediately north of Maberley. 

Field Relationships: 
One roadside outcrop northwest of Maberley displays strongly foliated gabbro cut by a 
near-vertical, ironstained, sulphidic fracture plane. The gabbro is of coarse but variable grainsize 
(2-15 mm), and in places contains disseminated sulphides, which are a mixture of pyrrhotite and 
minor pyrite, commonly strongly tarnished. The outcrop is in the northern satellite of the 
Lanark-Oso mass, some 50 m north of the contact with granitic and metasedimentary host rocks. 
Gabbro nearby is cut by epidote -bearing granitic veining. Association of abundant epigenetic 
pyrite, in fracture zone cutting the outcrop, with chlorite, epidote and K-feldspar, suggests that 
late sulphide is associated with intrusion or back-injection of granitic veining. 

South of Highway 7, a good road outcrop of gabbro and leucogabbro was examined and 
sampled. A thick iron oxide crust was sampled. Very thin banding of uncertain origin is locally 
visible in the outcrop. Grainsize is variable, 2-8 mm, and pyrrhotite and pyrite contents range 
up to 2 percent. Minor anorthositic material is seen on near-vertical fractures, which may also 
host minor amounts of pyrite. 

To the west, near the east end of Sharbot Lake, medium-grained grey anorthosite, with 
minor pyroxene and traces of sulphide, typify large volumes of the intrusion, as mapped by 
Wolfe (1985). His samples of gabbroic anorthositic to anorthositic rocks contained 75-92 percent 
of calcic plagioclase (ibid., pp.29-36). Dark melagabbroic to pyroxenitic rocks were also noted, 
in lesser amounts. 

Mineralogy and Petrology: 
This intrusion is variable in grainsize and in composition, from anorthosite to pyroxenite. Some 
fine -grained (homfelsed, marginal?) rocks are also present. Sulphides occur in both gabbro and 
leucogabbro. A piece of pyrrhotite -rich metagabbro from outcrops northwest of Maberley 
contains essential hornblende, clinopyroxene and strongly scapolitized plagioclase. Biotite, 
serpentine, sphene are abundant accessory phases, and there are also traces of pyrite, 
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chalcopyrite, Fe-Ti oxides (Fig. 14b) and carbonate. Complex fabrics in cross-cutting serpentine 
veining suggest that both mechanical and chemical (replacement) mechanisms were involved in 
vein formation (Figs. 15c,d). Coarse scapolite in the rock (Fig. 15e) shows associated 
development of a late, lacy habit of secondary pyrite. A sample of leucogabbro from the road 
outcrop south of the highway is composed largely of labradorite plus two pyroxenes. The rock 
also contains hornblende, sulphides, biotite and carbonate, and is cut by abundant chlorite 
veinlets. Disseminated magnetic pyrrhotite is the principal sulphide. It is accompanied by minor 
pyrite and pentiandite, and may be partially altered to fine-grained marcasite and pyrite (Fig. 
12c). Chalcopyrite is also present, as blebs and rims on other sulphide, and in late veinlets. 

Harding (1951) described the 'Attewell Lake gabbro', noting that the feldspar was mostiy 
labradorite, but variable from bytownite to oligoclase. This variation, and the nature of the 
accessory minerals, he likened to the Tichbome gabbro (Section 6.20). He also commented on 
the presence of corundum in two distinct belts within the gabbro. Wolff (1985) also noted the 
sporadic occurrence of spinel, almandine and magnetite / chromite. 

Wolff found that gabbroic and anorthositic facies predominate within the intrusion. The 
essential mineralogy is plagioclase, diopside and hornblende with minor biotite, olivine, 
muscovite, pyrite and ilmenite. Wolff noted that medium to coarse -grained anorthosite is 
abundant and well- exposed, unlike the southern portion of the Lavant intrusive. The mass 
appears to be well- differentiated, from ultramafic phases through gabbro to anorthosite. He 
found no roof pendants, observed that fine-grained phases were rare, and concluded that the 
Lanark-Oso intrusive was emplaced at a deeper level that the Lavant complex (Section 6.29). 

Mineralization: 
Some sulphide -rich gabbros, with very variable grainsize (2-15 mm), contain abundant 
pyrrhotite. The sulphides occur in an outcrop with variable pyroxene : feldspar ratios, and 
magma mixing may be involved. Some sulphide is also associated with granitic (?) inclusions 
in the body. Sulphidic outcrops may develop prominent rusty weathering crusts. Sulphides also 
found in the leucogabbro, in part along fractures, sometimes associated with anorthositic veining. 
Coarse -grained gabbro may also be sulphidic. A sample of rusty weathering crust, and four 
samples of sulphidic gabbro and leucogabbro, assayed <25 ppb (Au+Pd-I-Pt), maximum values 
11 ppb Au, 2 ppb Pd and 10 ppb Pt, AMS of a pyrrhotite sample revealed ppb levels of precious 
metals; see Table 7 and Figure 20. 

See also the building stones survey of LeBaron et al. (1990). 

Other Comments: 
Wolff (1985, pp. 37-40) suggests that the Lanark-Oso gabbro was intruded at relatively deep 
level, and that it represents a residual anatectic melt generated by partial melting of the crustal 
country rocks. 
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6.24 * 
BATHURST TOWNSHIP GABBRO * 
Bathurst * 
(?) 
1028-1029 (2) * 
None * 

Location: 
A small exposure on the north side of Highway 7 between Sharbot Lake and Perth, 7.0 km east 
of the more easterly of the two crossroads on the highway near Maberley. 

Field Relationships: 
A discontinuous series of low outcrops of marble, gneiss, gamet amphibolite and granite is 
exposed on the north side of the Highway. The marble and the gneiss both display a 
metamorphic foliation. Dark blocks are included within both marble and granite. Banded 
pyrrhotite- bearing gabbro is present at the eastern end of the outcrops, apparently contaminated 
with calcitic carbonate. Thin calcitic veining in the gabbro, exposed at the east end of the 
outcrops, contains biotite, graphite and other minerals. The roadside outcrop includes a zone 
with a 'nodular' texture. 

Mineralogy and Petrology: 
Banded gabbro, with about 1 percent of disseminated sulphide, apparently mostly pyrrhotite. 
Rather fine-grained (1-3 mm), the banding defined by variation in pyroxene:feldspar ratio. 

Mineralization: 
Pyrrhotite noted in small outcrop of contaminated gabbro. 

Other Comments: 
Brief inspection of the outcrops suggests a sequence of supracrustal rocks (carbonate sediments 
and intercalated volcanics), intruded by gabbro and by (?) later granitic material. The gabbro 
appears to be heavily contaminated by the carbonate component of its host rocks. The nodular 
texture seen elsewhere (see Section 3.6) appears to develop preferentially in marginal zones of 
gabbros, in locations where, possibly, regional stress is channeled at contacts between rocks of 
contrasting competence. 
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6.25 * 
WILKINSON ANORTHOSITE * 
Hinchinbrooke * 
(?) 
1091 (1) * 
None * 
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Location: 
One of a number of small mafic bodies located in predominantiy granitic terrain just north of 
the Paleozoic cover. Centred about the hamlet of Wilkinson, 17 km S.S.W. of Long Lake. 

Field Relationships: 
Not examined in situ. Several small bodies were noted in this area by Harding (1951). They are 
mostiy surrounded by gneiss, syenite and granite, and some are in contact with Grenville 
marble. According to Harding, the largest exposed body in the Wilkinson area has a coarse 
anorthositic core. Transitional margins occur between gabbro, diorite, syenite and granite. 

Mineralogy and Petrology: 
Harding noted plagioclase crystals 1-3 inches (2.5-7.5 cm) long, and a few crystals over 12 
inches in diameter. The main phases, apart from plagioclase, are pyroxene, hornblende, biotite 
and magnetite. Of the local intrusions examined by Harrison (1943), only the Wilkinson and 
Island Lake gabbros were considered to be true anorthosites. 

Mineralization: 
Not known. See also the building stones survey of LeBaron et al. (1990), which includes notes 
on mafic intrusions in the vicinity of Tamworth, Bellrock, Wilkinson and First Depot. 

Other Comments: 
Harrison (1943) considered this small, anorthositic intrusive to be a relatively deep-seated body, 
and he drew some comparisons with the much larger anorthosites in the Adirondacks. Local 
gabbro masses (such as Tichbome) he considered to be high-level intrusions, more differentiated, 
and substantially contaminated by the carbonate sediments into which they were emplaced. 

Massif-type anorthosites are especially abundant in Proterozoic orogenic belts: they are 
abundant in the Grenville, and the core area of the Adirondacks massif is a good example. They 
may, according to Ashwal and Burke (1987), be flotation cumulates, mantle- derived melts 
emplaced into continental crust, the associated granitic rocks being formed by partial melting 
during or after anorthosite emplacement. 
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6.26 * 
LOUGHBOROUGH GABBRO * 
Loughborough * 
(?) 
1090 (1) * 
569 (1) * 

Location: 
Roadside exposure some 2 km south of the village of Perth Road, some 25 km due north of 
downtown Kingston. 

Field Relationships: 
A uniform, medium- grained, greenish gabbro exposed on both sides of the Highway, cut by 
three directions of red oxide- stained fractures: two are near-vertical, and carry minor pyrite and 
quartz. A third, low-angle set appears to be barren of sulphides. The fractures are interpreted 
as cooling joints, localising late hydrothermal fluids. Joint interiors may be banded and 
hematitic, with strong oxidation zones up to 1 cm wide. Some late fractures also carry chlorite. 
The biotite- bearing gabbro is quite fresh, away from the joints. 

Mineralogy and Petrology: 
Biotite-bearing gabbro cut by fractures stained by iron oxides, and by a second, chloritic, 
fracture set. A thin section of one sample indicated a magnetite-bearing leucodiorite with 
andesine (plus traces of antiperthitic feldspar), lesser hornblende and augite, and minor and 
accessory amounts of magnetite, quartz, biotite, chlorite, apatite and rare tourmaline. Coarse 
granular magnetite is probably a primary phase, acounting for the magnetic nature of the sample. 
Magnetite, biotite, feldspar and hornblende are all cut by fracturing infilled by chlorite and 
secondary iron oxides. 

Mineralization: 
Not known. 

Other Comments: 
Minor intrusion, just south of spectacular gneiss outcrops near Perth Road, 
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6.27 * 
WOLFE LAKE GABBRO * 
N.Crosby * 
(?) 
1084-1089 and (nearby diabase) 1203 (7) * 
568, 803 (2) * 

Location: 
North of Wolfe Lake, some 8 km northwest of Westport. 

Field Relationships: 
The margins of the intnision are ill-defined, with a gradual transition from gabbro to monzonite, 
and the occun^ence of numerous monzonite dykes (Wynne-Edwards 1967, pp.33-34). Local 
fine-grained biotite-rich phases, and ill-defined inclusions of dioritic material, are also present. 

Recent roadwork has produced some excellent roadcuts in the body of the Wolfe Lake 
pluton, which Wynne-Edwards (1967) described as deeply -weathered. Some leucogabbro / 
gabbro anorthosite is located adjacent to granitic to granodioritic outcrops. The leucogabbro is 
medium- grained (roughly 3-6 mm), but encloses larger porphyritic grains, e.g. plagioclase to 
25 X 10 mm. Very coarse leucogabbro (grainsize up to 4 cm) contains eyes of opalescent quartz, 
and traces of sulphides, adjacent to the felsic rock. Grainsize variation seems to be most 
pronounced near leucogabbro - granite contacts. The pinkish felsic phase (granite to granodiorite, 
with 2 feldspars and lesser quartz) is medium- grained, 4-8 mm, with some larger crystals, such 
as plagioclase to 30 x 20 mm. Bright pyritic fracture surfaces are associated with granitic 
veining in the gabbro. Late fluids are represented by two sets of chloritic fractures which cut 
both mafic and felsic rocks, the earlier set containing the pyrite. 

Mineralogy and Petrology: 
In part a coarse leucogabbro, with traces of sulphides, cut by chlorite - pyrite fractures. A thin 
section of a monzonite sample was largely antiperthitic feldspar, with minor and trace amounts 
of relict clinopyroxene, actinolite, chlorite, biotite, pyrite, Fe-Ti oxide, apatite, zircon and 
chalcopyrite. Traces of coarse pyrite are disseminated through the rock, and lesser amounts of 
fine pyrite occur along chloritic fractures. 

A second sample collected from this area (1203, not part of the Wolfe Lake mass) 
represents a thin diabase dyke cutting the foliation of gneissose country rock beside Highway 
42 between Newboro and Westport. The sample is fine-grained, strongly recrystallized, with 
60% feldspar (55% antiperthite and 5% albite-twinned plagioclase). The diabase also contains 
13% pleochroic hypersthene, 7% diopside, 9% Fe-Ti oxides (magnetite plus ilmenite), 8% 
biotite and 3% quartz, plus traces of pyrite, apatite and secondary carbonate. 
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Mineralization: 
Pyritic fracture fillings. 

Other Comments: 
The close association of leucogabbroic and granodioritic magmas may imply mixing of two 
silicate melts near the margin (roof) of this intrusion. The gabbroic phase is thought to have been 
emplaced first. Whether or not the felsic melt is cogenetic with the gabbro, it was probably 
mobilized into the gabbro before the latter was completely solid, incorporating plagioclase 
xenocrysts from its host. 
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6.28 * 
QUADEVILLE GABBRO * 
Lyndoch * 
(?) 
1072 (1) * 
None * 

Location: 
An elongate series of outcrops of metagabbro, amphibolite and mafic gneiss are shown on 
O.D.M. map 1953-2, extending eastward from the Madawaska River, and passing south of 
Quadeville. South of Highway 515 east of Palmer Rapids. Also marked on O.G.S. map 2461 
(in Lumbers 1982). 

Field Relationships: 
The intrusion is 9.7 km long and 2.4 km in maximum width, intruded largely into carbonate 
metasediments, and is in fault contact with the granite of Wingle Hill in the west (ibid., map 
2461). Weakly foliated biotite- bearing metagabbro. Cut by carbonate veining. Includes 
fine-grained gabbroic inclusions or nodules with sharply- defined margins. 

Mineralogy and Petrology: 
The metagabbro is medium-grained (2-5 mm), and contains minor biotite. The fine-grained 
material (grains mostly 1-2 mm) appears to be of similar composition, and is probably cogenetic 
with the host gabbro. 

Mineralization: 
Minor carbonate veining. No sulphides observed. 

Other Comments: 
Relatively large intrusive, little known. Small dykes and veins of rocks varying from pyroxenite 
to carbonatite, outcropping between Bancroft and Pembroke, with attendant fenitization, have 
been dated by Mungall (1989) at «1050 Ma. 
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6.29 
LAV ANT INTRUSIVE COMPLEX 
Lanark, Oso, Lavant-Dalhousie-N.Sherbrooke and Palmerston 
Fe deposits 
870-871, 1041-1052, 1163, 1555 (16) 
554-555, 592, 1338 (4) 

Location: 
With an estimated area of approximately 250 km ,̂ the Lavant intrusive complex is by far the 
largest mafic body in the Grenville of Ontario. It lies northwest and west of Perth, north of 
Highway 7. The southern tip is located between Clarendon Station and Silver Lake, north of 
Highway 7, and the north end is east of Flower Station, crossed by Highway 511 between 
Lanark and Calabogie. 

Gabbro, diorite and quartz diorite form part of a plutonic complex running some 40 km 
northeast from Oso township to Darling township. The bulk of the intrusion is portrayed in 
O.D.M. map 1956-4, a synthesis of work presented by Peach (1956) and Smith (1956). It is 
largely bounded on the west by the major discontinuity of the Robertson Lake shear zone. Rocks 
along this structure are frequently intensely altered, and have attracted renewed exploration for 
gold in the past few years. The whole intrusion, apart from the northern and southern 
extremities, is depicted by O.G.S. maps P.2533 and P.2610 (m Pauk 1984a,b). 

Field Relationships: 
Part of the Lavant complex was described by Peach (1956), who noted the small Fe-Ti oxide 
deposits in the Lavant mafic body. Much of the area, including a large part of the Lavant 
intrusive, has been mapped in detail in recent field seasons (see Pauk 1984a,b; Easton and 
DeKemp 1987). Easton and co-workers describe an older voluminous mafic suite, including 
locally layered gabbros, forcibly intruded by a slightly younger granodiorite -tonalite suite, 
which cut and brecciated gabbro and diorite, and occurs in the roof of the intrusion and in 
overlying supercrustal rocks. Such heterogeneity was also noted in outcrop in the southern end 
of the complex by Harding (1951). The central part of the complex and adjacent host rocks were 
described by Pauk (1989). The gabbro complex is described as structureless, except at the 
margins, preserving localized igneous layering. Magnetite Fe skam deposits in the region are 
found at marble-granodiorite contacts. 

Some outcrops, reminiscent of the Mountain Grove intrusion, are suggestive of the 
hybridization of mafic and felsic melts, and display epidote, K-feldspar and pyrite on mineralized 
fractures. A possible example of diorite intruded by tonalite occurs near Brightside village. The 
gabbro in this area is mostly quite fine -grained (2-3 mm) and equigranular. 
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Perhaps 1 percent of the outcrop consists of pegmatoidal patches enriched in sulphides. 
These coarse phases have crystals up to 3 cm in size, and occur within the gabbro without 
obvious chilling in either lithology. The gabbro generally carries little sulphide, except within 
10 cm of the pegmatoidal phases. 

The best layering observed in this area, and indeed in the course of the whole project, was 
observed in a satellite body on the east side of the main intrusive mass, west of Hopetown. The 
layers (Fig. 5c) are graded, and reflect modal variation between light feldspar and dark minerals 
(pyroxene, or secondary amphiboles). 

The preservation of such good primary structures is perhaps due to the location within 
carbonate host rocks, which may have focused most of the strain engendered by regional 
deformation (Pauk 1984a, pp.44-45; R.M. Easton, Ontario Geological Survey, pers.commun. 
1987). Overall, layering is exposed at only a few sites in the whole complex (Pauk 1984a,b). 

Mafic pegmatitic phases are also present within the complex. Close to the layered outcrop 
described above, gabbroic pegmatite sheets contain traces of quartz and sulphide. Sharp 
gabbro-pegmatoid contacts may occur without obvious chilling in either lithology. Sulphides are 
strongly concentrated within the pegmatoid. 

Near the inferred roof of the pluton, felsic ('tonalite') dykes and schlieren are relatively 
abundant. For example, dioritic sheets cut coarser glomeroporphyritic gabbro, and tonalite 
injects meladiorite. Pegmatite and aplite veinlets are reported by Pauk (1984b). Biotite diorite 
outcrops noted near Clarendon Station and Zealand, the latter cut by granitic veining with quartz 
and tourmaline, suggest small-scale intermixing of the dominant intermediate magma with a 
felsic melt. In the area of Poland, granitic sheets are abundant, cutting host diorite and dark 
schistose inclusions. Neither diorite nor the later granitic material appear highly foliated. At the 
west end of Dalhousie Lake, a striking cliff exposure displays dark grey diorite cut by successive 
generations of grey and white aplitic veining. 

Although often more tectonized than the layered satellite body mentioned above, the core 
of the intrusion is still easily recognizable lithologically. The distinction between gabbro and 
metavolcanic host rocks blurs in the intensely deformed and locally carbonatized Robertson Lake 
mylonite zone on the west flank of the Lavant complex. 

The country rocks include banded marble with phlogopite and graphite. Easton and 
DeKemp (1987) comment on the absence of a major contact aureole, although marginal marbles 
may be serpentinized, as at Gabbro Bluff. Near the margins of the intrusive a limited amount 
of stoping of marble blocks and screens into the gabbro was observed at one locality, with 
maximum dimensions on a scale of metres. 
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Mineralogy and Petrology: 
Equigranular biotite diorite, granodiorite and tonalite cut by quartz- tourmaline veining are found 
within this large intrusion, while other areas display gabbro with pyrrhotite- rich pegmatoids, 
grainsize up to 3 cm. Thin sections were cut from three samples: 

(1) One sample, of a melagabbro from the Hopetown area, contains a pegmatoidal phase 
rich in magnetite and pyrrhotite (Fig. 12d), separated from the host rock by a zone of 
secondary actinolite. The pyrrhotite displays early exsolution of granular pentlandite 
necklaces, and late marginal alteration to marcasite. The pegmatoid is apparently 
associated with a stage of deuteric alteration. Minor quartz-carbonate veining is a later 
development, and is essentially barren of opaque phases. 

(2) A speckled quartz diorite outcropping near Poland represents a more differentiated 
phase of the intrusion. Biotite and hornblende are abundant, sphene, apatite and oxide 
occur as igneous accessory phases, and epidote, muscovite and carbonate form a sparse 
alteration assemblage. The diorite is cut by a thin tonalite dykelet, whose margins 
appear to be chilled against the host rock, implying a significant interval between the 
two magmas. 

(3) An extremely magnetic hand specimen from the Lavant oxide deposit contains an 
estimated 20% magnetite, 3% ilmenite, 2% pyrrhotite and traces of (?) marcasite and 
chalcopyrite. The bulk of the silicates in the rock are quartz, plagioclase and 
hornblende. Accessory amounts of biotite, carbonate, (?) talc and epidote, apatite and 
oxide are also present. The carbonate, and most or all of the sulphide, appear to be 
related to late fractures cutting the magmatic oxide concentration. The rock is 
nominally a mafic 'tonalite', but the mineralogy of a relatively oxide-poor sample 
would give a more reliable identification of the host rock. Late metamorphic reactions 
appear to be indicated by thin silicate rims on the oxides: hornblende against feldspar, 
and (?) talc against quartz. 

The plagioclase in the more mafic lithologies is more often andesine than labradorite, with 
roughly equal amounts of amphibole and feldspar, plus traces of hypersthene in 2/10 thin 
sections (Smith, 1956). 

Wolff (1985, pp.29-40) described samples from the southern part of the complex, and in 
addition to dominant plagioclase, augite and hypersthene found locally abundant epidote, apatite, 
pyrite and ilmenite. At one site Pauk (1984a, p.41) identified pumpellyite with chlorite, 
replacing biotite. 

Mineralization: 
Massive magnetite was mined in the area in the 1890s (Easton and DeKemp 1987). The Lavant 
deposit (Carter et al. 1980, pp. 102-104) consists of disseminated magnetite in a zone about 900 
m long and up to 90 m in width. Magnetite occurs in metagabbro with local anorthositic facies. 
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Quartz in the rock is 'badly strained*. Carter et al. mention lesser amounts of pyrrhotite, partly 
altered to marcasite, with minor ilmenite and chalcopyrite. The leucocratic, varitextured nature 
of the host rock, and the essential mineralogy, is readily deduced from the trenches and loose 
material at this locality. 

The Palmerston Lake area Easton (1992c,d) is cut by diabase dykes of the Grenville swarm. 
Also in this area is the Summit Lake magnetite deposit, hosted in clinopyroxenite and gabbro, 
and said to be either a skam or a metamorphosed magmatic Fe deposit. 

Samples of gabbro pegmatoid and of tonalite -veined quartz diorite returned 6 and 3 ppb 
Au respectively on assay, < 2 ppb Pd and < 10 ppb Ft. AMS of a magnetite sample revealed 
only ppb levels of precious met2ds; see Table 7 and Figure 20. 

See also the building stones survey of LeBaron et al. (1990). 

Other Comments: 
The mafic portion of the complex is essentially a gabbro, without anorthosite, according to 
Wolff (1985). He concluded that the Lavant mass is a high-level gabbro intruding carbonate 
cover rocks, commenting on the common occurrence of 'rafts and slices of carbonate 
metasediments' (ibid., p.34). Similar observations were made to the north by Pauk (1984a,b). 

The Dalhousie Amphibolite Complex is marked as a volcanic sequence on Highway map 
2441, but is actually a composite intrusive body of granodiorite, quartz diorite, diorite, gabbro, 
pyroxenite and anorthosite, trending southwest from the McDonalds Comers area (O.G.S. Map 
P.2533, in Pauk 1984a). This body is separate from the Lavant complex, and is more heavily 
deformed and recrystallized. It includes a 2.0 x 2.4 km area of coarse pyroxenite in the vicinity 
of Barbers Lake (ibid., pp.32-38). 
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* SECTION 
* INTRUSIVE 
* TOWNSHIP(S) 
* METAL CONTENTS 
* SAMPLES 
* PET. DESCR. 

6.30 
CHENAUX GABBRO (Horton gabbro) 
Ross, Horton, Canton de Litchfield 
Minor sulphide and oxide concentrations 
1074-1083 (10) 
564-567 (4) 

:K 9K )(( 9|t 3|( >|( 9K 3|( 9|( 3|( 3t( )k 9k ak Ik 3|( >l< 9|( >k 9|( 3^ 4* 3(( 9|( 9tC 3|C J|C :|C :(C 9|C Ik :K >k >(( 4( 3|( >(( 9k )(( ]((iK 4< >(( 3K 9(( )K 9|( 9k :K 4( 

Location: 
Situated north of Renfrew, on Highway 653 to Chenaux. The north end of the intnision is 
located some 7 km downstream from the south tip of He du Grand Calumet, on the Ottawa 
River. Almost the entire area of the Chenaux gabbro lies within the two Ontario townships, but 
some excellent exposures are located on islands in the river, and on both banks. Depicted on 
O.G.S. Map 2460, in Lumbers (1982). 

Field Relationships: 
Gabbros locally cut by fine-grained diabase sheets and by quartz veins. May be highly fractured 
with concentrations of quartz veining, sometimes with associated pyrite mineralization. Country 
rocks include white marble: calc-silicate alteration at gabbro margins may be locally intense. The 
gabbro and its carbonate host rock are very well exposed on major roadcuts. 

Small outcrops are also quite common near the lesser roads. The northeastern margin of 
the gabbro is strikingly visible from the road passing the generating station and crossing the 
Ottawa River to Quebec: an alternating black- and- white succession of gabbro and marble bluffs 
line the river banks to the south. 

On Petite He Limerick, a 30 cm -thick sharp-edged diabase sheet intrudes very coarse 
gabbro, which contains amphibole laths up to 3 cm in length. Gabbro and diabase are cut by 
abundant quartz veining: minor amounts of pyrite occur along the pervasive brittle fractures. 
Immediately to the north, the gabbro-marble contact is superbly exposed in the roadcut. 4 m 
north of the contact the host rock is coarse (5-10 mm) white marble, containing zones of 
calc-silicate alteration with minor pyrite. The gabbro-marble margin is ragged, with intense 
veining dominated by coarse pink carbonate. Inside the gabbro, soft, fine-grained calc-silicate 
alteration zones are visible. 

Back on the Ontario side of the border, immediately east of the Kerr Line, more sharp-
edged diabase dykes are visible. Late chloritic fractures cut both gabbro and diabase. Nearby, 
medium- grained (2-5 mm) gabbro carries garnets, one of which was 10 mm in size, rimmed 
by rusty-weathering rhombohedral carbonate. 
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Mineralogy and Petrology: 
Thin sections were cut from four samples. An olivine leucogabbro was composed largely of 
plagioclase, olivine and clinopyroxene. Traces of iddingsite and serpentine formed by alteration 
of the olivine, but the most striking feature of the rock is the preservation of fresh olivine, 
surrounded by reaction rims of orthopyroxene with an outer layer of ill-defined (?) amphibole. 
The rims appear to have formed by reaction of the olivine with surrounding plagioclase (Fig. 
16d). Comparison with published data from other metabasites in the Grenville and elsewhere 
(Table 8) confirms that this is a fairly common corona structure. The implication is that the 
gabbro has been metamorphosed in the Grenville orogeny^ and thus is of Grenville rather than 
latest Proterozoic age, despite the spatial association with the Ottawa-Bonnechere graben. This 
has been confirmed with a date of 1231 ±2 Ma (McEachem et al., quoted in Easton 1992a, 
p.819), identical to the Raglan-Mallard-Boulter gabbros, dated at 1227±5 Ma. 

The quartz-veined contact between gabbro and the diabase sheet near the northeast margin 
of the intrusion exhibits two mafic rocks of similar mineralogy: hornblende and plagioclase, with 
abundant biotite and traces of scapolite, pyrite, sphene, magnetite and ilmenite. The strained 
quartz- (carbonate) veining is essentially devoid of sulphide. A dark 'ultramafic' phase of the 
gabbro near the contact with carbonate country rocks is actually an intensely scapolitized gabbro 
with abundant hornblende and only minor relict plagioclase and clinopyroxene. Serpentine 
veinlets are common, and postdate scapolite development. Abundant quartz -(carbonate) vein 
walls contain voluminous pyrite and scapolite. Sphene is an abundant accessory phase, and, with 
traces of ilmenite and biotite, may also be located near quartz vein margins. A sample of the 
'calc-silicate alteration* in the gabbro near the contact can be considered to be contaminated 
gabbro, or even as a skam development. Crystalline diopside and calcite comprise almost the 
entire rock, although clinozoisite is an abundant accessory phase, and traces of pyrite, deep 
green spinel, tremolite (?) and 'goethite' are present. 

Mineralization: 
Traces of Cu-Ni sulphides. Small Fe-Ti oxide concentrations. 

Other Comments: 
Located in the Ottawa-Bonnechere graben, apparently a failed rift of the St. Lawrence rift 
system (Mereu et al. 1986). This post-Grenville tectonism has other intrusive expressions, such 
as the alkaline complexes of the North Bay area (Lumbers 1971) and the tholeiitic dykes of the 
Ottawa rift (Kretz et al. 1985). 

North of the Ottawa River, gneissic country rocks have been intruded by post-tectonic 
gabbros and pyroxenites. It has been suggested that the Portage-du-Fort gabbro is related to the 
Chenaux gabbro (Katz 1976). 
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* SECTION : 6.31 * 
* INTRUSIVE : OTHER MAFIC INTRUSIONS * 
* TOWNSHIP(S) : Various, across southern Ontario * 
* METAL CONTENTS : Various: Fe-Ti-P, and local Pt-Pd-Au enrichments * 
* SAMPLES : None * 
* PET. DESCR. : None * 

Preface: 
Since the original compilation of this catalogue, a number of other studies of mafic-ultramafic 
rocks have come to the author's attention. 

HYPABYSSAL INTRUSIONS 

(a) Mafic dyke swarms in the Grenville. These are of different ages, and some have 
undergone variable degrees of progressive regional metamorphism, depending on their 
geographic position with respect to the Grenville Front. See Section 3.8.1, and specific 
notes on diabase dykes in Sections 6.20, 6.27. 

b) The Ashby metagabbro near Denbigh (Evans 1964) is mostly a medium-grained hornblende 
-plagioclase gneiss, cut by a few small shear zones mineralized by sulphides. Possible 
igneous layering occurs in the nearby Eagle Hills metagabbro. 

c) The Glamorgan gabbro (Trooper Lake mass) near Bancroft hosts a large magnetite-
ilmenite deposit at Pine Lake, one of a number of Fe ± Ti oxide deposits described 
by Adams and Barlow (1910, pp. 153-156,351-365). The deposit is exposed over a 
length of 1800 feet (550 m), and is 70 to 198 feet (21-60 m) thick (ibid., pp.353-354). 
The old Fe mines in the region, working a variety of deposit types, extracted 
magnetite ores, since high Ti (ilmenite) contents were not amenable to the smelting 
procedures of the day. Adams and Barlow quote an analysis of the Pine Lake material, 
which was tested but not mined, grading 13.52 wt. % T1O2 and 0.52 wt. % V2O5. 
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Notes 
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Figure 1: 
Location of the Grenville province in Ontario: some of the areas described in the Ontario 
Geological Survey's PGE project, summarized in Macdonald and Cherry (1988). 
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Figure 2: 
Location map of mafic intrusions in the Central Metasedimentary Belt in southeast Ontario. Note 
that all 17 indicated areas of mafic-ultramafic rock are of Grenville age, including the Chenaux 
gabbro, until recently thought to be associated with the development of the Paleozoic 
Ottawa-Bonnechere graben. Excludes a number of mafic intrusions in the map area, but includes 
most of the larger and better-known examples. See Figure 3 for a more complete coverage. 
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Figure 4: 
A generalized nomenclature for mafic and ultramafic rocks composed of varying proportions of 
PLAGioclase feldspar, OLIVine and 1-2 pyroxenes (OPX, CPX). From Wilson (1988a, p.21). 
See Streckeisen (1976) or Le Maitre et al. (1989) for a detailed treatment of the subject. 
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Figure 5: 
Outcrop geology (I). Many of the best exposures of fresh rock are found in road cuts (a) or 
along lake shores (b, island in Caribou Lake). Well-developed igneous layering is only well-
preserved in a small number of outcrops, one of the best occurring on the east side of the large 
Lavant gabbro complex (c). Here primary igneous layering, exhibiting well- developed graded 
bedding, is preserved within a satellite body of the main mass. Located just east of the main 
body, west of Hopetown, in a sequence of carbonate metasediment host strata. 

Evidence for the multistage evolution of mafic magmas is provided by a number of phenomena, 
including anorthositic veining in the Caribou Lake body (d). While granitic pegmatites are 
abundant in the Grenville, coarse mafic pegmatoids, as in the Oconto gabbro (e) are uncommon. 
The knife blade indicates a coarse mass of granoblastic magnetite + ilmenite. This gabbro is cut 
by a mafic pegmatite dyke composed of cm-scale pyroxene crystals in a granular magnetite 
matrix: the polished slab of pegmatite depicted in photo (f) is «12x8 cm in size. Gabbro, 
pegmatoid, and pyroxenite pegmatite dyke are all very rich in Fe-Ti oxides. 
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Figure 6: 
Magnetite veinlet cutting deformed metagabbro of the Faraday complex, near Bancroft. Fibrous 
secondary amphibole also occurs in these veinlets. The pen magnet will hang unsupported from 
oxide-rich hand specimens from this site. 
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Figure 7: 
Outcrop geology (II). Although relatively few in number, the mineral occurrences provide much 
useful information (a). Here, farmer Fred Inwood talks to geologist Richard Cresswell at the 
'Inwood' (Landolac) showing in the Raglan Hills. The metagabbros frequently display signs of 
tectonism. A small-scale shear zone crossing coarse, rather massive gabbro (b) is visible in the 
exposure surrounding trench '3' on the nearby Raglan showing. This wispy structure represents 
localized ductile deformation in the metagabbiro. 

Problematical lithological variation is displayed near the eastern margin of the Raglan intrusive 
(c). The dark, rusty rock under the lens cap occurs as a block in the lighter gabbro. It is 
associated with coarse- carbonate segregations. The pegmatoidal development in the adjacent 
gabbro may represent a concentration of volatiles against a stoped block near the margin or roof 
of the crystallizing gabbro. An exposure of plagioclase homfels and inclusions of felsic gneiss 
occur against and within the gabbro in the same area as this outcrop. The earlier gabbros are 
frequently cut by later intrusions (d). Here granitic veining, in sharp contact with heterogeneous 
gabbro, cuts across facies variations in the northwestern marginal section of the Mountain Grove 
intrusion. In the Papineau-Labelle Wildlife Reserve, southeast of Mont Laurier in Quebec, a 
lamprophyric melt has 'sampled' and transported rounded blocks of typical metagabbroic aspect 
(e,f), in addition to ultramafic lithologies, preserved in a narrow breccia dyke (Corriveau and 
Jourdain 1992; Corriveau et al. 1993). 
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FIGURE 7 
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Figure 8: 
Index map of the 13 localities visited in the survey of the Raglan Hills, including sites in the 
Mallard, Boulter and Raglan intrusions. F is the Inwood showing, J the Raglan showing. 

METAGABBROS OF THE RAGLAN HILLS AREA 
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Figure 9: 
Sketch map of old trenching examined on the Raglan showing in 1986-87. Trench '3', the most 
important locality, is easily located as the rusty outcrop adjacent to the logging road. Note: the 
site was not surveyed, and the relative locations and orientations of the various workings are 
approximate. Most importantly, however, the other trenches can be found with reference to '3', 
and the relative trench sizes and sample locations are quite accurate. The site is located at grid 
reference UF061078, on topographic map 31F/3, between the 2 marked lakes. Only the two 
most important areas of stripped outcrop are marked diagramatically. The numbering of trenches 
differs from that of Carter et al. (1980, p.55). 
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Figure 10: 
Silicate textures and magmatic sulphides, metagabbros of the Raglan Hills, (a) Leucogabbro, 
metamorphosed in the amphibolite facies, composed largely of recrystallized polygonal 
plagioclase plus hornblende. A shear zone within this rock (b) displays foliation, grainsize 
reduction, and retrograde alteration represented by epidote and by sphene rims on oxide grains, 
(c) Polished hand specimen from Trench 2' of the Raglan showing. Note the sharp contact 
between gabbroic and anorthositic lithologies. Disseminated sulphides are essentially confined 
to the former. The gabbro (d) is almost entirely composed of strained, twinned plagioclase, 
actinolite and pyrrhotite. In another view (e) there is a chaotic texture in sulphide-flecked 
leucogabbro abutting anorthosite. (f) A Cu-rich pyroxenite, with an estimated 8 volume percent 
chalcopyrite, from the area of the In wood (Landolac) showing on Loneys Hill. Abundant 
remobilized sulphide in actinolite. 
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Figure 11: 
Silicate mineralogy and textures. Photomicrographs of samples of the Raglan, Bonter, Faraday, 
Umfraville and Caribou Lake intrusions, (a) Pyroxenite from the Inwood showing, combining 
fine-grained, recrystallized amphibole with coarser grains, pseudomorphous after igneous 
pyroxene, (b) Pyroxenite float from the area of the Bonter occurrence in northern Marmora 
township. This sample is notable for the preservation of zoning in augitic clinopyroxene grains. 
(c) Foliated amphibolite, a metabasite from the Faraday complex near Bancroft. Highly magnetic 
rock, colour index «94 percent, composed largely of hornblende, magnetite and ilmenite. 

(d) Equant fractured orthopyroxene and partially altered clinopyroxene in pyroxenite (websterite) 
of the Umfraville intrusion, (e-f) Deformed orthopyroxene crystals in plagioclase-bearing 
websterite, forming a narrow band in norite of the Caribou Lake intrusion. 
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Figure 12: 
Sulphide textures in the Raglan, Boulter, Lanark-Oso, Lavant and Duck Lake (Chandos) 
intrusions. The Raglan body displays magmatic sulphide-silicate intergrowths. A Ni-rich sample 
from the Inwood showing (a) contains pentlandite 'necklaces' on grain boundaries in pyrrhotite. 
Grenville pyrrhotites are sometimes partially altered to a very fme-grained (?) marcasite-pyrite 
mixture, as in example (b), in a melagabbro near Boulter, (c) is a similar case, in leucogabbro 
of the Lanark-Oso intrusion. In oxide-rich Lavant gabbro (d) magnetite is accompanied by 
pyrrhotite with altered rims. Chalcopyrite is the sulphide most susceptible to late remobilization, 
as in case (e) from the Raglan Hills. Late epigenetic sulphide veins may be largely coarse pyrite. 
An example from Chandos township (f) displays a final, minor episode of fracturing in scapolite-
chlorite- carbonate gangue, infilled by traces of chalcopyrite and Fe-Ti oxide. 
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Figure 13: 
Secondary electron images of secondary pyrite shells adjacent to plagioclase in gabbro of the 
Mountain Grove intrusion. Such porous shells appear to be late (deuteric?) reaction rims, 
involving coarse sulphide and/or plagioclase. Sample collected near outcrop in Figure 7(d). 
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Figure 14: 
Oxides in the Umfraville and Lanark-Oso gabbros, and lithologies in the Tudor and Raglan 
intrusions, (a) Coarse magnetite envelops silicates and traces of pyrite in oxide-rich Umfraville 
gabbro. Fine-grained oxide decorates cleavage planes in biotite and scapolite gangue. The coarse 
oxide may be invested by thin rims of chlorite and chalcopyrite. (b) Fe-Ti oxides in scapolitic 
metagabbro of the Lanark-Oso intrusion occur as both coherent and fractured grains. Uralitized 
metagabbro of the Tudor mass displays both (c) partial recrystallization of amphibole replacing 
clinopyroxene and (d) replacement of plagioclase (Aotj) by chlorite and epidote along grain 
boundaries and fractures. A rarer style of alteration is seen in (e), where feldspar in a 
carbonatized Tudor gabbro encloses a pseudomorph of biotite and carbonate after pyroxene. 
Abundant volatiles are also present in a gabbroic pegmatite in the Raglan Hills (f), where pyrite 
associated with abundant epidote encloses sphene and hornblende. 
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Figure 15: 
Mineralogy of the Oconto, Tudor, Lanark-Oso and Raglan intrusions, with emphasis on late 
deuteric-hydrothermal alteration styles. Some intrusions are late-tectonic, with little evidence of 
deformation or alteration. An example (a) is biotite-rich monzogabbro of the Oconto mass, 
containing clinopyroxene, biotite, magnetite and apatite in a matrix of antiperthitic plagioclase. 
In contrast, an unfoliated sample of Tudor metagabbro (b) displays extensive replacement of 
primary plagioclase and clinopyroxene by epidote and chlorite. A sample of sulphidic metabasite 
of the Lanark-Oso intrusion (c-e) is distinctively altered. The rock is cut by chrysotile serpentine 
veinlets (c-d) while plagioclase in the bulk of the rock is extensively replaced by scapolite (e). 
Sulphides in a recrystallized metabasite from the Raglan Hills (f) are encased in clinozoisite. 
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Figure 16: 
Textures in metabasites indicating mineral reactions at higher grades of regional metamorphism. 
The examples are from the Central Gneiss Belt and the Chenaux gabbro. The Huntsville coronite 
(a-c) is composed mainly of garnet, plagioclase, clinopyroxene, hornblende and ilmenite. Garnet 
and pyroxene are prominent on weathered surfaces (a). Coarse pyroxenes (b) may be rimmed 
by hornblende ± an outer layer of plagioclase, while garnet (c, black in cross polarized view) 
often has a thin coat of plagioclase. 

The Chenaux intrusion includes an olivine leucogabbro (d) in which corona structures of up to 
three distinct layers mantle olivine in plagioclase. 

Corona textures were most frequently encountered in the Central Gneiss Belt. In addition to the 
Huntsville example, relevant features include rims of (e) garnet around clinopyroxene in 
plagioclase (norite of Memesagamesing Lake) and (f) optically anomalous hydrogamet around 
magnetite and clinopyroxene in an anorthosite vein cutting gabbronorite of the Caribou lake 
complex (see also Fig. 5d). 
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Figure 17: 
AFM and Jensen cation ternary plots for selected Grenville samples from this project. All seven 
samples have low sulphide contents ( < 1.2 weight percent S). Samples 1-4 are 1102, 1099, 1101 
and 1098 from Caribou Lake, respectively websterite, norite, leuconorite and anorthosite. 
Sample 5 is Raglan pyroxenite 1110. Sample 6 is Mallard gabbro 1001. Sample 7 is oxide-rich 
pyroxenite pegmatite 1055 from the Oconto intrusion. 
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Figure 18: 
Chondrite-normalised REE plots for Grenville samples. The upper plot involves the Caribou 
Lake suite featured in Figure 17. The lower plot displays the moderately elevated REE levels 
in Raglan pyroxenite relative to local gabbros, two of which are sulphide-rich. 
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Figure 19: 
Chondrite-normalized PGE patterns for five Raglan sulphide-rich samples. The whole-rock 
analytical data are recalculated to anticipated PGE levels in 100 percent sulphide. 
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Figure 20: 
In-situ PGE analyses of selected mineral grains, conducted by accelerator mass spectrometry, 
and presented as chondrite-normalized PGE patterns. In this case, the patterns seen in the six 
grains are largely a reflection of elements below or near detection limits. Thus, sensitivity to Ir 
and Ft is much higher than for Os, Ru and Fd. The only reliable pattern here may be the ppb 
levels of Au, an element to which the technique is exceedingly sensitive. The slightly elevated 
levels of Ir in Lavant magnetite and Ft in Raglan pyrrhotite may be real, but are only at levels 
of 8 and 4 ppb respectively! The implication of this handful of analyses of coarse grains is that 
other phases host the observed whole-rock FGE enrichments. For methodology, see Wilson et 
al. (1991). A wide range of illustrative FGE patterns, in which the low-level Grenville patterns 
can be compared to a range of FGE-rich grains of common ore minerals, are presented in 
Wilson et al. (1993). Analysed samples were Chandos pyrite 975 (two pieces), Raglan and 
Lanark-Oso pyrrhotites 863b and 1030, and Oconto and Lavant magnetites 1055 and 1163. 
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TABLE 1. SURFACE AREA OF SELECTED GRENVILLE INTRUSIONS 

Intrusive Complex 

Lavant intrusive complex 
Lingham Lake complex 
Raglan metagabbro complex 
Umfraville gabbro 
Chenaux gabbro 
Tudor gabbro 

Mountain Grove intrusion 
Thanet complex 
Cordova gabbro 
Caribou Lake intrusion 
Jocko Lake complex 
Memesagamesing Lake 
Tichbome gabbro 

Area 
(km') 

249 
61.7 
50.3 
36.1 
29.1 
28.5 

25.0 
25.0 
23.1 
14.5 
7.6 
5.0 
3.3 

Major/minor 
axes (km) 

40.0 X 10.0 
10.5 X 9.5 
18.5x5.6 
9.6 X 7.0 

10.4 X 3.0 
9 .3x4 .1 

7 .0x3 .8 
6.7 X 4.9 
5 .6x5 .2 
9.2 X 3.0 
3 .4x3 .1 
3 .3x2 .1 
4.8 X 1.3 

Map(s) 

2441 / 2054 / 2053 
2168 / 2053 / 51d 
2461 / 1953-2 
2167 / 2020 / 1957b 
2460 
2168 / 2106 / 1957b/ 
Palmer+Carmichael (1973) 
2449 / 2053 / 1947-5 
2167 / 2020 / 1957b 
Easton etal . (1986, p. 17) 
Friedman (1957) 
2167 
Friedman (1955) 
2053 / 1947-5 

Approximate dimensions of various intrusions, composed in part or whole of mafic rocks, in the 
Grenville province of Ontario. Note that in each case the major contiguous area of 'mafic' rocks revealed 
by or inferred from surface mapping is considered: satellite intrusions are excluded. Areas estimated by 
the 'trace, cut, and weigh' method. Adapted from Wilson (1988b). For comparison, the exposed area of 
the Stillwater complex in Montana is only 194 km ,̂ although gravity data suggest that the intrusive 
extends far to the east of its outcrop, as a flat sheet under sedimentary cover, beneath an area as large 
as 4400 km^ (Bonini 1981). 

Map references (mostiy 4-digit numbers) mostly refer to maps published by the Ontario Department 
of Mines / Ontario Geological Survey, on five scales from 1:253,440 to 1:31,680 (1 inch:4 miles to 1 
inch:0.5 miles). Lavant intrusive: less accurate, as dimensions derived from 1:800,000 regional map. 

N.B. Specific geographic notes: 

1. The Lingham Lake complex should not be confused with the Tudor gabbro, a separate, elongate, body lying 
to the west. Early workers, as noted by Meen (1942, p.22) referred to the western part of the Lingham Lake 
mass as the 'Tudor intrusion". Lumbers (1969) quotes an equivalent area of 85 knf: this must include the 
more felsic portions, excluded here, in the eastern half. 

2. For current purposes the Raglan metagabbro complex is truncated in the southwest at the Mayo town line, 
excluding the Boulter gabbro and Mallard Lake metagabbro, each of comparable size to Raglan. 

3. For the Umfraville gabbro the estimated size is an upper limit (Hewitt 1962), and for the Tichbome gabbro, 
a lower limit. Tudor gabbro shown larger on old maps: 39.9 km^ (15.1x3.4 km). See Laakso (1968). 

4. The Chenaux gabbro has been thought of as the 'odd one out' here, considered postorogenic, related to rifting 
in the Ottawa-Bonnechere graben (Lumbers 1982, pp.37-39). It is apparently older, of Grenville age. 
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TABLE 2A. SUMMARY OF SAMPLING AND PETROGRAPHIC WORK 

Number ofThin/Polished Sections 

5 Plus 
1 
1 
1 
1 
2 
2 

8 5 
3 

12 
23 
2 
3 
1 
3 

Name of Intrusion 

1 Caribou Lake Intrusion 
2 Memesagamesing Lake Stock 
3 Cleland Stock 
4 Red Deer Lake Anorthosite 
5 Huntsville Coronite 
6 Mallard Gabbro 
7 Boulter Gabbro 
8 Raglan Gabbro: 

Raglan showing 
Inwood showing 
Various sites 
Total 

9 Faraday Gabbro 
10 Umfraville Gabbro 
11 Thanet Gabbro 
12 Tudor Gabbro 
13 WoUaston Gabbro 
14 Glen Alda Gabbro 
15 Duck Lake Intrusion 
16 Lingham Lake Gabbro 
17 Bonter Occurrence 
18 Cordova Gabbro 
19 Mountain Grove Intrusion 
20 Tichbome Gabbro 
21 Oconto Gabbro 
22 Crow Lake Gabbro 
23 Lanark-Oso Intrusion 
24 Bathurst Township Gabbro 
25 Wilkinson Anorthosite 
26 Loughborough Gabbro 
27 Wolfe Lake Gabbro (+diabase) 
28 Quadeville Gabbro 
29 Lavant Intrusive Complex 
30 Chenaux Gabbro 
- Total 

No. Samples 

8 
2 
3 
1 
1 
5 
5 

10 
4 

16 
30 
3 

10 
3 

10 
1 
1 
6 
5 
2 
6 
8 
4 
3 
1 

11 
2 
1 
1 

(6+1=) 7 
1 

(15 + 1=) 16 
10 

167 

1 

3 
4 

67 

1 

1 

8 

Includes 14/17 intrusions depicted in Figure 2 of southeast Ontario. The sites, shown in Figure 
3, are listed in approximate west to east order, north-south in the Bancroft area. 
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TABLE 2B. REGIONAL SUMMARY OF THE PETROGRAPHIC WORK 

Intrusion /Region of Interest 

Caribou Lake 

Other Sites in northwestern Grenville 

Raglan and Adjacent Intnisives 

Other Sites in/near Hastings Basin 

Eastern Grenville area 

Chenaux Gabbro 

Total 

Number of Thin/Polished Sections 

5 

4 

32 

16 

14 

4 

(67+8=) 75 

Table 2 indicates the location of all 165 samples (and 67 thin/polished sections) collected and 
prepared in 1987-87, and of a further 2 samples and 8 sections examined subsequently. 
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TABLE 4A. WHOLE-ROCK ANALYSES AND 
TRACE ELEMENT DATA FOR 14 SAMPLES 

Sample 
Site 

Major 

Si02 
Ti02 
AI2O3 
FCiOa 
FeO 
MnO 
MgO 
CaO 
NazO 
K2O 
P2O5 
LCI 
Total 

850 
Cordova 

Elements (wt. %) 

46.3 
0.66 

17.7 
2.40 
8.1 
0.16 
9.05 
7.36 
2.85 
0.24 
0.04 
4.00 

98.86 

853 
Lingham 

48.3 
0.85 
4.15 
1.43 

10.5 
0.17 

16.2 
11.9 
0.41 
0.32 
0.08 
3.08 

97.39 

858 
Raglan 

45.7 
0.21 

25.6 
1.29 
7.2 
0.03 
1.35 

12.4 
2.76 
0.26 
0.03 
2.39 

99.22 

861A 
Raglan 

46.1 
0.28 

14.3 
2.24 

15.8 
0.06 
4.25 
7.60 
1.05 
1.08 
0.03 
4.77 

97.56 

863 
Raglan 

21A 
0.19 

13.7 
9.21 

24.2 
0.03 
1.40 
6.04 
1.65 
0.22 
0.02 

10.5 
94.26 

Key base metals plus sulphur (wt.%): 

Ni 
Cu 
S 

<0.01 
<0.01 
<0.01 

0.08 
0.16 
0.64 

<0.01 
0.12 
1.32 

<0.01 
0.20 
2.96 

0.08 
1.28 
8.68 

Trace elements (ppm) 

V 
Cr 
Co 
Zn 
Sr 
Ba 

na 
60 
na 
na 

280 
160 

na 
1770 

na 
na 
20 
70 

na 
60 
na 
na 

850 
90 

na 
130 
na 
na 

300 
390 

na 
70 
na 
na 

280 
250 

1986 data (Wilson 1988b). Analyses by X-Ray Assay Laboratories Ltd. Major and minor 
elements by XRF (minimum detection limits 0.01 wt.% and 10 ppm respectively). FeO by wet 
chemistry (MDL= 0.1 wt.%). 'na' = 'not analysed'. LOI measured after heating at 1000°C for 
30 minutes: an indication of (S+CO2+H2O) contents. Totals for some samples may deviate from 
1(X) wt. % due to problem of high S content. Other elements analysed and not reported include: 
(1) Nb all 30 ppm or less, (2) Rb all 30 ppm or less, except 1055 (180 ppm), (3) Y all 20 ppm 
or less except 1098 (70 ppm), and (4) Zr all 30 ppm or less except 1055 (60 ppm) and 1098 
(16(X) ppm). N.B. Pb data in Wilson (1988b, p. 160) are spurious and should be disregarded. 

— Mafic rocks, sulphides and PGE in the Grenville — 
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TABLE 4B. WHOLE-ROCK ANALYSES AND 
TRACE ELEMENT DATA 

Sample 

Major 

Si02 
TiOj 
AI2O3 
FejOs 
FeO 
MnO 
MgO 
CaO 
NaaO 
K2O 
P2O5 
LCI 
Total 

1001 
Mallard 

Elements (wt. %) 

51.5 
0.36 

21.8 
1.58 
3.5 
0.07 
5.09 

11.0 
3.45 
0.63 
0.05 
0.70 

99.73 

Key base metals plus sulphur 

Ni 
Cu 
S 

0.0077 
0.0003 

<0.01 

1055 
Oconto 

17.3 
5.30 
8.50 

36.87 
20.0 
0.36 
2.89 
6.68 
0.62 
0.23 
0.03 

-0.92 
97.86 

(wt.%): 

0.0085 
0.0003 

<0.01 

1098 
Caribou 

51.6 
1.91 

16.6 
3.39 
7.3 
0.19 
2.44 
6.10 
4.07 
2.98 
0.86 

-0.07 
97.37 

0.0013 
0.0031 

<0.01 

1099 
Caribou 

48.4 
0.34 

17.1 
1.83 
7.2 
0.11 

11.8 
8.26 
2.34 
0.32 
0.04 
0.47 

98.21 

0.0190 
0.0084 
0.04 

1101 
Caribou 

50.9 
0.36 

19.4 
2.11 
5.2 
0.09 
7.01 
9.35 
3.11 
0.35 
0.04 
0.08 

98.00 

0.0065 
0.0055 
0.15 

Trace elements (ppm): 

V 
Cr 
Co 
Zn 
Sr 
Ba 

80 
110 
21 
55 

280 
100 

410 
91 
79 

620 
120 
850 

170 
30 
19 

150 
390 

3680 

84 
270 
71 

110 
270 
200 

140 
150 
49 

100 
360 
240 

1987 data (Wilson 1988e). Analyses by X-Ray Assay Laboratories Ltd. Major and minor 
elements by XRF (MDLs 0.01 wt.% and 10 ppm respectively) except V, Cr, Co, Ni, Cu, Zn 
(various methods; MDLs 0.5-2 ppm). FeO by wet chemistry (MDL 0.1 wt.%). *na' = *not 
analysed'. In 1055 the strongly negative LOI is ascribed to partial reaction of high Fe oxide 
content with air. Other notes as Table 4A. 

— Mafic rocks, sulphides and PGE in the Grenville -
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TABLE 4C. WHOLE-ROCK ANALYSES AND 
TRACE ELEMENT DATA 

Sample 

Major'. 

Si02 
Ti02 
AI2O3 
Fe203 
FeO 
MnO 
MgO 
CaO 
NajO 
K2O 
P2O5 
LCI 

1102 
Caribou 

Elements (wt. %) 

49.6 
0.46 
4.49 
4.05 

13.9 
0.33 

19.9 
3.23 
0.48 
0.09 
0.03 
0.85 

1107 
Raglan 

21A 
0.38 

12.0 
3.94 

32.9 
0.04 
2.38 
7.00 
1.20 
0.16 
0.02 
7.77 

1108 
Raglan 

36.3 
0.33 

17.2 
1.95 

20.2 
0.05 
2.99 

10.9 
1.48 
0.16 
0.02 
4.54 

1110 
Raglan (site H) 

47.5 
0.88 
6.10 
2.52 

12.4 
0.30 

14.1 
10.5 
1.22 
0.35 
0.07 
0.93 

Total 97.41 94.89 96.12 96.87 

Key base metals plus sulphur (wt. %): 

Ni 
Cu 
S 

0.034 
0.027 
1.17 

0.61 
0.70 

17.2 

0.34 
0.31 
7.72 

0.0160 
0.0027 
0.02 

Trace elements (ppm): 

V 
Cr 
Co 
Zn 
Sr 
Ba 

190 
360 
140 
170 
30 

150 

90 
170 
780 
36 

190 
150 

90 
170 
440 
36 

340 
110 

290 
360 
88 

160 
100 
150 

1987 data (Wilson 1988e). Analyses by X-Ray Assay Laboratories Ltd. Major and minor 
elements by XRF (detection limits 0.01 wt.% and 10 ppm respectively) except V, Cr, Co, Ni, 
Cu, Zn (various methods; MDLs 0.5-2 ppm). FeO by wet chemistry (MDL 0.1 wt.%). *na' = 
'not analysed*. Other notes as Table 4A. 

— Mafic rocks, sulphides and PGE in the Grenville 
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TABLE 5. RESULTS OF WHOLE-ROCK AU-PD-PT 
ASSAYS ON 44 SELECTED SAMPLES 

For clarity, results below the detection limits (1 ppb Au, 2 ppb Pd, 10 ppb Pt) are noted with 
a dash. ICP-MS (INAA for 1107, 1108) analyses made after fire assay of crushed, agate-milled 
whole-rock samples. Raglan sites F,J are the Inwood and Raglan sulphide showings respectively. 

Sample 
1098 
1099 
1100 
1101 
1102 
1094 
1001 
1003 
1015 
1016 
1006 
1020 
1021 
1023 
1110 
858 

861A 
863 

1107 
1108 
982 
984 
998 

1000 
990 
991 
997 
975 

1027 
853 
995 
850 

1060 
1061 
1059 
1053 
1055 
1030 
1033 
1034 
1037 
1038 
1045 
1050 

Site 
Caribou Lak( 
Caribou Lakt 
Caribou Lak( 
Caribou Lak( 
Caribou Lake 
Memesagamesing Lake 
Mallard site 
Mallard site 
Boulter site 1 
Boulter site 1 
Raglan site £ 
Raglan site I 
Raglan site I 
Raglan site I 
Raglan site \ 
Raglan site J 
Raglan site J 
Raglan site J 
Raglan site J 
Raglan site J 
Umfraville 
Umfraville 
Thanet 
Thanet 
Tudor 
Tudor 
Tudor area 
Duck Lake 
Duck Lake 
Lingham Lake 
Bonter area 
Cordova 
Mountain Grove 
Mountain Grove 
Tichbome 
Oconto 
Oconto 
Lanark-Oso 
Lanark-Oso 
Lanark-Oso 
Lanark-Oso 
Lanark-Oso 
Lavant 
Lavant 

Type 
Anorthosite veining 
Norite 
Sulphidic float 
Leuconorite 
Sulphidic websterite 
Norite 
Leucogabbro 
Amphibolite dyke 
Sulphide-rich melagabbro 
Leucogabbro 
Sulphidic amphibolite 
Pyroxenite 
Sulphide-rich pyroxenite 
Sulphide-rich pyroxenite 
Pyroxenite 
Sulphidic leucogabbro 
Sulphide-rich gabbro 
Sulphide-rich leucogabbro 
Sulphide-rich melagabbro 
Sulphide-rich leucogabbro 
Magnetite-rich gabbro 
Contaminated gabbro 
Pyroxenite 
Pyroxenite 
Carbonatized gabbro 
Uralitized gabbro 
Sulphidic diorite 
Scapolite-pyrite vein 
Sulphide-veined amphibolite 
Sulphidic gabbro 
Sulphidic clinopyroxenite 
Carbonatized gabbro 
Sulphide-rich wehrlite 
Gabbro host to 1060 
Oxide-rich leucogabbro 
Biotite monzogabbro 
Magnetite-pyroxenite pegmatite 
Scapolitized sulphidic gabbro 
Sulphidic veining in gabbro 
Iron crust on gabbro surface 
Sulphidic leucogabbro 
Sulphidic leucogabbro 
Sulphidic gabbro pegmatoid 
Quartz diorite cut by tonalite 

Au ppb Pd ppb Pt ppb 

8 
9 

55 
13 
4 

85 

23 
16 
26 

9 
10 

18 

5 

22 
8 

26 

3 
8 

10 
12 
6 
6 

11 
9 
6 
5 

6 
3 

32 
2 
8 

12 

40 
30 
75 

130 
91 

30 
-
-
-

15 
20 
50 
10 

130 

5 

2 

25 

5 

10 
25 

10 

10 
10 

10 

10 
10 

Mafic rocks, sulphides and PGE in the Grenville 
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TABLE 6. ANALYTICAL DATA FOR ALL SIX PGE PLUS GOLD, FOR 7 SAMPLES 

Os 
Ir 
Ru 
Rh 
Ft 
Pd 
Au 

850 
Cordova 

< 3 
<0.1 
< 5 

9 
10 
5 
3 

853 
Lingham 

< 3 
<0.1 
< 5 
12 
25 
25 
26 

858 
Raglan 

< 3 
1.6 
5 

< 1 
15 
40 
23 

861A 
Raglan 

< 3 
0.6 
5 

< 1 
20 
30 
16 

863 
Raglan 

< 3 
0.6 
5 

< 1 
50 
75 
26 

1107 
Raglan 

13 
0.9 

< 5 
< 1 
10 

130 
9 

1108 
Raglan 

< 3 
05 

< 5 
< 1 
130 
91-
10 

All values in ppb. Precious metals by ICP-MS, except for 1107 and 1108 (INAA). Precious metals detection limits 
marked on null readings (except 5-10, 2-5 and 1 ppb for Pt, Pd and Au, respectively). Calculation to 100% 
sulphide, below, after Wilson 1988b,c. 100% sulphide values are in wt. % of whole rock. 1987 samples analysed 
for Se, MDL 3 ppm. Se was detected in the two most S-rich samples. 

CALCULATION FOR 100 PERCENT SULPHIDE 

Sample Pent Chalc Pyrr Total 
sulphide 

a factor 

1107 
1108 

1.74 
0.97 

2.02 
0.90 

40.17 
17.88 

43.93 
19.75 

2.28 
5.06 

Sample Fe"^ FeO. Fe. 
pent 

Fe. Fe„ 

1107 
1108 

25.42 
11.38 

0.198 
5.56 

0.554 
0.309 

0.615 
0.272 

24.25 
10.80 

15.92 
7.08 

0.706 
0.313 

0.579 
0.323 

CALCULATED Au+PGE IN 100 PERCENT SULPHIDE 

Sample 

858 
861A 
1108 
863 
1107 

Au ppb 

681 
213 

51 
116 
21 

Pdppb 

1184 
399 
460 
335 
296 

Ptppb 

444 
266 
658 
223 
23 

ZPGE+Au ppb 

2504 
952 

1172 
700 
372 

a. facte 

29.6 
13.3 
5.06 
4.47 
2.28 

Sample 

SELENIUM and S/Se RATIOS 

Se ppm S/Se ratio 

1107 
1108 

16 
13 

10750 
5940 

Mafic rocks, sulphides and PGE in the Grenville 
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TABLE 9. SELECTION OF DATES ON MAFIC-ULTRAMAFIC 
AND ANORTHOSITIC ROCKS 

Intrusion(s) 

Littie Grady Island norite, a 
layered intrusion in Labrador 

Metagabbro in Labrador 

Shabogamo intrusive suite 

Pentecote River complex 

Tallan Lake 

Method 

various 

U-Pb 

— 

-Pb zircon 

Date 

1650 

1426 

1375 

1354 

Reference 

Murthy et al. (1989) 

Gower and Erdmer (1988) 

Indares (1991) 

Martignole and Nantel (19: 

U-Pb 

Nantel and Martignole (1992) 

1238 Heaman et al. (1984) 

Sudbury dyke swarm 

Thanet 
Thanet 

Mercer township anorthosite 

Central Gneiss Belt coronites 

Lac St. Jean anorthosite 

Morin anorthosite 

AMCG suite in the Grenville 

U-Pb 

K-Ar 

U-Pb zircon 

— 

U-Pb zircon 4-
baddeleyite 

U-Pb zircon 

—_ 

1238-1235 

1240 
1200 

1222 

1170 

1157 

1155-1135 

1160-1130 

Bethune (1991); Dudas and 
Davidson (1989) 

Dunn and Valley (1990) 
Berger and York (1981) 

Prevec (1992) 

Davidson (1991) 

Higgins and Van Breemen 
(1989, 1992) 

Doig (1991) 

Emslie and Hegner (1993) 

Labrieville anorthosite 1010 Owens et al. (1992) 

Selected dates from Grenville geochronology. The main point to glean from the selected dates 
is the wide time span of dates, most of them crystallization or emplacement ages, for mafic 
intrusions within the spatial realm affected by the Grenville orogeny and regional metamorphism. 
For serious study, the pertinent references in the bibliography should be consulted for further 
details. Extensive compilations of dates are provided by Easton (1986a, 1986b, 1992a). The 
timing of magmatism in the CMB is summarized by Easton (1992a, pp.799-808, 818-825). 

— Mafic rocks, sulphides and PGE in the Grenville -
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CONVERSION FACTORS FOR MEASUREMENTS IN ONTARIO 
GEOLOGICAL SURVEY PUBLICATIONS 

Conversion from SI to Imperial 

SI Unit Multiplied by Gives 

Conversion from Imperial to SI 

Imperial Unit Multiplied by Gives 

1 mm 
1 cm 
I m 
I m 
1km 

1 cm(a) 
lm(a) 
IkmC© 
Iha 

lcm# 
lm# 
lm# 

I L 
I L 
I L 

I g 
I g 
1kg 
1kg 
I t 
1kg 
I t 

Ig/t 

Ig/t 

0.039 37 
0.393 70 
3.28084 
0.049 709 7 
0.621 371 

0.1550 
10.763 9 
0.386 10 
2.471 054 

0.061 02 
35.314 7 

1.308 0 

1.759 755 
0.879 877 
0.219 969 

0.035 273 96 
0.032 150 75 
2.204 62 
0.001 102 3 
1.102311 
0.000984 21 
0.984 206 5 

0.029 1666 

0.583 333 33 

LENGTH 
inches 
inches 
feet 
chains 
miles (statute) 

1 inch 
I inch 
Ifoot 
1 chain 
1 mile (statute) 

AREA 
square inches 
square feet 
square miles 
acres 

1 square inch 
1 square foot 
1 square mile 
lacre 

VOLUME 
cubic inches 
cubic feet 
cubic yards 

1 cubic inch 
1 cubic foot 
1 cubic yard 

CAPACITY 
pints 
quarts 
gallons 

1 pint 
1 quart 
1 gallon 

MASS 
ounces(avdp) 
ounces (troy) 
pounds(avdp) 
tons (short) 
tons (short) 
tons (long) 
tons (long) 

1 ounce (avdp) 
1 ounce (troy) 
1 pound (avdp) 
1 ton (short) 
1 ton (short) 
1 ton (long) 
1 ton (long) 

CONCENTRATION 
ounce (troy)/ 
ton (short) 
pennyweights/ 

1 ounce (troy)/ 
ton (short) 
1 pennyweight/ 

25.4 
2.54 
0J04 8 

20.1168 
1.609 344 

6.4516 
0.092 903 04 
2.589 988 
0.404 685 6 

163S7 064 
0.028 316 85 
0.764 555 

0.568 261 
1.136 522 
4.546 090 

28.349 523 
31.103 476 8 
0.453 592 37 

907.184 74 
0.907 184 74 

1016.046 908 8 
1.016 046 908 8 

34.285 714 2 

1.714 285 7 

mm 
cm 
m 
m 

km 

cm@ 
m@ 

kmCo) 
ha 

cm# 
m# 
m# 

L 
L 
L 

g 
g 

kg 
kg 

t 
kg 

t 

g/t 

g/t 
ton (short) ton (short) 

OTHER USEFUL CONVERSION FACTORS 

1 ounce (troy) per ton (short) 
1 pennyweight per ton (short) 

Multiplied by 
20.0 
0.05 

pennyweights per ton (short) 
ounces (troy) per ton (short) 

Note: Conversion factors which are in bold type are exact. The conversion factors have been taken from or have 
been derived from factors given in the Metric Practice Guide for the Canadian Mining and Metallurgical Indus
tries, published by the Mining Association of Canada in co-operation with the Coal Association of Canada. 
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